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Abstract

ABSTRACT
A new term, for the integrated systems needed to support a human society on Mars, is
presented. The potential applications of nontraditional and oftentimes controversial methods
are examined to support the settlement of Mars. Specifically, the authors focus on the
integration and application of advanced technologies in fields like genetic engineering,
biotechnology, robotics, and terraforming, before the end of the century. Short-term,
economically feasible terraforming methods to change Mars into a more ‘Earthlike’ environment
are described. Following this, current methods of actively adapting life to fit these new Earthlike
conditions are developed into original and innovative solutions to living on Mars. These could
reduce the time spans and complexity that would be involved in a complete terraforming of
Mars, and ultimately result in the creation of a techno-ecosphere on Mars, while the planet is
only partially terraformed. One important aspect of this study is to examine the religious, ethical,
political, and legal questions that arise from this ‘blurring of lines’ between life and technology.
In this way, not only how these technologies can aid in the future of space exploration is
addressed, but also in which ways they can be implemented based on societal considerations.
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Faculty Preface

FACULTY PREFACE
Three visionary graduate students, Peter H. Diamandis, Todd B. Hawley and Robert D.
Richards, founded ISU on April 12, 1987. Some people believed that they were utopian
optimists and that their dream of an “International Space University” was wishful thinking.
However, not everybody shared this view. Visionary spirits such as Arthur C. Clarke and the late
Carl Sagan appreciated the concept of a truly international university devoted exclusively to the
study of space. They lent their full support to the fledgling ISU and took a special interest in its
progression. It is interesting to note that both Clarke and Sagan also opened their minds to
other original concepts that have been considered unrealistic, naïve or even unfashionable e.g.
terraforming, which is the subject of this year’s Team Project 2 (TP2) at ISU.
The concept of artificially modifying a planetary body to the extent that it can support life is
currently impracticable for several reasons (technological, economic, motivational, political,
etc.). However, human beings thrive on challenges, especially seemingly impossible ones!
Hence, to dismiss the idea of terraforming a planet - at some point in the distant future - may be
akin to dismissing humankind’s genius for conquering the apparently impossible.
TP2 members have energetically tackled the complex and multifaceted issue of terraforming. In
this project, compiled by 22 young men and women representing 15 countries, you will be
presented with their vision of a future Martian terraforming initiative. They have considered just
about everything and have respected ISU’s interdisciplinary philosophy. Not surprisingly,
engineering, technology, and science are well covered. However, unlike just about every other
university on the planet, their Report considers all the other pertinent issues such as ethics, law,
policy, finance, management, and religion. Where else but at ISU would one see a single tome
with sections on: “(Terraforming) from a Buddhist perspective”, “(Terraforming) Psycho-Social
Issues”, “(Terraforming) Radiation Countermeasures via Genetic Engineering”? One could
safely assert that there is something for everyone, from every country, and of every religion, in
this project!
Finally, may I take this opportunity of congratulating TP2 for delivering an engaging and
stimulating report.

Associate Professor Hugh Hill on behalf of the Resident faculty.
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AUTHOR PREFACE
We are students of either the M.Sc. in Space Studies or M.Sc. in Space Management Programs at
the International Space University (ISU). We belong to different Masters Programs, but we are
one class, studying together in an interdisciplinary environment, learning to view problems from
multiple perspectives.
This Team Project (TP) is the culmination of the efforts of a team representing 6 continents and
20 disciplines; one of the two teams the class has been divided into. The purpose of the TP is to
work together, integrating our thoughts and experiences in an evocative way, while respecting
our intercultural differences and embracing our commonalities; to produce an interdisciplinary
report and final presentation regarding space activities.
The topic assigned to the team was deliberately broad: terraforming and precursor activities.
After an extensive literature review, we chose to determine how far Mars could reasonably be
terraformed before the end of the century, while also looking at how Earth life could be adapted
to Mars. We explored the religious and ethical perspectives on terraforming and adapting life
and drafted a Mars Convention to govern activities on Mars.
Since we were looking at a project on a planetary scale, we also developed a term to describe the
combination of the global systems that sustain life on Earth. Working with this total system,
which we call a ‘visysphere’, we did research that interested each of us individually, while
maintaining a common vision and identifying potential cross-overs. Key challenges, such as the
physical environment of Mars, the acquisition of funding, and the morality of genetically
engineering a human were addressed.
The biggest challenge was allowing each student to do research that truly interested him or her,
in order to produce in-depth and original work, while still creating a well integrated report. To
solve this, we have worked closely together throughout the project, developing our ideas in
parallel and building on each others work. This report is not a typical road map or space
mission. It is a set of solutions, based on current research and norms, from many perspectives
and disciplines, which could work together to make partial terraforming, and living on Mars
feasible within this century.
It is our sincere hope that the concepts and solutions presented in this report are useful to the
space community, and humanity.

M.Sc. Space Studies and M.Sc. Space Management 2005
Strasbourg, May 2005
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1 - Introduction

1 INTRODUCTION: VISYSPHERE MARS
This project is the result of a team collaboration by 22 students from the M.Sc. in Space Studies
and M.Sc. in Space Management programs, class of 2005, at the International Space University,
Strasbourg, France. The students in this project come from 6 continents and with backgrounds
in 16 distinct disciplines. This report follows from a comprehensive, critical analysis of the
relevant theories behind the multidisciplinary subject of terraforming (ISU Masters ‘05 2004).
According to Martyn Fogg:
Terraforming is a process of planetary engineering specifically directed at enhancing the capacity of
an extra-terrestrial planetary environment to support life. The ultimate in terraforming would be
to create an unconstrained planetary biosphere emulating all the functions of the biosphere of the
Earth – one that would be fully habitable for human beings. (Fogg 1995)

Various bodies in the Solar System were considered as terraforming targets, and Mars was found
to be the most interesting candidate. It was also found that terraforming has fully entered the
scientific arena and that the question has shifted from whether terraforming is possible to
whether it is moral, ethical, and legal. In this report, an attempt has been made to offer a
balanced approach to solving some of the main problems associated with terraforming and
settling on Mars within this century. A original combined solution of terraforming Mars, as in
engineering Mars to be more like Earth, and adapting Earth life to Mars is presented.
To conceptualize a project that would take place on a planetary scale, it was chosen to use the
environmental science concept of global spheres, such as the atmosphere, hydrosphere, and
biosphere, to categorize the systems needed to support human life; adding the concepts of a
technosphere and noosphere. To bring these spheres together into an integrated system, a new
concept was developed by the team to describe a total system that could indefinitely support
human life in space. This system was termed ‘visysphere’, which is the contraction of ‘vitasystem-sphere’, ‘vita’ meaning life in Latin and sphere, from the Greek ‘sphaira’ meaning globe.
A visysphere is the integral of all the spheres that support a human society in space.

1.1 GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS
During this project, certain assumptions had to be made to forecast key developments in space,
i.e. an environment in which these developments could be made had to be envisioned. In this
sense, the assumptions presented are also recommendations to facilitate Martian development.
For the purposes of this project, it was assumed that the Mars Convention, which appears as an
appendix to this document, would be ratified and put into force by about 2020 and that a
terraforming Authority would be established after the first human mission to Mars.
It was assumed that the first human mission to Mars would take place around 2040, as part of a
successful international Mars exploration program. This would imply that adequate solutions to
traveling to Mars and spending extended periods on the surface would have been found by this
time and that reliable and inexpensive (on the order of US$100/kg) launch capabilities would
exist.
It was important to make this assumption, since some of the technologies and techniques that
International Space University, Masters 2005
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would be developed for Mars missions are integrated into this project. The missions themselves
would also determine key pieces of information that could make or break the Mars terraforming
program, such as the discovery of life on the planet.
A high power communications infrastructure was also assumed to be in place by 2050, for MarsEarth relay of information. This system would be suitable for relaying social, as well as critical,
communications. This system would have the capacity to track and monitor all individuals on
Mars; and relay information to places such as medical centers.

1.2 PROJECT SCOPE
The mission of this project was to solve some of the critical issues necessary to establish a self-sustaining
system for humanity on Mars by the end of the century, using terraforming techniques in conjunction with
engineered life adaptation.

To allow for in-depth analysis and original work, this project was not undertaken as a general
road map to creating a visysphere on Mars. Rather, the authors have focused on how specific
areas of current research in, genetic engineering, human physiology and psychology, biorobotics,
life support systems, space suits, robotic vehicles, habitats, cybernetics, socioeconomics, ethics,
religion, and law may be combined and applied to this effort.
The time line considered is therefore from present day research to the arrival of the first
permanent colony on Mars at the end of this century. The exact nature of this colony and the
society into which it would develop are not suggested, the focus is on allowing the establishment
of, rather than developing, a visysphere on Mars.
This project looks only to the end of the century in order to narrow the scope of the work to
consider possible applications of technology and societal norms as they are now understood. As
indicated by the exponential growth in technological capacity and shifting societal norms, to
look much further in the future would be an act of pure creativity; whereas the studies presented
here are firmly based on what now exists on Earth.

1.3 EARTH AS A VISYSPHERE
When the Solar System was formed, inanimate matter - elements, minerals, and rocks - accreted
to form the rocky planets. These rocky planets include Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars. The
inanimate matter of Earth is referred to as the ‘geosphere’ in environmental science. The
geosphere of Earth was kept warm enough by an early CO atmosphere to sustain a liquid
hydrosphere and allow life to evolve.
2

A cyanobacteria, the first organism in the fossil record, was responsible for the atmosphere
becoming rich in O , which allowed the evolution of larger more complex life forms and a
diverse planetary biosphere. As life evolved, humans emerged and the minds of humans formed
a noosphere; the whole of human intelligence, knowledge, and intellectual output. The
development of societies, morals, ethics, religions, and laws created a noosphere. Technological
outputs evolved in parallel with this sphere forming a technosphere, upon which most modern
humans fully depend for survival.
2

The first attempt to engineer a system to mimic the visysphere of Earth resulted in a 13 m

2
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laboratory called Biosphere 2, which includes a series of biomes, but also an agricultural area, a
micro city, and a technosphere. This laboratory attracts many scientists and is a testament to a
common desire to understand the biosphere of Earth and how humans interact with it (Allen
2003). A quote by the famous physicist Dr. Richard Feynman, “What I cannot create, I do not
understand,” may best describe the motivation for large scale biospheric studies, especially as
humankind is confronted with global climate change (Osmond 2004). It certainly describes one
of the motivations behind terraforming Mars, which is the most similar planet to Earth in the
Solar System.

1.4 MARS AS A VISYSPHERE
Mars, the planet next furthest from the Sun, is approximately one third the size of Earth and is
understood to have cooled more quickly, causing the atmosphere to condense onto the surface,
pushing the planet into an ice age. However, a runaway green house effect could be triggered on
Mars releasing an atmosphere similar to that of Earth about 3.8 billion years ago, able to support
the introduction of life. This would offer an opportunity for comparative planetology of an
unprecedented nature.
There are also societal, technological, and economic benefits to establishing a visysphere on
Mars. The terraforming effort would employ new techniques and require the development of
new technologies and products. The new environment would, as has happened throughout
history on Earth, inspire new inventions and creations, which would add to the Martian and
Earth economies. The close vicinity to the main asteroid belt, at about 2 AU, means that
asteroids could be mined for precious elements and further processed on Mars before exporting
the products to Earth. Due to its low gravitational acceleration, 3.69 m/s , the gravitational
potential well is lower than on Earth yielding lower planetary export costs. All this would allow
for the possibility of creating an independent and sustainable Martian economy.
2

The integration of the noosphere into the project, that is to say a focus on a well developed
intellectual envelope that encompasses all of the activities on Mars, would make the engineering
of a visysphere not only a technological accomplishment, but could result in a Martian synergy
of the cultural, social, ethical, legal, and moral values on Earth.
The major problems encountered in engineering a visysphere on Mars would be both physical
and intellectual. The radiation, temperature, pressure, and gravity regimes on Mars will need to
be changed or adapted to. Financial, ethical, religious, political, and legal constraints on the
project will also exist. The remoteness from Earth and a developing infrastructure would also
pose problems. However, as suggested by the studies in this project, it would be possible to
overcome these challenges within this century.

1.5 PROJECT OUTLINE
This project offers innovative and original work on terraforming and solutions to how biology,
technology, and society could be adapted to make the settlement of Mars possible within this
century. Following this introduction, the planet Mars is described, then the terraforming
method, followed by adaptations to Mars, and finally the intellectual dimension of the project is
explored. The sections of this project are divided according to the spheres which would make
up a visysphere on Mars.
International Space University, Masters 2005
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Areosphere: the Planet

The areosphere, the Martian equivalent of the geosphere, is the basis of the visysphere
considered in this project. In this chapter the history and physical planetary properties of Mars
are described, including the interior, surface, atmosphere and climate, and satellites.

Atmosphere and Hydrosphere: Terraforming

This chapter starts with a tradeoff analysis of terraforming techniques then develops a synergic
approach to terraforming Mars via the manufacture of PFCs, asteroid impacts and biological
seeding. A model of the runaway greenhouse effect on Mars is introduced and a production
method for perfluorocarbons using in situ resources and robotics is proposed. The reduction of
polar albedo to aid in triggering the runaway greenhouse effect by covering the South pole in
regolith is planned. The selection and importation of an asteroid is then described and the
trajectory of a possible mission is given. The effects of the asteroid impact, including coverage
of the South pole in regolith, are then analyzed. Finally, the concept of biological seeding and
the issue of prior Martian life are discussed and a method of seeding is suggested. The expected
environmental parameters on Mars, by the end of the century, are given.

Biosphere: Life on Mars

This chapter applies to establishing a biological community on Mars. An ideal genetically
engineered pioneer microorganism to use for biological seeding is presented. Novel radiation
countermeasures via genetically engineering humans are proposed. Medical care of humans
preparing for and living on Mars is also discussed, including immunological treatments. Finally,
a solution to health monitoring and drug administration via a ‘visychip’ and neural implants is
suggested, showing how deeply the technosphere may be integrated with the biosphere.

Technosphere: Enabling Technology

The first technology presented in this chapter is a wearable biological life support system. This
system can be integrated with the mechanical counter-pressure space suit design presented next.
Colonization and in situ resource utilization are then discussed and a habitat dome construction
concept is described. A reconfigurable modular robotic vehicle is then presented. Finally, a
cybernetic solution to human psychological issues and knowledge acquisition is suggested.

Noosphere: a Martian Frame of Mind

This chapter starts with a financial analysis of funding the proposed terraforming project and
the associated biological and technological developments. An analysis of ethical perspectives on
terraforming follows and a cosmocentric ethic is proposed followed by a discussion of ‘Martian
rights’. The ethics of genetic engineering and its evident moral concerns are then explored and a
transhuman philosophy is presented. The next section offers a series of religious perspectives on
genetic engineering and suggests an approach which would be widely acceptable. The legal
limitations of terraforming and bioengineering are then outlined. Finally, a Mars Convention aimed
to provide the necessary legal protection and framework for a harmonized international
terraforming effort was drafted.
Figure 1-1 provides a summary of solutions presented in this project, according to the chapter
they are in, and indicates the evolution of each sphere over time in relation to when these
solutions could be implemented.
4
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Figure 1-1 Indication of the evolution of Martian spheres
in relation to which decades solutions described in each chapter could be implemented
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2 AREOSPHERE: THE PLANET
The term ‘areosphere’ derives from ‘Ares’ (Άρης), which is the Greek equivalent to the Roman
god ‘Mars’, from which the planet’s name is derived. The areosphere describes the inanimate
matter of the planet; including its formation, composition, and physical planetary properties. It
is essential to have knowledge of the areosphere prior to terraforming; fortunately, Mars has
intrigued and captured the human imagination more than any other planet in the Solar System,
so it has been the subject of much scientific study. The relevant planetary information gathered
thus far is outlined in this chapter.

2.1 HISTORY AND PHYSICAL PLANETARY PROPERTIES
Mars, like other planets, was formed from the accretion of excess gas and dust surrounding the
newborn Sun. Mars is roughly spheroid in shape, and is the fourth planet from the Sun. Figure
2-1 shows the major milestones in the study of Mars.

Figure 2-1 History of Mars observation (Adapted from Exploringmars 2005)

Robotic spacecraft exploration of Mars started in 1965 with Mariner 4, and our earlier perception
of the planet has changed dramatically ever since. A ruddy, desolate world strewn with craters,
boulders, deep canyons, towering volcanoes, frozen polar caps, and wild dust storms continues
to be revealed.
Mars has an elliptical orbit about the Sun, with a mean distance of 1.52 AU; however, its
distance from the sun varies from 206.7 million km at perihelion, to 249.2 million km at
aphelion. This causes dramatic Martian seasons relative to Earth, which has a nearly circular
orbit with a distance of about 150 million km from the Sun. Mars experiences fall, winter, spring
and summer in a similar manner as Earth, during each Martian year. Its large eccentricity makes
the seasonal changes far greater than the ones experienced on Earth (Mars Now Team 2000). As
these planets revolve around the Sun, the distance between them varies considerably, from only
55 million km at closest separation, to as much as 400 million km when they are furthest apart.
The orbital plane of Mars is inclined at an angle of 1.85° to the Earth's orbital plane; but, like
Earth, Mars spins about an axis with a tilt (or, equivalently, an obliquity) of around 25˚. The
period of this spin is approximately 24 h 39 m, leading to a solar day known as a sol. A Martian
6
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year is equal to 687 Earth days (1.88 Earth years).
Mars has a smaller equatorial radius of 3,397 km, which is about half that of the Earth. Its mass
is only one-tenth of the terrestrial value; therefore its gravity is about one-third of Earth’s.
Though Mars is much smaller than Earth, its land surface area is about the same because it lacks
oceans. Although, a sea about the size of the North Sea on Earth may have recently been
discovered (Murray 2005). Table 2-1 summarizes the main Mars and Earth orbital and physical
parameters.
Table 2-1 Mars and Earth comparison (Adapted from Williams 2001)
Mass (1024 kg)
Equatorial radius (km)
Surface gravity (m/s2)
Mean density (kg/m3)
Semi-major axis (km)
Tropical orbit period (days)
Orbit inclination (deg)
Orbit eccentricity
Length of day (hrs)

Bulk Parameters
Mars
Earth

Ratio (Mars/Earth)

Orbital Parameters
Mars
Earth

Ratio (Mars/Earth)

0.6419
3,397.0
3.71
3,933

5.9736
6,378.1
9.81
5,515

227.92
686.973
1.850
0.0935
24.66

149.60
365.242
0.000
0.0167
24.00

0.107
0.533
0.378
0.713

1.524
1.881
5.599
1.027

2.2 INTERIOR OF MARS
Knowledge of the interior of Mars is based on theoretical calculations and models derived from
observational measurements such as size, mass, spin dynamics, and magnetic and gravitational
fields. It is inferred from these data that Mars, like Earth, has a differentiated interior. This
differentiation into concentric shells of different chemical compositions and physical properties
occurred during its formation; more than 4.5 billion years ago (Boyce 2002). The current
understanding of Mars suggests it has a dense iron-rich core, which is surrounded by a lower
density mantle covered by a crust of even lower density. Figure 2-2 shows a model of the
Martian interior, based on its mass, size and moment of inertia.
Originally, the Martian core probably generated a
dynamo effect, as the Earth’s does, creating a
planetary magnetosphere for the first several
hundred million years; but cooling of the core
seems to have stopped the dynamo effect.
Currently, Mars has a liquid, conductive outer core,
and may have a solid inner core like the Earth does
(Boyce 2002). Models show that the core’s radius
lies between 1,500 and 2,000 km with a mass of
about 15-30% of the Martian total mass.
The Martian mantle is chemically homogenous and
is 1,500-2,100 km thick (Boyce 2002). It consists of
Figure 2-2 Possible mars interior structure perioditic rock, and the mean pressure density is
(Hamilton 1998)
about 3,400-3,500 km/m (Sodankylä Geophysical
Observatory 2005).
The Martian mantle formed three or four concentric shells of different mineralogy due to the
3
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effects of pressure on the components. The absence of plate tectonics on Mars is responsible
for the mantle and the crust not mixing; hence the two layers remain chemically distinct.
The Martian crust has a thickness that varies from 25 to 30 km, consisting of basaltic rock; while
others show it to be somewhere around 150 km thick. However, the Martian crust is generally
believed to be thicker than Earth’s (less than 90 km thick), which would possibly explain the
absence of plate tectonics. It was formed by the melting of the upper mantle (Boyce 2000), and
has been reshaped by impact cratering, volcanism, fracturing and erosion.
Mars has a weak intrinsic magnetic field; hence the solar wind penetrates the atmosphere and
creates an ionosphere which in turn creates an induced magnetic field. High energy solar
radiation also reaches the surface. It is safe to assume that Mars has a dipole magnet inside it,
with a dipole moment about 1/10,000 of that of Earth (Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory
2005).
th

2.3 SURFACE OF MARS
The surface of Mars exhibits differences in albedo, due to different surface material
composition. Areas of exposed rock appear darker than the bright red iron-oxide-rich dust and
sand regions. The surface layout is significantly influenced by regional storm activities, and can
change within a short time. Mars can be roughly divided into two terrains, the northern
lowlands and the southern highlands. The two terrains are divided by a scarp with an average
height of 5 km. The northern lowlands consist of different features ranging from lava flows, to
sedimentary deposits, and materials reflecting periglacial processes.
The full range of elevation on Mars is about one and a half times the range of elevations found
on Earth; about 30 km. For example, the highest volcano in the Solar System is found on Mars.
It is called Olympus Mons and is a huge shield volcano 21.3 km high, 600 km across, and
rimmed by a 6 km high cliff (Exploringmars 2005). Tharsis is a huge bulge on the Martian
surface that is about 4,000 km across and 10 km high (Figure 2-3). The southern Martian
hemisphere is predominantly cratered, and resembles the lunar surface. These craters have been
exposed to wind and water erosion, leaving the floors of the larger craters filled with sediments.
Wind blown dust, stream deposits, and lava flows cover regions between some of the craters. By
contrast, the northern lowlands consist of much younger plains, with a much more complex
history.
Previous river valleys and stream canals are evident on the Martian surface. It is an indication of
surface water that once flowed. Some of the features indicate torrential subsurface water
phenomena, while the network of tributaries and valleys suggests previous surface water activity.
Some areas have large craters showing sedimentation, with channels emptying into them. This
implies that the craters may have formed large lakes with rivers emptying into them.
Mars has polar caps composed primarily of frozen CO and water ice (Figure 2-4). These
regions are the youngest on Mars and vary in size with the changing Martian seasons. The south
polar caps are presumed to be composed of CO frost sitting on top of thinly layered deposits
of ice and dust that settled from the atmosphere. Most of the CO sublimates into the
atmosphere during the summer, leaving behind the water ice. The opposite of which occurs in
winter. The perennial part of the southern polar cap is about 88,000 km while the northern
2

2

2
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perennial cap is about 10 times larger (Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory 2005).

Figure 2-3 Maps of Mars’ global topography (Smith 1999)
The full range of the Martian topography is 29.5 km. The bright spots on the right are Olympus Mons
(21.3 km) and the Tharsis Bulge volcanoes. The large dark circle on the left is Hellas Basin (-8.2 km)

Figure 2-4 Martian polar caps (NASA/JPL/MSSS 2000)

2.4 ATMOSPHERE AND CLIMATE OF MARS
The Martian Atmosphere is thin, it varies from with 7.4 to 10 mbar (Hess 1980). Table 2-2
outlines the Martian atmospheric constituents. These components are not uniformly distributed
over the planet, but change systematically according to altitude and location.
Atmospheric temperature on Mars varies by about 70 K from day to night. The surface
temperature averages 220 K and varies between 145 K and 320 K. Even though temperatures
International Space University, Masters 2005
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may rise above the freezing point of water, there is no liquid water on the surface due to very
low surface pressure of about 7 mbar. This is also the case for other volatiles and gases which
condense straight into solid and vice versa.
Circulation of the Martian atmosphere is controlled by radiative forcing and by the Coriolis
Effect, and is modified by the surface topography and albedo variations. The low density of the
atmosphere means that it has a low heat capacity. The lack of oceans means that there is no
thermal buffer to slow the changes in weather brought on by daily and seasonal variation in
temperature. This is partially replaced by variations of albedo and thermal inertia. Additionally,
Martian atmospheric circulation is affected by the seasonal condensation and sublimation of
CO present at the poles.
2

Table 2-2 Mars’ atmospheric composition (Fogg 1995, Hiscox 1995)

Element

Carbon Dioxide
Nitrogen
Argon
Oxygen
Carbon Monoxide
Water
Neon
Krypton
Xenon
Ozone

Abundance by Volume

0.9532
0.0270
0.0160
0.0013
0.0007
0.0003
2.5 ppm
0.3 ppm
0.8 ppm
0.04 to 0.2 ppm

Partial Pressure (mbar) Composition %
~7.000
~0.200
~0.009
~0.008
~0.004
~0.002
very minor
very minor
very minor
extremely minor

95.32%
2.7%
1.6%
0.13%
0.07%
0.03%
0.00025%
0.00003%
0.000008%
0.000003%

The Martian atmosphere is layered. The lower atmosphere extends up to a height of 40-50 km,
where the pressure and temperature both decrease continuously, and is sometimes called the
Martian troposphere. At altitudes of a few tens of kilometers, temperatures are usually cold
enough for CO and water ice to form clouds. Temperature inversions are frequently evident in
the region and are mainly attributed to maximum solar radiation absorption by the dust in the
clouds. This region is followed by the Martian middle atmosphere, where cloud formation and
turbulent winds are common, sometimes called the Martian mesosphere. The temperature
remains constant in this layer, which extends to an altitude of about 110 km from the lower
atmosphere. Next is the Martian thermosphere layer, which extends from about 110 km to 250
km in altitude. The temperature rises rapidly in this layer due to the excitation by solar radiation.
The ionospheric region is found in the lower areas of the thermosphere, where the UV radiation
liberates electrons from gas molecules, creating an ionized gas layer. Above the thermosphere is
the exosphere, where low density gases, such as hydrogen, are continuously lost to space.
Molecules at this level move several times faster than gases in the lower atmosphere and are
consequently sprayed to space. The point where the exosphere ends is the beginning of
interplanetary space; however this point cannot be clearly defined.
2

The strongest winds on Mars probably occur in the northern lowlands and at east facing
escarpments of large scale topography. These winds can reach speeds of more than 120 km/h
raising dust storms and dust devils that corrode the surface and leave deposits in many places.
The dust layer in the atmosphere extends from the surface to heights around 40 km. The storms
can range in size from daily dust devils to local dust storms, and onwards to global, planetencircling dust storms (NASA GSFC 1999). The occurrence and magnitude of the dust storms
on Mars seem not to follow a particular cycle, but vaguely follow Martian seasons.

10
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2.5 SATELLITES OF MARS
The gravitational field of Mars maintains two, irregularly shaped moons: Phobos and Deimos. A
theory (solarviews.com 2001) about the origin of these satellites is that they were captured
during the formation of Mars. They are roughly triaxial ellipsoids in shape. Both moons have
retrograde orbits, in nearly equatorial planes. They have many surface impact craters and
resemble carbonaceous asteroids. They were discovered by Asaph Hall in 1877.
Phobos is the larger of the two satellites, with its orbit extremely close to Mars. The biggest of
the impact craters dominating Phobos’ surface is called Stickney, and is found at the western
part of the side facing Mars. Measurements of Phobos’ orbit suggest that it has been orbiting
Mars for no more than 100 million years, and its orbit will probably decay until it falls down on
Mars in the next few hundred million years.
Deimos is the smallest moon in the Solar System. It rises in the east and sets two and half sols
later in the west to rise again three sols later. It appears smoother than Phobos because many of
its craters are covered in dust up to 50 m thick. Table 2-3 summarizes the main characteristics
and differences between the two satellites.
Table 2-3 Phobos and Deimos characteristics and Differences (Williams 2001)

Parameter

Radius (km)
Mass (kg)
Mean density (g/cm3)
Semi-major axis of orbit (km)
Eccentricity
Inclination (deg)
Orbital period (days)
Mean orbital velocity (km/s)

Phobos

13.5 x 10.5 x 9.5
1.08 x 1016
2.0
9,378.5
~2.8 Mars radii
0.0152
1.03
0.319
2.14

Deimos

12.5 x 5 x 6
1.8 x 1015
1.7
23,458.8
~7 Mars radii
0.0002
1.83
1.262
1.36

2.6 SUMMARY
From this outline of the characteristics of the areosphere, it is clear that much remains to be
measured and understood regarding the structure and properties of the planet. Some of the
recent developments in this area include the discovery of: evidence suggesting large bodies of
water ice immediately beneath the Martian surface near the equator (ESA 2005); the presence of
methane (NASA 2004, ESA 2004); and strong magnetic bands in the southern hemisphere
(NASA MGS 1999).
If the ‘pack ice’ sea does exist near the equator (Murray 2005), the search for life on Mars would
have to begin and concentrate around this region initially before spreading to the rest of the
planet. The terraforming effort will also be augmented by easy water availability to integrate into
the hydrological cycle as water vapor and liquid water reservoirs (seas). The presence of water
near the equator (or other locations) will be a positive contribution to terraforming and the
search for life in general.
Methane does not survive for a long period on Mars (Section 3.2.4), consequently the recent
detections of the gas imply that it is being replenished by either geothermal heating or by life
forms like bacteria. This deduction is arrived at through comparative planetology of methane
replenishment on Earth. Furthermore, since most of the Earth’s atmospheric methane is
International Space University, Masters 2005
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produced by methanogenic bacteria that digest organic matter (ESA 2005); many scientists are
convinced that the presence of methane is a very strong indication of life on Mars. The
confirmation of this fact could lead to the post-ponment of the terraforming effort, especially to
biological seeding. In this case, the approach could be chiefly to preserve and encourage native
life on Mars without contamination from Earth. If the methane source is purely of geothermal
heating nature, then it would be an important source of energy for the Martian transformation
endeavor if it proves to be sustainable.
Overall, Mars is still a hostile environment for Earth life. It has an extremely low mean global
temperature with vast diurnal variations, diminutive atmospheric pressure, negligible radiation
shielding and dust storms that discourage the existence of life. Nevertheless, it has attributes
that are similar to Earth’s, such as circadian rhythms, gravity, seasons, and water, among others,
that appeal to Earth life and its adaptation. Consequently, it continues to intrigue and capture
human imagination, which acts to support campaigns like terraforming.
This chapter summarizes the Martian ingredients with corresponding orders of magnitude. It is
important to understand the planet from its constituent levels before attempting to alter it.
Understanding the aerosphere, the planet itself, is the first step in towards the creation of a
Martian visysphere. To bring Earth life to Mars, it is essential to alter the planets atmosphere
and allow liquid water to exist on the surface, by using terraforming techniques.
Terraforming of Mars faces one major challenge: engineering the hydrosphere and atmosphere
of Mars in order to increase the mean surface temperature and the atmospheric pressure,
towards favorable conditions for Earth life on Mars.
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3 ATMOSPHERE AND HYDROSPHERE:
TERRAFORMING MARS
Whereas the previous chapter considered physical and chemical parameters of Mars and their
possible influences on Martian terraforming, this chapter considers the Martian atmosphere and
hydrosphere, while examining various techniques proposed for terraforming Mars. Each
terraforming technique has inherent advantages and disadvantages; consequently, a trade-off
analysis of these techniques is required to select an approach to terraforming Mars. In any case,
the complete terraforming of Mars will take an extremely long time, probably thousands of years
(Fogg 1995). However, the aim here is to see how to achieve the maximum parameter changes
possible within a time frame of about half a century. This chapter describes a method to trigger
a run away greenhouse effect, thereby:
Increasing atmospheric pressure
Increasing mean global temperature
Altering atmospheric composition
Improving radiation protection
Allowing liquid surface water
The approach chosen would aim to adjust the given parameters as much as possible toward the
amounts shown below (Table 3-1), within half a century.
Table 3-1 Targeted terraforming parameters (Adapted from Fogg 1995)

Parameter

Mean surface temperature (K)
Surface atmospheric pressure (mbar)
CO2 partial pressure (mbar)
O2 partial pressure (mbar)
UV (20-30 nm) surface intensity (W/m2)
N2 partial pressure (mbar)
H2O vapor partial pressure (mbar)
Liquid surface water

Present value

Desired terraformed value

220
~280 (increase of ~60)
~7
> 500
~7
< 10
~ 0.008
> 20
~6
~40% reduction
~ 0.2
> 100
~ 0.002
~ 10
Absent due to ~ 450 m global depth, sea up
low pressure
to 1.7 km deep

After this period, the parameters would continue to change for the better, as part of the longterm project of terraforming Mars.

3.1 TERRAFORMING TECHNIQUES TRADEOFF ANALYSIS
After reviewing possible terraforming techniques that could yield significant results within 50
years, this project narrowed down the potential choices in accordance with the earlier literature
review (ISU Masters ‘05 2004). The initial assessment of the considered techniques is
summarized in Table 3-2.
While all of these techniques seem feasible, assembling orbital mirrors with radii of more than
200 km is the most technologically challenging, and far beyond anything that has been built in
space. Biological seeding would require time scales of much more than a human lifetime to
achieve substantial results on its own, but when introduced after another technique that
provides an initial environment, it could still be viable. The production of artificial greenhouse
gases to warm Mars by inducing a greenhouse effect is an excellent option. While triggering a
runaway greenhouse effect, by covering the polar caps with dust from nuclear explosions, seems
International Space University, Masters 2005
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not only to be unpopular, but would require a relatively long time. Import of volatiles is an
excellent option since it does not only raise the atmospheric composition inventory but the
technology can also be used to spread dark material at the poles for lowering their albedo.
Table 3-2 Techniques considered for terraforming

Technique

Approximate State of the
Requirements Technology EffectivenessCompatibility

Time Scale

to 1 Pa of
Compatible
Artificial
10-30 yrs to assemble. 0.1
gas
requiring Demonstrated Very Effective with
other
Greenhouse Continuous production 1,000-20,000
methods
Gas production as needed
MWe
50-200 yrs after heating After initial
starts, 500-1,000 yrs to heating, existing More research
create forests, 21,000- base
Biological
Very effective, Compatible
needed.
Very
with other
100,000 years for Earth- infrastructure promising
Seeding
relatively slow methods
like O2 levels (Fogg
1995, Graham 2004) could be used
New
Compatible.
technologies will More
Potentially
research,
>10
yrs
to
assemble,
lower
launch
Effective
and
dangerous if
Orbital Mirrors >50 yrs of operation
costs. Aluminum needed,
using lenses
flexible
but
available on feasible,
instead of
challenging
Earth
mirrors
Depends on
5 yrs to start,
Effective only Compatible
method used.
Lowering albedo Continuous usage as NEO-mission Partially
with other
polar
demonstrated in
needed
methods
regions
type
requirement
<15 yrs to assemble
Not easily
Flagship
Partially
mission,
compatible
Volatile Impacts 10–20 yrs to import
mission type demonstrated Very effective with
other
requirements
methods
bodies to Mars

3.2 SYNERGETIC APPROACH
After carrying out the trade-off analysis of the various techniques it was apparent that a
synergetic approach to terraforming would be ideal. Warming Mars and increasing the
atmospheric pressure are the primary undertakings that need to be addressed first. The release
of artificial greenhouse gases and lowering the polar albedo would provide the heating needed to
initiate terraforming of Mars. The use of artificial greenhouse gases to increase the surface
temperature on Mars is the most efficient and currently feasible approach (McKay & Zubrin
1993).
Biological seeding with genetically modified organism would be used in a later phase to increase
the levels of O , while reducing CO levels (Section 4.1.2). Progression of bio-seeding would
open up Mars to advanced plants and animals. The biological agents will also contribute to the
carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen cycles. Since Mars possesses less N and other volatiles than are
required for a self-sustaining biosphere, volatiles will have to be imported to boost the N levels.
To do this, an icy body from Jupiter’s orbit could be imported and impacted on the Martian
poles at a later stage, to supplement the existing volatiles inventory and lower the polar albedo.
2

2

2

2

3.2.1 Technical Requirements for Raising Mars’ Surface
Temperature
It is important to investigate the technical requirements essential to raising the Martian surface
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temperature and pressure. As described above, artificial super greenhouse gases hold the highest
potential for this undertaking. McKay argues that it is important to consider the point when all
the polar CO deposits become unstable and sublime during the process of warming the
Martian atmosphere (McKay & Zubrin 1993). It is not known for certain how much CO exists
in the poles and in Mars as a whole. The CO inventory for the entire planet could provide
between 10-1,000 mbar or more; although, a production of greater than 100 mbar by polar CO
is perceived by McKay (2005) as the necessary minimum level for a runaway greenhouse effect
to occur. However, it is imperative to consider the stability of polar CO ice in response to Mars
global warming.
2

2

2

2

2

3.2.2 Mars Surface Temperature Dynamics Equations
The understanding of the dynamics of a runaway greenhouse effect that is envisioned on Mars
continues to be developed; considerable investigation has been carried out by McKay & Zubrin
(1993), and Marinova (2005). Indeed, this section shall draw on the equations developed by
them, and those below (McKay & Zubrin 1993), as a base for a climate model for Mars.
Assuming that the atmosphere is an effective heat conductor from the equator to the poles, the
temperature at the poles as a function of CO atmospheric pressure can be obtained by
Equation 3-1.
2

Equation 3-1 (McKay & Zubrin 1993)

T p =Tm −

Tp = temperature at pole (K)
Tm = mean planetary temperature = 219 K
P = vapor pressure (bar)
∆T = temperature difference between the mean value

∆T
(1 − 5P )

and the pole in the absence of an atmosphere (~75
K)

The global temperature distribution is given by Equation 3-2
Equation 3-2 (McKay & Zubrin 1993)

T (θ ) = Tmax − (Tmax − Tp ) sin1.5 θ

Approximately {T max = T equator = 1.1T m }
θ = latitude north or south.

The CO pressure, however, is itself a function of temperature. The interaction of polar CO ice
caps with the atmosphere is understood and given by the relationship between the temperature
of the poles (T ) and the CO vapor pressure. This is given by the CO vapor pressure curve
approximated by Equation 3-3.
2

2

p

2

2

Equation 3-3 (McKay & Zubrin 1993)

P = 1.23 × 10 7 ⎧⎨e
⎩

−3168
Tp

⎫
⎬
⎭

This equation holds true as long as there is CO in the polar cap. The cap will disappear if the
polar temperature rises to a point where the vapor pressure is much higher than that which can
be produced by the mass in the cap reservoir (50-150 mbar).
2

McKay & Zubrin (1993) plotted polar temperature as a function of pressure, and vapor pressure
as functions of polar temperature, according to the equations; both are shown in the same graph
in Figure 3-1. In order to achieve a sustainable equilibrium, the temperature and pressure of the
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ice must be in balance with the atmospheric temperature and pressure. At relatively low
temperature, this point exists and is labeled A. This point is stable and represents the current
state on Mars. Any perturbations about this point tend to drive the system back to point A. As
the temperature is increased, the curves cross again at point B. Point B is unstable and values
below it will tend to move towards point A, while values above it will move towards point C
until all the polar CO ice is evaporated; in essence, this is the runaway greenhouse effect. It is
necessary to raise Mars polar temperature by about 20 K in order to achieve a self-sustaining
runaway greenhouse effect.
2

The stability and dynamics
of CO release from the
regolith follows a similar
behavioral curve. McKay
further envisions that the
final conditions of the
atmosphere or regolith
system on a terraformed
Mars can be controlled. This
is due to the final conditions
being very sensitive to the
level of sustained, artificially
induced temperature rise.
2

Figure 3-1 CO vapor pressure and polar temperature
as a function of atmospheric CO partial pressure. (Marinova 2005)
2

2

3.2.3 Effect of Artificial Greenhouse Gases and Reduced Polar
Albedo
The synergetic approach has a direct implication on the climate models above. Covering the
poles with dark material lowers their albedo and acts to warm them. Utilizing the equations
described by Marinova (2005), in the radiative-transfer method of approach to the analysis of
increasing Mars temperature (Marinova 2005), this section examines the significance of a
reduced albedo. This approach calculates polar temperature (Tp) from the mean annual
temperature, which is obtained by considering energy balance of the polar region and
greenhouse warming.
Marinova (2005) derived Equation 3-4 which is solved recursively to find the polar temperature
(Tp). Polar energy balance is determined in the derivation by considering the warming from
artificial greenhouse gases, incoming solar radiation, and advective heat transport from
equatorial regions.
Equation 3-4

Tp
where:

16

σ
Tp
Tcap
Tm

⎡ 1 ⎛T
=⎢ ⎜ m
⎣σ ⎝

4

1
⎤4

1

⎞
4
⎞ ⎛
Te ⎟⎠ ⎜⎝σTcap + 2 Patm β (Tm − T p )⎟⎠⎥⎦ ,

= Stefan-Boltzman constant (5.67 × 10 J/K m s)
= polar temperature
= polar temperature with no atmospheric warming (~145 K)
= mean planetary temperature (K)
-8

4

2
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Te
Patm
β

= effective planetary temperature (without any greenhouse gases)
= atmospheric pressure (Pa)
= thermal conduction and convection properties of atmosphere
combining parameter (1.3 × 10 m/Ks)
Teq = average equatorial temperature (equivalent to ~ Tm)
-4

Covering the poles with dark material, hence lowering their albedo, will affect the value of Tcap in
Equation 3-4. To determine the modified Tcap value, we obtain the incident solar flux on the
pole under regular conditions, then use this value to determine Tcap with the lowered albedo
using Equation 3-5. Let the original polar albedo (Aold ) be equivalent to 0.7 and assume a value
of 0.3 for the lowered albedo (Anew).

σT

4
cap

Equation 3-5

=

(1

− A old ) S ↓

Solving for S↓ with Tcap =145 K yields 83.54 sfu (solar flux units). This value is substituted in
Equation 3-5 and Tcap_new computed with lowered albedo Anew.
Equation 3-6
4
Tcap
_ new = (1 − Anew )S ↓

1

σ

This yields a value of Tcap_new = 179 K, where:
Aold = 0.7 (original polar albedo without dark matter cover)
Anew = 0.3 (new polar albedo with dark matter cover)
Tcap_new = Polar temperature when covered by dark matter
S↓ = Incident solar downward radiation flux on pole
Finally, substituting for Tcap_new in
Equation 3-4, the value of Tcap
will be increased by 34 K. The
resulting equation is used to
calculate the amount of
greenhouse gas needed to release
CO on Mars by obtaining the
polar temperature from the
presence of various amounts of
CO levels and greenhouse gases
amounts iteratively. This is one
approach to estimate the value
of Tcap so as to calculate
approximately (i.e. to the correct
Figure 3-2 Shifting the polar temperature vs. CO amount
equilibrium curve due to different amounts of greenhouse gases in order of magnitude) the amount
the Martian atmosphere (Marinova 2005)
of greenhouse gas required.
Another approach would be to consider deriving the amount of incident solar radiation reaching
the poles by considering the energy balance there. Figure 3-2 is an example of the expected
model output as obtained by Marinova (2005).
2

2

2

A synergetic approach would facilitate the release of CO from its reservoirs on Mars as shown
2
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in Figure 3-2, triggering a runaway greenhouse effect (as explained with Figure 3-1); given a
significant polar CO ice inventory (enough to produce ~100 mbar). The greenhouse gases
influence the polar CO temperature-pressure relationship, while lowering the albedo enhances
this interaction. The polar temperature curve in Figure 3-1 is shifted upwards with the presence
of greenhouse gases as shown in Figure 3-2 and as computed in Equation 3-4. This results in
shifting point A (Figure 3-1) to a higher temperature and CO pressure. At a particular threshold
point, A and B will merge due to greenhouse warming and the planet will achieve a runaway
greenhouse effect. Polar temperature increases faster than the global mean temperature because
it increases due to equatorial advective heat transport and increasing CO pressure.
2

2

2

2

3.2.4 Artificial Super-Greenhouse Gases
The ideal greenhouse gas to warm Mars in the terraforming effort would have the following
characteristics (Fogg 1995, Marinova 2005):
Highly efficient thermal radiation absorption
Absorb radiation in the wavelength region where CO is not very effective
Non-destructive to the ozone layer
Resistant to UV light photodissociation
Long lifetime in the atmosphere
Non-toxic
Ability to be manufactured easily from in situ resources
Can be incorporated directly into the biological cycles (producible by organisms)
2

Sulfur hexafluoride (SF ), ammonia (NH ), methane (CH ) and perfluorocarbon (PFC) gases are
the leading candidates in meeting the conditions above. However, NH and CH would have
extremely short lifetimes (days) on Mars due to photodissociation by UV radiation; hence not
ideal here. Consequently, SF and PFC greenhouse gases are commonly referred to as ‘supergreenhouse gases’ because of their ideal characteristics. SF and PFCs contain only sulphur and
fluorine respectively with carbon compounds bonded to them. PFCs are of interest to this
project; hence they are examined further.
6

3

4

3

4

6

6

3.2.4.a

Perfluorocarbons (PFCs)

Perfluorocarbons are super-greenhouse gases that contribute to the global warming on Earth.
They are a by-product of aluminum production, and are used in refrigerant blend, fire
suppressant, artificial blood, and semiconductor industry, among others (UK Environmental
Agency 2005).
3.2.4.b

PFC Properties

Perfluorocarbons are derived from hydrocarbons by replacing the hydrogen atom with fluorine.
They have a general formula C F (Gerstell 2001) and examples include perfluoromethane
(CF ), perfluoroethane (C F ), octafluoropropane (C F ) which have all different global warming
potentials (Table 3-3).
n

4

2

2n+2

6

3

8

Table 3-3 Relative global warming potentials of greenhouse gases (Marinova 2000)

Greenhouse gas
CO
CF
CF
CF

2

4

18

2

6

3

8

Relative global warming potential

1
5,700
11,900
8,600
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Unlike CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons), PFCs do not contain bromine or chlorine; hence they are
non-destructive to ozone layer, which though currently very thin, would grow with the
thickening Martian atmosphere due to terraforming.
PFCs have the following characteristics:
Good thermal radiation absorption capacity
Long lifetime in the atmosphere (3,000 - 50,000 yrs on Earth)
Resistant to UV light
Non-destructive to the ozone layer
Non-toxic at required concentrations
Elements required for their manufacture are present abundantly on Mars

3.2.4.c PFC Thermal Radiation Absorption Spectra
Greenhouse gases contribute to global warming by absorbing infrared thermal radiation in the 8
-12 µm wavelength region where CO and water vapor (the leading greenhouse gases on Earth)
are not active. Moreover, they possess very strong absorption coefficients (Houghton 2001).
Figure 3-3 shows thermal infrared wavelengths and absorption bands of greenhouse gases
(Marinova 2005).
In Figure 3-3, thick lines
correspond to strong bands,
while thin lines and medium lines
represent weak and medium
bands respectively. A band
strength is not implied for H O,
and the CO band strength is less
than that of the super greenhouse
gases. T represents the global
mean temperature. Unlike Earth,
there is presently negligible
greenhouse warming on Mars. It
is observable that the C F
absorbs over most of the
Figure 3-3 Absorption bands of PFCs, SF , CO ,
and water vapor with respect to the blackbody radiation curves spectrum.
2

2

2

3

6

8

2

of Earth and Mars (Marinova 2005)

Marinova (2000) further investigated the warming capabilities of different amounts of C F
compared to other PFCs and gas mixtures at the current Martian atmospheric conditions. Figure
3-4 indicates that a nominal 10 K temperature increase on Mars would require 0.001 mbar C F
at present Mars conditions.
3

8

3

8

From the above results, C F seems the ideal candidate for warming Mars individually, though
the best results would be achieved by a combination of gases. During terraforming, the yearly
production would have to be adjusted in order to compensate for losses to outer space due to
weak gravity and the effects of the solar wind.
3

8
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Figure 3-4 Comparing the warming caused by different PFCs
and SF independently and the best gas combination for the given total greenhouse gas amounts
under CO pressure of ~6 mbar (Marinova 2005)
6

2

3.2.4.d In Situ PFC production
Despite the on-going investigations in this area, more studies require to be done concurrently
with humankind’s increasing understanding of Mars. Marinova (2005) approximates that ~0.1-1
Pa of PFCs would be required to sufficiently raise Mars surface temperature to cause outgassing
and evaporation of CO ice. It is a monumental and impractical undertaking to transport PFCs
to Mars, so that the gases will have to be manufactured on Mars utilizing in situ resources.
2

On initial examination, PFCs are made of molecules (fluorine and carbon) that are abundant on
Mars; hence the gases can be easily produced. However whether Mars is endowed with
sufficient, easily accessible ore bodies of fluoride minerals is not known. If fluoride minerals
exist as trace elements distributed randomly on Mars, in situ production of PFCs would be a
great challenge. Identification and location of fairly rich fluoride deposits like fluorite (CaF ),
cryolite (Na AlF ), sellaite (MgF ) or lithium fluoride (LiF ) in reasonably concentrated form
would be imperative. George Erickson (Los Alamos National Laboratory) further suspects that
there could be deposits of villiaumite (NaF) on the dried up oceans as evaporite salts.
2

3

6

2

2

The fluoride salts mentioned above could be used to produce hydrofluoric acid (HF) from
which fluorine gas would be obtained. Heated concentrated sulfuric acid (H SO ) is utilized in
this process. Consequently sulfur is not only crucial to the production of SF but also needed to
make sulfuric acid. This could be obtained from sulfates such as kieserite (MgSO -H O),
epsomite (MgSO -7H O), thenardite (Na SO ,), arcanite (K SO ) and sulfides like galena (PbS)
and pyrite (FeS ) which are available on Mars (Erickson 2005).
2

4

6

4

4

2

2

4

2

2

4

2

CF could be produced by releasing pure fluorine into the Martian atmosphere (3-7). It would
react with the present CO giving oxygen difluoride (OF ) and O as the by-products (Cochrane
2001). The atomic oxygen would further contribute to form ozone.
4

2

2

2

Equation 3-7

CO + 3F → CF + OF + O
2

2

4

2

C F would probably be obtained in a similar electrolysis process as elemental fluorine. The
3

20
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Electrochemical process involving the electrolysis of hydrofluoric acid (HF) in the presence of
propane (C H ) would form octafluoropropane (C F ).
3

8

3

8

Autonomous robots to build super greenhouse gas factories would be deployed onto the
Martian surface. Utilizing in situ resources as outlined in section 5.3.2, these machines would
build the factories on Mars. They would ideally be distributed over the entire planet and their
number would be determined from their individual capacity and the approximated volume of
PFCs needed for about 10 µbar (~10-20 million tons). Setting up of infrastructure to enable the
construction of these factories would be an essential undertaking of the precursor activities
stage.

3.2.5 Albedo Reduction of Polar Ice Caps
In synergy with PFCs as mentioned above, covering the polar regions in a thin layer of dark
material will facilitate an increase in the planet’s temperature. Due to the high albedo of the
frozen poles, heat from the sun is usually reflected back towards space. The dark material would
be possibly carbon-rich material or Martian regolith in order to propagate heating by blackbody
radiation. This is accomplished since the blackbody absorbs solar radiation and can then transfer
that heat to the planet surface below (Hancox 1998).
Keeping in mind that reducing the albedo of the south pole is such a local phenomenon,
covering the pole in dark matter is only described here as an aid to warming due to artificial
greenhouse gases. Increasing the local temperature will melt the frozen CO that is believed to
be trapped in the southern polar region.
2

3.2.5.a How to Lower Martian Polar Albedo
The total area to be covered with dark matter will provide an estimate of total volume or mass
needed for this project. As outlined in section 2.3 the Southern pole is believed to be
dominantly covered by CO ice hence this section will focus on lowering its albedo. If we take
an estimated polar radius of approximately 175 km (Smith & Zuber 2001) and multiply that by a
mean depth of 0.05 m as estimated by Fogg (1995), we arrive at an approximate volume of
4.81×10 m of material needed to cover the pole. Assuming a mean density of 1,500 kg/m
(Smith & Zuber 2001), this gives rise to approximately 7.22×10 metric tons of regolith needed
to cover the south pole. With this amount of regolith needed, it would be impossible to cover
the pole completely by conventional mining methods. Therefore, with the following analyses it
can be seen that impacting an asteroid with a diameter of 3 km will yield a polar coverage of 5.6
cm in depth. This lowering of the albedo would consequently be sufficient to provide additional
heating through conduction.
2

9

3

3

12

3.2.6 Asteroid Impacts
Importing volatiles is important for terraforming Mars, because as outlined in section 2.4, the
abundance of nitrogen is too low to support Earth life. Thus there is a need to import the
volatiles. One of the most promising techniques for importing nitrogen and other volatiles in
large enough quantities is through directing specific types of asteroids onto impact trajectories
with Mars. The import of such objects would have a double-positive effect; it adds to the
amount of volatiles on Mars as well as to the energy necessary to heat Mars, also in the previous
section it has been shown that asteroids could also be used to cover the poles with regolith. For
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example, if a 1 km diameter asteroid only contains water ice the mass will be in the order of
4.7×10 kg, representing almost 9% of the current amount of water in the Martian atmosphere
(Mars Institute 2005).
7

The study of Near Earth Objects (NEOs) gave rise to the need for methods by which asteroids
can be moved so that they will miss Earth. Suggested techniques include targeted explosions,
solar sails, changing the albedo, and attaching a propulsion system to the surface. The option
considered herein will be the propulsion system option since it allows precise thrusting and
shorter trip times.

3.2.6.a What is Out There?
In order to determine the type of object that should be impacted onto Mars, it is necessary to
determine what types of objects can be found and where they are located. There are two main
types of bodies, asteroids and comets.

3.2.6.b Asteroids
Asteroids are solid bodies of varying sizes, composed of various elements can be classified by
astronomers through the spectral lines. Currently there are 14 different types of asteroids;
however they are all subgroups of the C (Carbonaceous), M (Metallic) and S (Stony) types
(Binzel 1989), which are detailed in Table 3-4. As of 21 March 2005, 279,728 asteroids have
been detected in our Solar System (Koehn 2005). Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 below show where
asteroids with an eccentricity lower than 0.1 are located, with the distance from the Sun in
astronomical units (AU), vs. the absolute magnitude (H), which indicates the diameter of the
asteroid (AM 2005). Figure 3-6 shows how their inclination varies with distance. Some of the
distinct features are the gathering of objects in the main asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter,
in the vicinity of Jupiter and far out in the Kuiper belt, which extends from ~30 AU to ~50 AU.
Type

C-type
M-type
S-type

Table 3-4 Main types of asteroids and their properties (Binzel 1989)

Main composition

Carbonaceous chondrite
Nickel, iron
Nickel, iron, silicate

Albedo

Location

0.03 Outer asteroid belt >2.7 AU
0.1-0.18 Inner asteroid belt
0.1-0.22 Inner and central asteroid belt

Abundance

~75%
~8%
~17%

Absolute magnitude, H

Semi-major axis, AU

Figure 3-5 Semi-major axis (AU) vs. absolute magnitude (H)
of all asteroids with eccentricities under 0.1
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Inclination, deg

Semi-major axis, AU

Figure 3-6 Semi-major axis (AU) vs. Inclination (degrees)
of all asteroids with eccentricities under 0.1
Absolute magnitude

Inclination

Absolute Magnitude trend

Inclination trend
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From Table 3-4 it can thus be
concluded that the greater the
metal content is, the closer it is
to the sun, and thus interesting
icy asteroid targets should lay
beyond ~2.7 AU. Such objects
have already been detected.
Asteroids that are thought to
mainly contain water ice and
some organic rich silicates,
carbon and anhydrous silicates
(Binzel 1989) have the
designations D-type and Ptype.

There have however, as of 21 March 2005 (Koehn 2005), only been 18 confirmations of such
asteroids. These are shown in Figure 3-7. The closest one to the Sun lies at 2.86 AU and the
farthest one lies at 5.26 AU. The smallest one has an absolute magnitude of 10.5, i.e. a diameter
of 15-50 km.
Referring to Figure 3-5, one can see that more and smaller asteroids have been detected in the
inner Solar System. The further out one goes the fewer and larger the asteroids seem to become.
One reason for this trend may be that due to the distance, it becomes very difficult to detect
small objects. The smallest object detected in the Kuiper belt is PS152, which has an absolute
magnitude of 14 (Koehn 2005). Thus better instruments are needed to find a small, ~1 km,
target icy body in the outer Solar System. The icy bodies will also have to be analyzed for the
correct composition.

3.2.6.c Comets
Comets are icy bodies that are loosely held together to form a globule, not necessarily spherical.
As of 6 April 2005, 426 existing comets have been confirmed (CDS 2005). They are composed
of a mixture of water ice, organic compounds, frozen gases and solid dust grains. Through
analysis of their orbits it is believed that they originate in the outer Solar System, in the Kuiper
belt, and further out in the Oort cloud. This can be seen in Figure 3-8. Further more, it is
evident that the further a comet goes from the sun, the greater the inclination and eccentricity
become, as shown in Figure 3-8. This may suggest that they originate from a spherical Oort
cloud surrounding the Solar System.
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Figure 3-8 Details of all detected comets. Semi-major axis plotted against Eccentricity
and Inclination shows how they change with semi-major axis

Comets have been classified into four main categories: P-type, C-type, D-type and X-type (CDS
2005). A P-type comet is a periodic comet with orbital periods less than 200 years. C-type
comets are not periodic, i.e. their eccentricity is greater than 1. D-type comets are comets that
have disappeared, by for example impacting into the sun or a planet or through complete
devolatilization. Finally the X-type comets are rogue comets whose orbital elements have not
been computed or cannot be computed due to instabilities.

3.2.6.d Choosing a Target
Ongoing and future spacecraft missions to comets may lead to better understanding of their
composition and density. However, using today’s knowledge, comets are very attractive as
targets as they contain large amounts of volatiles but their orbital elements and loosely packed
form make them unattractive for moving into a Mars collision course by the end of this century.
The loosely packed form makes it difficult to determine what will happen during planetary
swing-by and long thrusting periods. Ordinary asteroids are also unattractive as their mass is not
mainly made up of frozen volatiles. Thus icy bodies are the best types of target. It was shown in
Figure 3-7 that very few such bodies have been detected. However, by comparing this with the
locations of known asteroids in Figure 3-5 and the semi-major axis of comets in Figure 3-8 it
can be assumed that many icy bodies that have not turned into comets may exist in the outer
regions of our Solar System and in the Kuiper belt. A close-up of the variations in the absolute
magnitude and inclination of Kuiper belt objects can be seen in Figure 3-9.
This shows that most of the known objects in the Kuiper belt have a low inclination and a
diameter of 50-370 km. What should be noted is that smaller asteroids, i.e. those with high
absolute magnitude, also have a low inclination, which may be used as an indicator to show that
target objects of ~1 km diameter have a suitably low inclination, requiring less energy to move
them to Mars.
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Due to the lack of known
icy bodies it will be
assumed in the following
section that the target icy
H,
body lies in the inner part
deu
itn
of the Kuiper belt at a
ga
m
distance of 30.1 AU and has
et
luo
a circular orbit with zero
sb
A
degrees inclination. At this
distance it will lie close to
the orbit of Neptune. As
shown in Figure 3-7, there
are several known icy
bodies close to Jupiter, but
Figure 3-9 Variation of absolute magnitude and inclination of Kuiper
none of high enough
belt objects.
magnitude.
It will be assumed that an icy body of appropriate size can be found in this region, and it will
make up a second target option. The composition of asteroid ES76 (Koehn 2005) has not been
determined, thus its orbital characteristics and size will be used as an illustration.
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3.2.6.e Trajectories
The target body will be approached with a multi megawatt (MW) nuclear powered electric
propulsion spacecraft that may have been launched there by itself or through the use of an
Earth bound space elevator. For example one could reach the Kuiper belt target chosen in the
next section without expending any fuel if the space elevator is 163,120 km. The launch cost
would be on the order of US$100/kg (ISR 2005), making it cost effective, as compared to 10100 times higher for current launchers.
Once the spacecraft has landed on the surface it will orient itself for thrusting so as to reach
Mars. It will melt the asteroid’s material and use it as the propellant, providing an I of ~400 s.
Using water ice, which requires ~0.59 MJ/kg (Wong 2005) to melt, followed by 2.84 MJ/kg
(Wong 2005) to vaporize the water, adding 20% margin and assuming 70% efficiency in the
conversions, ~7 MJ/kg is needed. Provided that the nuclear reactor can provide 1,000 MW, the
mass flow rate of the engine when thrusting to Mars is 142.9 kg/s and the thrust is thus
~560,000 N. In order to reduce the needed propellant, the trajectories will use gravity assist
maneuvers. The criteria for selecting a return trajectory to Mars are to use the least amount of
propellant, take the least amount of time (arrival before the end of the century) and stay as far
away from the sun as possible to minimize the evaporation of the icy body into space.
sp

3.2.6.f Kuiper Belt Object
The chosen Kuiper belt object will henceforth be named, EIB. It is an icy body of significant
nitrogen content and has a diameter of 1 km. Thus, with a density of 1,500 kg/m (900 kg/m
for water ice plus other inclusions), the total mass would be on the order of 1.57×10 kg. The
semi-major axis is 30.1 AU and it has a circular orbit in the ecliptic. As can be seen in Table 3-5,
the swing-by planet and the date of performing a Deep Space Maneuver (DSM) to change the
orbit greatly varies the duration and final mass of the asteroid. It should be noted that the
velocity at arrival is an important parameter that determines how much energy will be
3

3

9
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transferred to the impact, as shown in Table 3-5.
Table 3-5 Sample results from moving an icy body from 30.1 AU to Mars

Swingby
planet

DSM date
31/01/2048
07/08/2045
21/11/2095
05/05/2045
11/28/2067
03/01/2040
-

Neptune
Neptune
Neptune
Saturn
Saturn
Saturn
Jupiter

Date of
swing-by

10/01/2065
03/30/2070
24/04/2104
07/31/2072
06/08/2070
01/29/2062
01/30/2068

Swing-by
altitude
(km)

246,518
446,614
187,279
273,864
498,716
2,624,373
3,116,784

Arrival
date

26/03/2080
10/13/2093
22/03/2120
04/12/2079
05/01/2073
11/27/2071

Arrival Total Final
Duration
velocity ∆V
mass
(km/s) (km/s) fraction (yrs)
10.53
12.60
9.25
8.33
9.95
11.31

3.65
2.62
4.64
4.15
8.20
3.92

Figure 3-10 Neptune swing-by taking 31.12 years and expending 61% of the
total mass

0.39
0.51
0.71
0.35
0.12
0.37

31.12
48.30
24.35
33.96
5.43
31.76

From Table 3-5 the
optimal trajectory
EIB could take
would start in 2048
and perform a
Neptune swing-by
in 2065. This would
leave 39% of the
original mass intact
for a Mars impact in
2080, thus taking
31.12 years to
complete.
A
diagram of this
trajectory can be
seen in Figure 3-10.

3.2.6.g Jupiter Object
ES76 is chosen as the object to be moved from an orbit around Jupiter. Its orbital elements are
in Table 3-6 and its absolute magnitude is 15.09 (Koehn 2005). As such it has a diameter of 2-6
km. For simplicity the diameter is therefore assumed to be 3 km, giving it a total initial mass of
1.41×10 kg.
10

Mean
Arg of
anomaly perihelion
(deg)
(deg)
216.11

78.43

Table 3-6 Orbital elements of asteroid ES76

Long. of
ascending node
(deg)
323.23

Inclination Eccentricity
(deg)
2.74

0.045

Semi-major
axis (AU)
5.20

Table 3-7 Table showing results from moving an asteroid from a semi major axis of ~5.2 AU

DSM date
03/29/2055
03/29/2055
01/02/2050
06/19/2051

26

Swingby
planet

Jupiter
Jupiter
Jupiter
Jupiter

Date of
swing-by

04/24/2064
04/24/2064
04/29/2058
06/28/2058

Swing-by
altitude
(km)

2,475,864
2,038,767
2,794,257
1,558,269

Arrival
date

06/15/2067
05/01/2067
06/22/2061
04/20/2066

Arrival Total Final Duration
velocity ∆V
mass
(km/s) (km/s) fraction (yrs)

13.93
18.34
11.36
20.63

0.08
0.08
0.51
0.84

0.98
0.98
0.88
0.81

12.22
12.10
11.48
14.85
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As can be seen in Table 3-7,
slight variations in the initial
conditions
significantly
change
the
arrival
conditions. Accepting a
duration of 12.22 years, the
optimal trajectory will arrive
in 2067, have an impact
velocity of 13.9 km/s as
compared to 18.3 km/s for
the second option and most
importantly only 2% of the
initial mass is used as
propellant. A diagram of
Figure 3-11 Jupiter swing-by taking 12.22 yrs and expending only 2% this trajectory can be seen
of the total mass
in Figure 3-11.

3.2.7 Effects of an Asteroid Impact on Mars
When impacting an asteroid on Mars, the physical and chemical effects on the impactor, the
Martian surface, and the Martian atmosphere, are varied and complex. Many of the possible
impact consequences are rather difficult to estimate, and scientific studies have not been
conclusive (Chapman 2001, Gerasimov 1998a, Lewis 2000, Melosh 2003, Segura 2002). Despite
this, this project shall give some estimates of the expected consequences in this section, based
upon the initial assumptions regarding the impactor, as presented in the previous section.

3.2.7.a Impact Energy
The kinetic energy of an impacting body before the impact is simply ½ mv², or (Equation 3-8):
Equation 3-8
m = mass
πρd v
v = impact velocity
ρ = mean density
12
D = mean diameter.
3

2

For the considered case of d=3,000 m, ρ=1,500 kg/m³ and v=15,000 m/s, we arrive at an
impact energy of 2.4×10 J. Assuming perfect conversion of this energy to heating the Martian
atmosphere with a specific heat of 850 J/kgK (for a pure CO atmosphere), and a total
atmospheric mass of 2.65×10 kg (Durand-Manterola 2001), we need 2.25×10 J to increase
the mean atmospheric temperature of Mars by 1 K. For the considered reference impact, this
would yield a temperature increase of 106 K, which is very significant. However, this does not
account for sustained local heating of subsurface material at the impact site, conversion to
chemical and potential energy, radiation into space, and overall heating of the Martian surface
layers (APL 2002, Gerasimov 1998a, Lewis 2000). Therefore, this value is a gross over-estimate,
and it is difficult to say if the long-term effect on the atmospheric temperature from such an
impact will be important.
21

2
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3.2.7.b Atmospheric Entry
The ground impact velocity can be estimated by (Equation 3-9):
Equation 3-9 (Collins 2004)

ρd
v×
3p
ρd +
2g × sin(θ )

p = surface atmospheric pressure
g = surface gravitational acceleration
θ = impact angle from the surface.

For Mars, we take p=700 Pa and g=3.7 m/s², and see that the effects of atmospheric braking
are negligible (0.00006 for θ=90°, 0.0004 for θ=10°).

3.2.7.c Cratering
Due to the minimal effects of Mars' thin atmosphere on the impactor’s velocity, we assume that
it will stay intact before impact. This may not be the case however, since icy bodies are rather
fragile, and in the case of a breakup or significant ablation before impact, the impact effects will
be different and more complex (APL 2002, Gerasimov 1998, Lewis 2000). The transient (initial)
crater size from the impact can be estimated by the empirically derived formula (Equation 3-10):
Equation 3-10
1

⎛ ρ
1.161 × ⎜⎜
⎝ρ

s

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

3

d

0.78

v

0.44

g−

0.22

sin (θ )

,

with ρ the surface density at the impact site (Collins 2004). Taking ρ =3,000 kg/m³ for basalt
and 45° as the impact angle, the expected transient crater size is 17.3 km, which is above the
transition from simple to complex craters on Mars, and makes it difficult to estimate the exact
mechanics of crater formation (APL 2002). If we still assume the formation of a simple crater,
where material from the unstable transient crater walls simply slides into the crater, we arrive at
a final crater diameter of 1.56 times the transient diameter, or approximately 27 km. An ejecta
blanket will form around this crater.
s

s

3.2.7.d Physical Effects
The major expected physical effects from such an impact event are seismic effects, ejecta,
thermal radiation, and atmospheric pressure waves. An equivalent impact on Earth would create
a destructive pressure wave of more than 27,579 Pa overpressure, outward to approximately 180
km (Toon 1997). On Mars, this effect would be less severe, due to the thin atmosphere. The
effects of thermal radiation from the impact fireball will not be considered here, because it is
assumed that any potential Martian settlement sufficiently far away from the impact will have
appropriate radiation protection.
The resulting earthquake's magnitude on the Richter scale can be estimated by Equation 3-11:
Equation 3-11
Richter Value = 0.67 × log 10 (E ) − 5.87 ,

where E is the impact energy (Collins 2004). This gives a magnitude of 8.5, which is common
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on Earth and would not cause major destructions over a large area. The expected ejecta layer
thickness (d ) is approximated by Equation 3-12. This gives approximate average ejecta layers
Table 3-8.
e

de =

Equation 3-12

Dt
D = transient crater diameter
, r = distance from the crater rim (Collins 2004)
3
96r
4

t

Table 3-8 Approximate average ejecta layers

de (m)

60.000
7.500
1.000
0.120
0.015

r (km)

25
50
100
200
400

While it is still possible that large ejecta
fragments hit the most distant locations, the
probability is very small. For an impact near
the edge of a Martian polar ice cap, the whole
cap would become covered with more than 5
cm of ejecta from the impact site.

3.2.7.e Dust Creation
While larger dust grains ejected from the impact would quickly fall back to the ground, submicrometer dust can stay airborne for extended periods. A global average of 10 kg/m² of such
particles is expected to be released into the upper atmosphere after an impact such as the one
considered here (Toon 1997). The resulting darkening of the sky gives an optical depth of
approximately 20 (Toon 1997). The decrease in transmission of sunlight from this is more than
90% on a global scale, which will inhibit any efforts of warming Mars.
-4

3.2.7.f Volatile Release
When the impactor hits the surface, it is very quickly vaporized, along with some of the adjacent
surface material, due to the shock wave from the impact (APL 2002). This would create a large
fireball that spreads the vaporized material into the atmosphere. In the vaporization process,
chemical bonds are broken, and once the temperatures reach sufficiently low again,
recombination of chemical compounds would take place. For the volatiles contained in the
asteroid, mostly the original molecules recombine. For silicates from the asteroid and from the
surface, various recombination products are released, but this should not be of interest in this
analysis (Gerasimov 1998, 2002, 2003). If sufficient amounts of carbon are present in the
asteroid, this can recombine with oxygen from SiO from the surface or asteroid rock material,
to form CO (Ishibashi 2005). On the other hand, it was experimentally shown that up to 4% of
the atmospheric CO present in a post-impact vapor cloud can recombine to form other carbon
compounds (Gerasimov 1998). It is not clear, which of these processes would dominate;
however, they will partially offset each other, and the total amount of CO released or absorbed
would most likely be insignificant on a global scale.
2

2

2

2

The same processes also works for nitrogen. Bound nitrogen in the Martian soil can be released
in an impact event, while atmospheric nitrogen (albeit not currently present in significant
quantities on Mars) can be trapped to up to 0.1% through the formation of nitrogen
compounds (Gerasimov 1998). The exact quantities of such nitrogen release or absorption are
unknown, but it can be said that it is preferable to import all necessary nitrogen to Mars in one
impact, such that trapping of atmospheric nitrogen will not be an issue. Water from the asteroid
could also be trapped through the formation of hydroxides, in quantities up to 10% of the
silicate mass in the vapor cloud (Gerasimov 1998). This could be significant, and could
International Space University, Masters 2005
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effectively decrease the amount of released water from an impact of an icy body.
It has been suggested that impact events can lead to a net loss of atmosphere, by fixation of
atmospheric elements (Gerasimov 1998). However, this would not hold for a volatile rich object
such as that considered here. Furthermore, small quantities of various chemical compounds
created from the elements in the impact fireball, are released. These can include complex
organic molecules, toxins, and other species that may have important effects on the Martian
environment (Managadze 2003, Pope 1997, Toon 1997).

3.2.7.g Atmospheric Enrichment
In accordance with our objectives of importing nitrogen to Mars, we consider a highly nitrogenrich icy body for the impact. We make the very optimistic assumption that 30% of the asteroid's
mass will be released as nitrogen, while 50% will be released as water. The remainder shall not
be considered here, even though some of the released molecules could induce important effects.
The mass of the 3 km impactor (m=πρd³/6) is 2.1×10 kg. Hence, 6.4×10 kg of nitrogen and
1.1×10 kg of water are released. When these are evenly distributed over the entire Martian
surface of 1.45×10 m², we get 145 g of nitrogen and 76 g of water per m². If all of this water
would form a layer on the ground, it would be merely 0.08 mm thick, which would not be
significant. However, suspended in the atmosphere as water vapor, it might serve as a
greenhouse gas. If we compare the released 145 g of nitrogen to the corresponding column
mass of 200 kg for the current Martian atmosphere, and to the 10,000 kg for Earth's
atmosphere, it becomes obvious that the impact of even large numbers of the object considered
here, would not be sufficient for creating a dense atmosphere on Mars.
13

12

13

14

3.2.8 Biological Seeding
The issue of life on Mars is particularly important in the consideration of biological seeding, also
called ‘bioforming.’ However, if the
(Section 6.4.4) was adopted, biological
seeding would be legally acceptable. Biological seeding could be carried out using technology
and knowledge developed with the search for life, ecological life support systems, transportation
systems, and remote sensing.
Mars Convention

Biological seeding would most likely be initiated near the very end of the period discussed in this
project once there is a considerable atmosphere on Mars. Low pressure and temperature levels
and ionizing radiation are the main factors in upsetting the balance between damage and repair
in living organisms (Garzón 2004). On Mars, a minimum pressure of ~200 mbar and an average
temperature of ~ 263 K at the equator (Hiscox 1997b) would be necessary to begin bioforming.
There are issues regarding nutrient levels and a lack of organic matter in the Martian soil,
however it is assumed these issues will not prohibit biological seeding altogether, though they
may slow or limit the process (Hiscox 2005, Garzón 2004, Fogg 1995).
Biological seeding would be used to develop an uncontained biosphere to support human
habitation. Photosynthetic organisms produce O and others fix N or produce greenhouse
gases, such as CH (Section 4.1.2). Cyanobacterial mats help prevent erosion, as would higher
plants on a dynamic Martian surface subject to running water and increasingly strong winds.
Bioforming would probably not provide a breathable oxygen atmosphere for at least 20,000
years (McKay 2004b, Fogg 1995).
2

2

4
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3.2.8.a The Issue of Life
The United Nations Outer Space Treaty and the Committee on Space Research (COSPAR)
guidelines would be respected, in that planetary protection would be practiced up to the point
the decision to biologically seed is taken. Biological seeding would not commence without a
search for life. If past or present life is found on Mars, biological seeding may be postponed or
cancelled, however the
(Section 6.4.4) would make it legal to biologically seed
for the purpose of terraforming.
Mars Convention

The classical biological definition of ‘life’ is a system, which ingests, metabolizes, excretes, and is
capable of reproduction, mutation, and reproductions of its mutations. The final search for life
will likely take place well below the surface of the planet, and so may require large drills and be
beyond the scope of purely robotic missions. Therefore, this search will probably not be
complete until some time after the first human mission.
Since terraforming would not begin until about a decade after the first human missions to Mars,
there should be time to gather enough evidence to decide whether there is past or present life
on Mars and whether to begin terraforming via the methods described above (Foing 2005).
Bioforming would not be started until near the end of the century, allowing more time for the
discovery of Martian life, or the investigation of fossil remains. As McKay suggests, heating the
planet could lead to the proliferation of a Martian ecosystem, which had been forced
underground by the planetary evolution of Mars (McKay 2004b). Therefore, it would be good to
allow some period of heating before introducing Earth-based life forms.

3.2.8.b A Suggested Methodology
The same technology and techniques used to search for life could be used to identify likely
seeding locations and transmit organisms to them (Hiscox 1995). The research that is going into
this search is also developing the scientific knowledge regarding locations and characteristics of
organisms on Earth that are likely candidates for transplanting. These organisms also indicate
the genetic potential extent for adaptation to Mars, as discussed in section 4.1.2. Another area of
research that would support a biological seeding effort is that of Closed Ecological Life Support
Systems (Eckart 1994). Remote sensing technologies would also be applied to monitor the
resulting ecosystems.
A possible regime of introducing organisms is presented by Graham (2004), who suggests
beginning with cyanobacteria and gradually introducing higher organisms up to flowering trees
over a period of about 900 years. Even though higher plants can benefit from high CO levels,
they actually need at least ~20 mbars of O to live (Graham 2004, Fogg 1995).
2

2

An approach to this introduction that combines the use of the technologies and techniques
brought to Mars for the above purposes would reduce the overall cost of biological seeding.
Figure 3-12 shows a conceptual representation of organisms being transmitted from greenhouse
laboratories to possible niches on or below the surface of Mars.
This technique could use greenhouses as laboratories, or large ‘Marsjars’, to carry out
experimentation and adapt or incubate organisms (Hiscox 1995) (Section 4.1.2). These same
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controlled laboratories and equipment for genetic analysis and growth monitoring would also be
needed for ecological life support systems and for experimentation if life was found, so they
would be a necessary part of the initial Martian infrastructure.
Organisms would be tested
under the Martian conditions
present in the selected niche.
Even more than on Earth, the
Transmission
location of the niche will dictate
of organisms
the temperature and pressure
regimes, since Mars has a
greater range in its topology.
Initially, niches would likely be
located near the equator and in
the Northern hemisphere, such
as near Elysium Mons and the
Greenhouse
suspected pack ice sea (Murray
laboratory
2005), which would provide
moisture
and
moderate
temperature
regimes.
Valles
Figure 3-12 Biological seeding from greenhouse laboratories
In this figure, the circles represent greenhouse laboratories used Marineris and Hellas Basin
for life support purposes and the arrows represent the
would also be likely areas due to
transmission of organisms to likely niches
their lower altitudes, which
imply the protection of a thicker
atmosphere.
The organisms could then be disseminated using rovers, planes, balloons, etc., which would be
part of the normal base infrastructure and could be used with the atmosphere at 200 mbars
(Fogg 2005). The modular robotic vehicle presented in robotics chapter (Section 5.4.2) would
also be used for seeding. Human planting may allow for more careful placement of organisms
and faster identification of niche environments as these are characterized by trade-offs between
multiple factors, such as moisture and sunlight, and can be selected on a qualitative basis.
Biological seeding is an extremely long term project. However, an uncontained biosphere on the
surface of the planet is of great value when considered as a life-support system. The larger the
volume of an ecological system, the more resistant to perturbations it is and thus it is more
reliable and requires less monitoring and maintenance. The cost benefits of having an
uncontained planetary biosphere, in terms of energy, are elucidated by Fogg (1995). Even
though a high oxygen (i.e. approximately 20%) atmosphere will not be achieved for thousands
of years using photosynthetic organisms, the benefits of carbon sequestering, medicine, food,
and fiber production would come sooner; as well as the psychological benefits of a living planet.
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UMMARY

3.3

S

Terraforming Mars completely to cater to the ideal settlement of humanity is an extremely slow
and gradual process. It would take tens of thousands of years. Consequently this chapter
addressed how to improve the inhabitable Martian environment within a given time frame of
about half a century to allow for the introduction of engineered life. The objective is to improve
the Martian conditions i.e. atmospheric pressure and composition; mean global temperature, and
radiation protection significantly to facilitate the introduction of artificially assisted life.
To achieve this objective a synergetic approach was chosen to initiate the runaway greenhouse
effect that raising atmospheric temperature and pressure levels. PFCs warm Mars while lowering
the polar albedo aids in further increasing the polar temperature to free adsorbed CO . The
freed CO similarly contributes to the heating of the planet. PFCs are not only the most feasible
method that is socially acceptable, but they are also very efficient and project time needed is
directly proportional to cost.
2

2

As the atmosphere thickens with more CO and water vapor, among other gases, more heat will
be trapped and the planet would have significantly improved radiation protection due to a
thicker atmosphere. Furthermore, CO contributes to ozone formation and would thicken the
present very thin ozone layer. This process would proceed for the significant part of the early
terraforming period. Increase in temperature and lowering of average Martian albedo by
increasing cloud cover could further contribute to melting the polar ice.
2

2

Moving an asteroid onto a Mars impact trajectory and actually impacting it should be possible
before the end of the century. Current investigations on NEOs, comets, and asteroid
rendezvous missions serve to accelerate development of the relevant technology required. To
efficiently move the asteroid to Mars, the mission has to be planned well in advance, to take
advantage of when the asteroid, the swing-by planet, and Mars are in an optimal trajectory
alignment. This window of opportunity will reduce flight duration and save propellant.
Lacking volatiles will be imported to a small extent as outlined in section 3.2.6. Introduction of
living organisms will contribute to improving the atmospheric composition to sustain life by
lowering CO levels and increasing O levels through photosynthesis over tens of thousands of
years. PFCs have the potential to be incorporated into Martian biological cycle through
genetically engineered microorganisms (Section 4.1.2). Such organisms would be able to
synthesize PFCs among other compounds like NH , CH and halogenated compounds.
2

2

3

4

Before biological seeding is introduced on Mars, an exhaustive search for Martian life is
necessary. Afterwards, life would be introduced in accordance with Article 9 of the
to be ratified as outlined in section 6.4.4.
Mars

Convention,

From the above analysis and studies done by Fogg (1995) , McKay (1991), and Marinova (2005)
this approach estimates that the Martian parameters as shown in Table 3-1 would probably
reach the levels shown in Table 3-9 in about half a century.

Table 3-9 Likely levels of Mars parameters after terraforming (Adapted from Fogg 1995)
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Parameter

Mean surface temperature (K)
Surface atmospheric pressure (mbar)
CO2 partial pressure (mbar)
O2 partial pressure (mbar)
UV Flux 0.02- 0.03 µm (W/m2)
N2 partial pressure (mbar)
H2O vapor partial pressure (mbar)
Liquid surface water

Present value

Estimated terraformed
value

220
280 (~ 60 increase)
~7
> 400
~7
> 300
~ 0.008
~3
~6
~ 40% reduction
~ 0.2
~3
~ 0.002
~ 10
Absent due to ~ 70 m global depth, 10% of
low pressure
surface covered, and a
Boreal Sea up to 1 km deep

Since the Mars parameter values likely to be achieved in the given period are not ideal values to
comfortably sustain Earth life, it will take thousands of years to establish a breathable
atmosphere on Mars, and there will never be a magnetosphere or a full 1 g of gravity, Earth life
will have to be physiologically adapted in order to form a biosphere on Mars.
The biosphere, emerging from the areosphere, a mostly CO atmosphere and minimal
hydrosphere, will differ from what it is on Earth. The very first pioneer microorganism could
benefit from the advantages of genetic engineering. In fact, humans could also benefit from
genetic modifications, physiological and psychological countermeasures, as well as medical
implants. These solutions are described in the next chapter.
2
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4 BIOSPHERE: LIFE ON MARS
The term 'biosphere' originates from the ancient Greek 'βίος', meaning 'Life'. The term was
coined by Austrian geologist Eduard Suess in 1875, to describe the elements necessary for the
existence of life. In his definition, 'biosphere' included not only the flora and fauna of the planet
Earth, but also the elements of the lithosphere, atmosphere, and hydrosphere required to
support that life (Piqueras 1998). In 1926, the term biosphere was redefined by the Russian
expatriate Vladimir I. Vernadsky (Piqueras 1998). In his book
, Vernadsky (1986)
described the biosphere as the sum of all the ecosystems on Earth.
The Biosphere

In creating a self-sustaining visysphere on Mars, the biosphere component will contain all the
organisms imported from Earth for habitation. The new Martian biosphere will initially be
composed of microbial communities used in terraforming. Outputs of these communities, such
as nitrogen in the regolith and oxygen in the atmosphere, are discussed in section 3.2.8. By the
end of the century, when the first human settlers arrive, the biosphere will be expanded to
harbor its first higher organisms. In this project, humans are the primary component for which
the biosphere is developed, and the Martian biosphere must expand to sustain human settlers as
a community independent from Earth.
The initial ecosystems that form the foundations of the Martian biosphere will be relatively
small in comparison with those of Earth, as the areosphere resulting from a partially
terraformed Mars is not capable of supporting the amount of diversity we see on our own
planet today. It is because of this that other spheres, such as the technosphere, must expand to
aid in supporting the functions of the biosphere. From this point, the biosphere and the life it
contains forms the foundation for development of a uniquely Martian noosphere. Human
civilization on Mars, supported by a robust technosphere, will be responsible for the
development of their own noosphere as their lives become increasingly independent from
Earth.
In the following sections, we discuss the primary organisms that will be imported from Earth
and contained within the Martian biosphere, as well as the biological techniques used to make
survivability of these organisms on Mars possible. We describe microorganisms involved in the
terraforming process itself, followed by the human settlers who will inhabit the planet by the
end of the century. Then, we analyze the special considerations involved with human
survivability on a partially terraformed Mars, from physiological to psychological aspects.
Finally, biorobotics are introduced in form of biochips that can be implanted into humans.
4.1

ENETIC ENGINEERING FOR SURVIVABILITY ON MARS

G

Genetic modification has long been a technique practiced by humans through simple methods
of selective breeding to aid in increased yield of resources like food crops and livestock
(Doebley 1995, Frana 2003). However, in recent times, genetic engineering has become one of
the most quickly advancing fields in science due to the elucidation of important mechanisms like
DNA, and the development of biotechnologies and methods that allow scientists to work with
these mechanisms at the cellular level (Crick 1974, Maddox 2003).
Only in the late part of the 20 century have space agencies begun to look at the benefits
genetics may hold for space exploration. Today, the science of genetics has progressed to a
th
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point where it could be invaluable for increasing the survivability of long-term inhabitants on
Mars. Genetic engineering, for instance, could play a major role in both the process of
terraforming Mars, and in adapting life to the habitat of Mars after the terraforming process
begins.
In this project, we have chosen to utilize genetic engineering in two ways. Firstly, genetics will
be used to examine, and potentially create, bacterial candidates for biological seeding on Mars.
These organisms will directly aid in the process of terraforming. Secondly, genetic engineering
will be used to help increase human survivability by tackling the problems associated with
radiation at the planet's surface (Section 2.3). Here, we will examine the potential for developing
therapeutic drugs for radiation tolerance, and also the potential for somatic-cell therapies
performed on the Mars inhabitants themselves to help cope with radiation damage at the genetic
level.

4.1.1 Methods of Genetic Engineering
4.1.1.a Somatic-cell Therapy vs. Germline Therapy
Somatic-cell therapy appears to be the most viable option when considering the establishment
of humans on Mars by the end of the century. Germline therapy, in which the genome of an
organism is altered at the stem cell stage, has many associated problems that would make it
impractical for our purposes. Firstly, in order to perform germline therapy one must have many
successive generations of an organism to produce the desired result. Because the reproductive
time of humans is measured in terms of decades, this is not viable when considering human
settlements on Mars by the end of the century. Secondly, the ethical and social issues associated
with germline therapies make the practice too controversial for implementation in a project like
terraforming (Section 6.2.2). Somatic-cell therapy, on the other hand, is an alteration of somatic
cells only and does not affect the germ cells involved in reproduction. This means that genetic
changes brought about in a human via somatic-cell therapy will not be passed on to subsequent
generations. Because inheritance of the genetic modification is not an issue, it is much more
acceptable in terms of ethical and legal constraints (Sections 6.2.2 and 6.4.2).
There are a number of methods that can be used to accomplish somatic-cell therapy today.

4.1.1.b Recombinant DNA Techniques
A biological vector is being used which can be either a plasmid or a virus to carry DNA into a
cell. These techniques have been successfully applied several times in the past, for example, to
create transgenic plants and genetically modified bacteria.
In case of using viral vectors the nucleic acid will only be transported into the cells that are a
natural target for the virus. There is not a single known vector that can deliver nucleic acid to all
different cell types. This selectivity is an advantage because different cells can be targeted
separately. Another advantage of viral vectors is that they are avoiding immunosurveillance
(Robbins & Ghivizzani 1998) (Section 4.2.6). The goal is to have specially designed viral vectors
for different target cells.
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4.1.1.c Gene Gun
DNA can also be brought into a cell by using a gene gun. The DNA is loaded on gold beads
and ‘shot’ into a target cell with a helium gun (Robbins & Ghivizzani 1998). It could be used for
gene transfer to skin cells to make them resistant to radiation (section 4.1.3). At the same
time
gene transfer to tissues or organs can also be performed.
in vivo

ex vivo

4.1.1.d Electroporation
Electroporation is the creation of pores in outer cell membranes by the application of a short
(microseconds to milliseconds) electric pulse. The transfer of DNA is possible through these
pores. This technique has been tested successfully on mammalian skin cells (Prausnitz 1993)
which might be useful in the prospect of genetic engineering of skin cells to make them resistant
to radiation (section 4.1.3).
For the purposes of altering somatic skin cells to make humans more adapted to higher
radiation levels the gene gun and electroporation are promising methods because they can be
easily applied to cells that are directly exposed to the environment. To alter the genome of cells
of internal organs the preferable method is using viral vectors. Within the next decade
appropriate vectors will probably be available for all kinds of tissues and organs.

4.1.2 How can Microorganisms Help Terraform Mars?
4.1.2.a Introduction
The idea to introduce microorganisms to help terraforming another planet is not new and was
first mentioned by Carl Sagan in the case of Venus (Sagan 1961). Since then the technique of
‘microbial planetary engineering’ has evolved. With the discovery of various new extremophile
bacteria that can live under extreme conditions on Earth the list of potential candidates for
biological seeding of another planet is growing. In this chapter we will focus on the implications
of the Martian environment on these candidate microorganisms and how they can be modified
with genetic engineering methods mentioned above to help terraforming Mars. Finally we will
make a concrete approach choosing one specific candidate bacterium and show how this
bacterium could be introduced on Mars before the end of the century. The approach taken into
account in this part is only possible if the environment of Mars has already been partially altered
by non-biological terraforming techniques (Chapter 0).

4.1.2.b Uses of a Pioneer Organism on Mars
A pioneer organism can serve several purposes in the terraforming process of Mars:

1. Increasing the atmospheric pressure

Microorganisms could be used to release CO from carbonate deposits (Friedmann 1993b)
or N from nitrate deposits (Hiscox & Thomas 1995) on Mars. The cyanobacterium
, for example, can dissolve carbonate-rock and produce CO (Friedmann 1993b).
2

Matteia

2

sp.

2

2. Producing greenhouse gases

The nitrate deposits can be metabolized by microorganisms to produce ammonia (NH )
which is a greenhouse gas. NH is then photochemically dissociated by UV radiation to
3

3
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H O, H , and N which is another greenhouse gas (Kasting 1982).
2

2

2

The carbon deposits can be metabolized to methane (CH ), which is also a greenhouse gas.
It is photodissociated but when an ozone atmosphere is already engineered on Mars the
dissociation will go slowly and CH will help to increase the temperature on Mars (Hiscox
1997a).
4

4

3. Changing the chemical composition of the atmosphere

Probably the best examples for microorganisms that can change the chemical composition
of an atmosphere are the cyanobacteria. These cyanobacteria have changed the atmosphere
of the Earth from anaerobic to aerobic. In the case of Mars cyanobacteria could be used to
do the same by converting CO through the process of photosynthesis to O (6H O +
6CO C H O + 6O ). This would solve two problems at the same time:
 The toxic high CO level would be reduced
 The O level necessary for humans and higher plants would be increased
2

2

6

12

6

2

2

2

2

2

4. Controlling the albedo

The Amazonian forest stabilizes the albedo of the Earth. On Mars microorganisms could
help to do the same once it has been terraformed to sustain primitive life forms. To actually
trigger the runaway greenhouse effect through melting the Martian polar caps this concept
does not work. The living conditions at the polar caps are not suitable for any kind of
terrestrial life (Hiscox 1997a). So using microorganisms to control the Martian albedo would
only be possible on a partially terraformed Mars.

5. Production of soil and biomass

Currently there is no soil on Mars but with the growth of microorganisms a biomass will
start to build up which will produce something Hiscox calls the ‘top soil’ (1997a). That soil
will provide the necessary biomass for higher organisms to grow on. “Pioneer microorganisms
and subsequent generations will provide a pyramid of biomass for successive generations of organisms”
(Hiscox 1997a). This biomass could be used by human colonists for several purposes e.g.
food production, construction material (wood) or medicine (antibiotics).

4.1.2.c Implications of the Martian Environment for a Terrestrial Pioneer
Microorganism
In this section we present the minimal requirements for terrestrial life to exist on Mars and the
implications of the Martian environment on it. A pioneer microorganism has to be able to
tolerate those conditions in order to survive on Mars:

1. Low temperature

According to Hiscox (1997b) the minimal surface temperature to allow microorganisms to
grow is 263 K. Only psychrophilic bacteria are capable of living under those conditions.
Another issue, even if the mean temperature is above 273 K, is that the microorganisms will
be frozen at night and heated during the day.

2. Low pressure

The atmospheric pressure on Mars will be less than on Earth no matter how much it can be
terraformed in a century (Chapter 0). Low pressure can affect efficient DNA repair which
would lead to structural damage to the DNA and to the death of the microorganism (Ito
1991).
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3. Low pH

The relatively high level of CO in the engineered Martian atmosphere might cause the
intracellular pH level to drop (acidosis). This can damage proteins and components inside
the cell and might change the metabolism (Hiscox & Thomas 1995).
2

4. Water

The current Martian environment does not have any liquid water which is a prerequisite for
life (McKay 1991). As an alternative to that some microorganisms can use water vapor
during times of environmental stress. According to Hiscox (1997b) the minimal level of
humidity for any organism to survive without liquid water is 70%. There are
microorganisms like the cyanobacterium Chroococcidiopsis caldariorum that can survive with a
much lower humidity if liquid water is supplied only once a year (Friedmann 1993a).
Desiccation can damage DNA which leads to cell death (Dose 1995).

5. Radiation

The radiation levels on the Martian surface are the most significant difference compared to
an Earth environment. Even with an engineered atmosphere containing O for protection
the radiation levels will still be higher on Mars than on Earth due to the lack of a magnetic
field (Hiscox 1997a). There are several methods of how terrestrial microorganisms survive
high radiation doses (Hiscox & Thomas 1995, Hiscox 1997a):
 Matting habit of blue-green algae (outer cells protect the inner cells)
 Negative phototaxis (avoiding light)
 Living in a habitat shielded from radiation (e.g. hypolithic habitat)
 Photo-reactivation repairs the DNA (e.g. D. radiodurans)
 Production of protective pigments (e.g. some Antarctic cyanobacteria)
3

6. Low or no oxygen in the atmosphere

Due to the lack of oxygen in the atmosphere a pioneer microorganism has to be anaerobic
which means that it respires without oxygen (Hiscox & Thomas 1995).

7. Oxides

The environment on Mars is very rich in peroxides due to the high level of radiation.
Microorganisms that are tolerant to peroxides produce certain enzymes (e.g. superoxide
dismutase) that scavenge the oxidants (Hiscox & Thomas 1995). On a partially terraformed
Mars the amount of oxidants on the surface will be reduced (Zubrin 2005).

8. High salinity

An environment with a high salinity can lead to osmotic stress which can affect the cellular
productivity of the microorganism (Hiscox & Thomas 1995).

9. No organic material

Due to the environmental conditions on Mars there will be no organic material on the
surface. According to Kanavarioti & Mancinelli (1990) preserved organic material from a
once green Mars could have survived until now beneath the surface. But those possible
deposits are not accessible for a pioneer microorganism. So Haynes & McKay (1992)
postulate that a pioneer microorganism has to be photoautotrophic, which means that the
organism uses sunlight as an energy source and does not depend on organic material for
metabolism.
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4.1.2.d How to Select a Pioneer Microorganism for Mars?

Hiscox (1996) created a schematic that shows what steps have to be undertaken from selecting a
potential candidate pioneer microorganism to when it is introduced into the Martian
environment (Figure 4-1):
Isolation of Candidate
Microorganisms
Directional Selection
Definition of Physiological Tolerances
in Marsjars
Genetic Engineering
Further Selection Processes
Introduction into the Martian
Environment

Figure 4-1 Schematic showing the selection process of a pioneer microorganism
from isolation to introduction to Mars (Adapted from Hiscox 1996). Marsjars (see section 3.2.8)
simulate the Martian environment.

1. Isolation of candidate microorganisms

Potential pioneer microorganisms are mainly found in extreme environments on Earth e.g.
the Antarctica.

2. Directional selection

Directional selection is a Darwinian concept where the microorganism will be grown under
slowly increasing Martian conditions in a closed environment. The natural selection process
will produce offspring that is more adapted to the new circumstances than the parental
generation. This new generation is now introduced to an even more Martian environment.
This process is being conducted in so called ‘Marsjars’ which simulate the Martian
environment (Hiscox 1997b).

3. Definition of physiological tolerances

The results of the directional selection tests will show the physiological tolerances of the
candidate microorganisms.

4. Genetic engineering

Genetic engineering goes even a step further than the directional selection. New genes that
give the microorganisms new abilities can be introduced into the population. These new
genes might enhance the growth and the productivity of the microorganisms or make them
resistant to radiation and desiccation.

5. Further selection process

The genetically modified microorganisms will undergo additional selection processes in
‘Marsjars’ to see if they are more adapted to the Martian environment

6. Introduction into the Martian environment

The pioneer microorganism has been selected and has proved the ability to survive under
Martian conditions. It is now ready to be introduced to the Martian environment.
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4.1.2.e Genetic Engineering and Directed Selection

The technology of genetic engineering microorganisms is not new and has been used extensively
in the last 20 years. Nevertheless there are also downsides: The rearrangement of genes can lead
to their inactivation and to the death of the whole organism (Hiscox & Thomas 1995). There
are also natural limits to genetic manipulation. Several ideas have been published on how genetic
engineering and directional selection can help to create a successful pioneer microorganism for
Mars:

1. Introduce a DNA repair mechanism

Genes that encode for UV resistance have been isolated and characterized in bacteria, for
example in Deinococcus radiodurans (Strike & Lodwick 1987) (Section 4.1.3). These genes could
be introduced in a pioneer microorganism in order to increase its resistance to cosmic
radiation.

2. Increased tolerance to low pH

The Biovar Trifolii strand of Rhizobium leguminosaram has been genetically modified in the past
to increase the tolerance to a low level of pH (Chen 1991).

3. Increased tolerance to peroxides

Hiscox & Thomas (1995) suggest pre-treating genetically modified microorganisms
(GEMO’s) in Marsjars in order to make them more tolerant to oxides.

4. Increased desiccation tolerance

Directed Selection in Marsjars has been applied to the terrestrial cyanobacterium Nostoc
commune with the result that the photosynthesis and nitrogen fixation abilities are not
affected anymore after several generations of repeated desiccation (Scherer & Zhong 1991).
The bacterium got adapted to a more arid environment.

5. Increased metabolic rate

Hiscox & Thomas (1995) postulate that the ability of nitrate and carbonate dissolving
microorganisms can be enhanced by genetic engineering.

6. Increased growth rate

Hiscox & Thomas (1995) further state that the growth rate especially of endolithic
microorganisms can be increased by genetic engineering.

7. Introducing regulatory genes

By introducing regulatory genes certain metabolic processes could be triggered. For example
the production of proteins for DNA repair will start only when the temperature rises due to
solar radiation. Microorganisms can regulate their metabolism to save cellular energy and
resources when the production of those proteins is not necessary (Hiscox & Thomas 1995).

8. Introducing endospore formation capability

The process of forming an endospore in times of harsh climatic conditions is a feature
known from the terrestrial bacteria species Bacillus. Endospore formation including the
morphological change of the bacteria is genetically triggered by a regulatory process in times
when nutrients are limited (Hiscox & Thomas 1995). The endospore capability could be
introduced by genetic engineering into a pioneer microorganism so that it could survive for
example the Martian winter or dry periods.
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4.1.2.f Chroococcidiopsis Caldariorum
A promising candidate microorganism to pioneer on Mars is the cyanobacterium Chroococcidiopsis
caldariorum found in Antarctica (Friedmann 1993a) (Table 4-1).
Table 4-1 Properties and consequences of Chroococcidiopsis caldariorum
for life on Mars (Data from Friedmann 1993a)
Properties

Photoautotrophic
Anaerobic
Cyanobacterium

Hypolithic growth form
Tolerates extreme low temperatures
Tolerates extreme arid habitats
Tolerates extreme nitrate concentrations

Consequences

no organic matter is needed to metabolize
sun is the source of energy
no O2 is needed in the atmosphere
reduces the CO2 level in the atmosphere
increases the O2 level in the atmosphere
lives under translucent stones
radiation protection (Cockell 2005)
even at a surface temperature of 258 K the hypolithic
habitat has a temperature of 273 K
can be frozen and defrosted daily without any damage
the warmer the higher the metabolic rate
periodic wetting only needed once per year to have a
metabolic rate of 500 h/yr
the more water available the higher the metabolic rate
useful for the nitrate-rich environment on Mars

is one of the prime candidates for a pioneer microorganism to be
introduced to the extreme environment of a partially terraformed Mars (Friedmann 1993a).
Lichen and a mat of filamentous cyanobacteria were also considered promising candidate
microorganisms but they show disadvantages compared to Chroococcidiopsis caldariorum. Lichens
are difficult to be grown even under laboratory conditions on Earth and a mat of filamentous
cyanobacteria needs a water-rich environment to grow.
Chroococcidiopsis caldariorum

4.1.3 Radiation Countermeasures via Genetic Engineering
4.1.3.a Introduction
One of the areas of greatest difficulty in living on Mars lies in the susceptibility of humans to
radiation levels on the Martian surface that are comparatively higher than those on Earth
(Section 2.3). Earth has provided us with a ‘relative absence of highly radioactive habitats’ in
which to adapt (Makarova 2001), and while this has afforded life the opportunity to evolve
under reduced stresses, it also leaves us as human beings more vulnerable to such environmental
pressures as we strive to move beyond our home planet.
The primary threat posed by radiation to human settlers on Mars lies in the instability of our
DNA under such stress (Waard 2004, Rydberg 2001, Rigaud & Kazmeier 2000, Huang 2005,
Leadon 1993, Cucinotta 2002). Even with a 40% reduction (Chapter 0) in UV flux at the surface
of Mars, health issues, such as the development of cancers, arising from single-stranded and
double-stranded breakage of DNA would still be expected.
The mechanisms in the eukaryotic cells that attempt to cope with such damage, have not proven
to be robust enough to cope with radiation exposure at levels approaching those expected on
Mars (Xu 2005, Wang 2005).
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Figure 4-2 Sequence of cellular and molecular
events
on exposure to ionizing radiation in mammalian
cells (Rigaud & Kazmeier 2000)

4.1.3.b Telomerase
Telomeres are regions of genetic code located at the end of DNA strands, and are composed of
what is thought to be excess nucleotide base pairs. Every time DNA is replicated, a small
portion of the telomere is lost. However, because the telomere contains no information
necessary for cell viability, this loss of nucleotides is not significant. After many replications,
however, the telomere is lost completely and important sections of DNA begin to be affected.
This results in loss of cell viability, and is thought to be a primary cause of aging in living
organisms.
Telomerase is an enzyme that replaces the lost portions of the telomeres, yet is present in low or
undetectable levels in most somatic cells in humans (Theimer 2005). However, telomerase is
active in some germline, and epithelial cells.
The use of telomerase in DNA repair is a promising area of study due to the fact that the
molecule is already present in some human cells. This could prove to make implementation of
drugs or genetic therapies based on telomerase easier in the human body. Aside from this,
telomerase has also been found to be a major player in the high survivability of most cancers.
Telomerase allows for cancer cells to replicate and spread quickly without degradation of DNA,
meaning that the ability to control the enzyme's activity could aid in treatment of cancers
associated with radiation exposure in settlers on Mars.
Much research has been devoted to the classification and elucidation of the telomerase
mechanism in humans, and it now appears that expression of the telomerase reverse
transcriptase subunit (hTRT), the catalytic (or active) portion of telomerase, is sufficient for
providing telomerase activity in human cells (Stewart 2002). In 1998, a study by Bodnar. showed
that human cells transfected (Section 4.1.1) with the human telomerase catalytic subunit were
able to replicate more times that normal human cell control cultures, and that an extended
"phenotypically youthful" state of the cell could be maintained by use of telomerase. More
recently, in 2005, the structure of an important active region of the enzyme was characterized.
This is an important step in determining the components of telomerase necessary for enzyme
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function (Theimer 2005).
Telomerase expression in humans via somatic cell therapies (Section 4.1.1) appears to be close
to realization, and may be valuable for us in terms of increasing human survivability on Mars. As
active components of human telomerase are being defined, one can begin to see which of these
components would be necessary for the development of drugs that could be administered to
human settlers on the planet.
These drugs could be potential candidates for use in the ‘visychip’ technology (Section 4.3)
implemented into settlers themselves. It is unlikely that such visychips could be used to monitor
human health at the level of telomeres, but it is possible that the drug could be administered at
regular intervals based on the projected active life of the telomerase enzyme. This is a value that
has yet to be defined, and is one area of research that must be undertaken before we can
implement telomerase drugs in Martian settlers.
The second option is to utilize genetic therapies based on the coding region of DNA
responsible for telomerase production. This line of treatment benefits from the fact that the
human telomerase reverse transcriptase subunit (hTRT) has already been cloned; and, moreover,
has already been implemented in tests of human epithelial cells in culture (Bodnar 1998).
Further studies are needed in order to determine the necessary regions of the telomerase
enzyme required for sufficient telomere regeneration in Martian settlers.

Telomerase: Cancer Treatment and Prevention on Mars
The ability to control telomerase activity in somatic cells can not only increase life-span and be
used to maintain the health of DNA, but also could allow for the deregulation (decreased
activity) of telomerase in cancer cells; thereby providing a means for fighting against the
development and spread of cancer in the body caused by radiation exposure on Mars. To this
end, the location of the gene (hTERT gene) responsible for telomerase production in cancer
cells has also been identified.
Now that the structure of active regions in telomerase are becoming apparent, it may be possible
to design a drug that attacks these regions, breaking down telomerase itself and thereby
inhibiting the cancer cell's ability to reproduce indefinitely. A specific candidate region for this
purpose could be the telomerase RNA Pseudoknot, which is required for telomerase activity
(Theimer 2005). The stabilization of the Pseudoknot is achieved though an intricate network of
structural contacts in the nucleotide sequence of the RNA. This network of stabilizing contacts
could be an ideal point of attack for drugs designed to render telomerase ineffective. Another
method could be mutation of the C116-G98-A172 (Figure 4-3) base triple, which appears to be
an excellent area for specific attack. These mutations could cause the creation of telomerase
complexes with less than 10% activity of the normal cells.
Oligonucleotides, or short strands of nucleotides up to 20 base pairs, that can be used to target
regions of the telomerase Pseudoknot have already been identified (Keppler & Jarstfer 2004).
What further research must accomplish is to identify a specific oligonucleotide that hybridizes to
the C116-G98-A172 region, thereby disrupting the structure of the Pseudoknot. After
identification of this oligonucleotide, a drug can be constructed using nanocapsules.
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Nanocapsules are essentially an
empty shell composed of
biological
material
(the
crystalline capsule of a virus for
example) that is modified to
interact with a specific target
molecule (Pescovitz 2005, Barry
2002) (Figure 4-4). This is done
by attaching a substance, like a
binding protein, with properties
that allow it to selectively bind
to target sites on the desired
biomolecules. The drug
Figure 4-3 Simple schematic drawing of the target region of the designed to attack the
Telomerase Pseudoknot.
The three strands of the DNA triplex of the Pseudoknot are shown telomerase Pseudoknot is
with the backbone of each strand in order to represent the way in placed inside the shell.
which the three strands are coiled (Derived from Theimer 2005)

When the nanocapsule is released, it prevents its contents from interacting with the outside
environment until the desired biomolecule (in this case, a cancer cell) is encountered. Then, the
nanocapsule delivers its contents to the target. On Mars, this drug could be an ideal candidate
for use in the visychip (Section 4.3).

Figure 4-4 Steps involved in using a nanocapsule
to deliver the desired oligonucleotide to the target cancer cell

Nanocapsules being used for drug treatment are already developed for a number of purposes,
ranging from cosmetics to pharmaceuticals. Nanocapsules for use in space are even in
development at NASA, where they are being designed to bind with proteins (called CD-95) that
are produced on the outer surface of cell membranes after a cell has undergone radiation
damage. This could be an ideal protein identifier for our purposes, and nanocapsules containing
our chosen oligonucleotide could be released into the body. The accuracy of this binding is
important, as the goal is to disrupt telomerase activity in tumor cells specifically, allowing
enzyme activity in healthy cells of the body (where it is beneficial) to continue.
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4.1.3.c D. Radiodurans
In increasing our ability to cope with excess radiation loads on Mars, it may be more useful to
look at highly radioresistant bacteria that have been identified on Earth in a number of unique
habitats. These bacteria are found in habitats that have been exposed to radiation levels lethal to
most living organisms, providing them the unique opportunity to evolve specific mechanisms
capable of coping with intense radiation stresses.
Table 4-2 Closely related species of radioresistant bacteria on Earth
(Data from Makarova 2001)
Species

D. radiodurans
D. radiopugnans
D. radiophilus
D. proteolyticus
D. grandis
D. geothermalis
D. murrayi

First Identified Habitat

canned meat exposed to X rays; air contaminant in a hospital in Ontario
haddock tissue
Bombay duck
feces of Lama glama
elephant feces
hot springs in Portugal
hot springs in Italy

The organisms listed in Table 4-2 are members of a bacterial branch of extremophiles known as
the Thermus or Deinococcus group (Kim 2002). Of these species, Deinococcus radiodurans has proven
to be the most resistant to an assortment of stresses, including ionizing radiation, desiccation,
UV radiation, oxidizing agents, and electrophilic mutagens (Kim 2002). The organism is so
durable that NASA has spent extensive time and resources studying ways to kill it in order to
ensure the sterility of space probes and equipment used in Earth orbit and beyond (Mogul
2003). In the case of ionizing radiation, D. radiodurans is able to survive "acute exposures to
gamma radiation that exceed 1,700,000 rads" without causing death or mutation (Kim 2002)
(Figure 4-5).

Figure 4-5 D. radiodurans
(US DOE 2005)

The organism is able to not only survive, but also undergo
"vigorous growth" when exposed to continuous radiation stresses
of 6,000 rads per hour. This means that D. radiodurans does not
achieve its survivability by forming radiation-resistant spores like
some bacteria, and instead is able to quickly and efficiently repair
DNA breakages caused by radiation exposure in order to remain
healthy and functional (Seipp 2002). D. radiodurans is also the first
of this class of organisms for which the entire genome has been
sequenced, providing more ease in identifying specific genes
responsible for the organism's durability (Makarova 2001, Lin
1999, Lipton 2002).

It is obvious that the radiation-resistance of D. radiodurans results from a complicated system of
mechanisms involved in DNA repair, and a number of hypotheses as to how this occurs have
been developed (Seipp 2002, Sheng 2004). Yet, already some basic components behind this
repair process could benefit human settlers on Mars. The most promising is the expression of
RecA protein in D. radiodurans following periods of radiation exposure.
RecA is not unique to D. radiodurans by any means. The protein is vital for DNA integrity, and is
found in virtually all bacteria, and its homologues have been identified in humans. Because of
this, scientists have searched for further explanations for the resistance of D. radiodurans, such as
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chromosomal organization in the organism that would allow for more efficient functionality of
the protein in D. radiodurans than in other organisms (Kim 2002). However, recent studies have
shown that the RecA protein specific to D. radiodurans may simply be more efficient itself than
homologous proteins in organisms like E. coli (Kim 2002). This is promising when considering
the potential for borrowing D. radiodurans genes or genetic products for use in human settlers on
Mars.

Duradrugs
The first way in which D. radiodurans could help to improve the survivability of humans on Mars
is to produce drugs that could be administered to counter the effects of exposure to high
radiation levels. To do this, we could extract metabolic products from the organism, such as the
aforementioned RecA protein, and purify them into therapeutic drugs. Because the RecA
protein is only expressed in high levels in D. radiodurans after exposure to radiation, it would
likely be more viable to produce the protein via a secondary organism, such as E. coli. A
standard process of isolating the RecA gene, amplifying it, and then transferring into the E. coli
host by use of a vector could be used. This process, and materials required for gene transfer
from D. radiodurans, has already been defined in previous experiments (Kim 2002).
Once purified, RecA proteins can be packaged in nanocapsules, as discussed previously, and
administered by use of the visychip (Section 4.3). In order to counteract the steady exposure of
humans to radiation stresses chronically present on the surface of Mars, a steady release of the
drug would likely be required. The rate of release would have to be determined through clinical
trials, and adjusted to local variations in the radiation environment. The adjustments could be
accomplished using the visychip's ability to monitor the exterior environment. This monitoring
ability could also be used to increase drug delivery during instances of unexpected spikes in
radiation levels.

Gene Therapy
A more effective way to utilize D. radiodurans genes in human settlers would be to insert the
genes themselves into the human genome by use of somatic cell therapy (Section 4.1.1). This
method would allow for the modification of a settler's genetic makeup and could provide them
with the ability to produce important proteins like RecA in response to radiation stresses in
much the same way as D. radiodurans itself. Because humans already express proteins that are
homologous to RecA (RAD51 or hRAD51) (Yoshimura 1993), it is possible that these
homologues could be replaced with the more effective D. radiodurans RecA protein (Tombline &
Fishel 2002).
RecA is only one of nine proteins identified so far that undergo increased production in D.
radiodurans after radiation exposure (Makarova 2001). As studies of the bacteria continue, further

mechanisms that could be of use to settlers on Mars will be elucidated. These discoveries are
likely to happen rapidly, not only because the genetic sequence of D. radiodurans is now available,
but also because the organism is gaining a great deal of attention from organizations like the US
Department of Defense and the US Department of Energy, who hope to use genetically
modified strains of D. radiodurans to assist in cleanup of radioactive waste sites (Brim 2000).
Even NASA has been exploring the possibility of genetically modifying D. radiodurans to
produce drugs that astronauts may require on Mars (NASA 1999, Silber 1999).
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4.1.4 Conclusion

There are various ways in which microorganisms that have adapted under unique conditions on
Earth can help in both terraforming Mars and increasing the survivability of human inhabitants.
The current Martian environment is the only showstopper preventing a successful introduction
of a terrestrial pioneer microorganism. The selection process for choosing an ideal pioneer
organism outlined in this section is a promising approach and will be enhanced in the next
decades by use of new genetic engineering methods. Genetic alteration will allow a faster
introduction of microorganisms into the Martian environment and will therefore accelerate the
terraforming process as a whole. It would also appear that, with the speed at which current
research is progressing, humanity will have a pioneer microorganism ready to introduce to Mars
by the end of the century.
Genetic engineering techniques will also play a vital role in increasing human habitability on a
partially terraformed Mars. In the preceding section we have discussed only two promising
mechanisms that could be adapted for either drug production or genetic modification in humans
to tackle the problem of radiation exposure at the Martian surface. The rate of advancement in
genetics today will lead to many more options for safely utilizing genetic mechanisms and
metabolic products from organisms on Earth for use on Mars.
The financial drive behind these technologies is not based in the space industry, but is instead in
areas like cancer research, which command much more financial support on Earth in today's
economical and political environment. Space exploration can benefit from these Earth-bound
initiatives by keeping abreast of current scientific development in order to utilize off-the-shelf
technologies once they have been developed for terrestrial purposes.
4.2

UMANS ON THE SURFACE OF MARS: MEETING THEIR NEEDS

H

With Mars being humanities prime target to terraform, much debate has taken place over
whether or not we are ready to go and for how long the mission should be. All of these debates
have taken into account the many adverse conditions that the expedition crew will encounter
both on the way to and when they arrive on the surface of Mars itself. Mars currently presents
itself as a hostile planet and poses a number challenges to human life like high radiation levels,
low temperature and a lacking breathable atmosphere (Section 2.4). On Earth humans have
developed behavioral, cultural patterns and along with the aid of technology we are able to
extend the limit of the extreme environments in which we can live.
In order to meet these challenges, various fields of science have been called upon to help fill in
the gap between our ability to adapt to the environment in which we seek to live and work in.
This section will look into such issues as low oxygen levels, reduced gravity, psychological and
immunological issues and their relevance to sustaining life on the surface of Mars.

4.2.1 Psycho-Social Issues
Through the experience of conducting group interaction studies in environment analogues to
space, it has become fairly evident that for long duration missions, strong technical skills,
excellent health and absence of psychiatric illness will not ensure effective crew performance
(Kraft 2003). Analogue environments to space on Earth such as Antarctic stations (Andersen
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1990, Lugg & Shepanek 1999, Suedfeld & Weiss 2000), Mars Desert Research Station (Mars
Society) and nuclear submarines have indeed yielded some insight into long term psychological
aspects of space flight. Such information has a limited application with regards to how close
they mimic the real extreme environment due to its lack at times of relevant organizational
features such as mission related work for the team and promotion of a mission mentality
(Manzey 2003). Long term missions have proven to be stressful to astronauts; some of these
stresses include confinement, isolation, lack of privacy, boredom, asthenia (a nervous or mental
weakness which manifests itself in tiredness along with loss of strength, low sensation threshold,
extremely unstable moods and sleep disturbances), keeping up with the work schedule, group
problems, multicultural differences, leadership confusion and displacement of emotions, to
name a few. Colonists will have a diverse multi-cultural make-up, along with a varied
professional background. Hence, it is important to pay attention to the psycho-social aspect of
the human factor in space. Compatibility of the crew is important as past observations have
shown that it affects the efficiency of the work done onboard long term missions. The problem
of incompatibility is further compounded by increasing psycho-social problems (Kass & Kass
1999). The issue of having a group that can come together on Mars and have individuals that are
compatible with other personalities in the group will be an important psycho-social aspect that
might affect the success of a Martian settlement.
A report published by the American Institute of Medicine that included a segment on behavioral
adaptation and human interactions stated human interaction as one of the three most serious
challenges to human exploratory missions. To ensure group compatibility, measures can be
taken during the crew selection process, such as moving from a selection model based on
selecting the best individuals to a model that works towards selecting the best group. Further
measures that can be taken include group training (Expedition Interpersonal Training); such
training would work on aspects such as leadership, team work, expedition behavior, self-care,
self-management and cross-cultural differences (Kraft 2003). Other forms of aid would be the
availability of psycho-active drugs such as anxiolytics and antidepressants. Contact with family
members is another important issue; Kanas (2004) stated that such communication was judged
to be important in enhancing the work performance of astronauts during long term spaceflight.
Contact with family back on Earth will be very important for the early settlers on Mars (for
those who still have family back on Earth); the use of e-mail or pre-recorded messages would be
reasonable.

4.2.2 Reduced Gravity on Mars
The low level of gravity on Mars is also important to consider. When compared to Earth, the
gravity on Mars is about 0.38g (Miller 2004a). This qualifies as reduced gravity and colonist will
be exposed to it on a long term basis. At present it is somewhat unclear if humans or mammals
in general can adapt to such long term reduced gravity environments. As in the Figure 4-6 most
physiological parameters undergo changes during initial exposure to reduced gravity conditions
and eventually reach an adaptive set point. The only major exception is the loss of bone mass,
even when countermeasures have been applied. Currently the effects of such low and partial
gravity need to be further studied in order to help colonist live in such a environment and return
back to Earth safely. Such bone loss is a thought to be an adaptive response to the reduced
musculoskeletal forces in space, it occurs gradually so as not to be a major concern for short
term space fight (Le Blanc 2002). However it must be noted that on the surface of Mars colonist
will experience reduced gravity not microgravity, this would still cause bone loss presumably not
to a level as extensive as that seen in a long term microgravity environment.
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Figure 4-6 Various biological responses in response to
microgravity conditions
followed by adaptation point (Mars Gravity Biosatellite
2002)

It would therefore also be possible to
apply some of the countermeasures
used for long term space flight for
colonist on the surface of Mars. Some
of these countermeasures include
resistance exercises that benefit multiple
body
systems
(musculoskeletal,
cardiovascular,
immunological)
(Shackelford 2004), prescription drugs
such as bisphosphates and parathyroid
hormone (Shackelford 2004) and dietary
essential amino acid supplements
(Ammann 2002).

4.2.3 Human Adaptation
Given the major problems associated with placing humans on the surface, terraforming
becomes an attractive option. Although terraforming Mars will not bring about identical
parameters as on Earth it will be beneficial to do. In case radiation levels are still above
acceptable levels a number of counter measures can be taken such as using genetic engineering
to enhance the level of protection offered by our own skin. An example of an innovative
method to help counter the effects of radiation is the use of nanoparticles which can actually go
inside individual cells and repair them, or, if there's a lot of damage, to remove damaged cells.
Such innovations along with other currently used methods of radiation shielding like the use of
polyethylene will help colonist in dealing with radiation.
On Earth, humans have the ability to adapt to low levels of oxygen. This is especially seen in
mountainous high altitude areas where the air is less dense. Current forms of adaptation to
hypobaric and hypoxic conditions amongst these people can be seen in Table 4-3 (O’Neil 2005).
Table 4-3 Various methods of adaptation to hypobaric and hypoxic conditions
(Adapted from Beall 2002)

Hypobaric and Hypoxic
Adaptation Model
Andean Model
Tibetan Model
Ethiopian Highlander

Mechanisms of Adaptation

Higher Hemoglobin Concentration or Red Blood Cells, to carry more O2
Take more breaths, Lungs synthesize more nitric oxide – expands their
blood vessels, allowing them to deliver oxygen more effectively throughout
their bodies than those at sea level
Do not breathe faster or have higher hemoglobin count despite of low O2
levels. How they have adapted is still unknown

Such forms of adaptation are the result of genetic change in response to environmental stresses.
Mountain climbers have reached peaks that are over 8 km high, but only by using tanks of
oxygen to assist in breathing (O’Neil 2005). The highest peaks are too high for any human to
acclimatize naturally (O’Neil 2005). After initial terraforming the oxygen levels will be far too
low for humans without the use of spacesuits with life supports systems (Sections 5.1 and 5.2).
If at some point in the ongoing terraforming process oxygen levels rise but still lie in the
hypoxic range, which might last for centuries, one could genetically modify humans to adapt to
these levels for example by increasing their hemoglobin levels in order to increase their oxygen
intake.
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4.2.4 Medical Care Issues
Another important consideration that must be taken into account is medical emergencies that
could arise on the surface of Mars, millions of miles from the any form of comprehensive
medical care on Earth. For such a situation non medical members amongst the initial colonists
should have an enhanced level of medical knowledge and knowledge on how to use medical
equipment in order to aid properly if the need arises. It would be very helpful to take medical
devices with multiple functions, miniaturized and smart instruments that are able to work with
minimum knowledge on behalf of the user (Miller 2004b). Robots too can aid with surgery if
necessary as they are a lot steadier and less invasive, in space and in general it is important to
make small incisions if possible in order to allow for short recovery time and less problems of
controlling blood loss and thus reduce the possibility of complications arising (Miller 2004b).

4.2.5 Human Immune System Adaptation
A healthy human immune system has the remarkable ability to distinguish between the body’s
own cells and foreign cells (National Institutes of Health 2003). In the partially terraformed
Martian environment, the immune system would naturally be triggered to defend the harmful
antigenic ‘intruders’, which could be possible Martian microorganisms (even though their
presence is not yet confirmed), regolith and radiation. The body implants in the enhanced
human (e.g. the visychip in section 4.3) are also sources of response-initiators. The immune
system would respond to this attack by producing defender molecules (antibodies) (NIAID
NetNews 2003).
The microorganisms, if present on Mars, could pose a great threat to humans, since they may be
very different from those on Earth and the body would not be armed with mechanisms to
combat them, resulting in fatal consequences. Moreover, these microorganisms could have
frequent mutations, due to the higher radiation environment, causing increased drug resistance,
which would make treatment and recovery extremely difficult. As the Martian regolith is
constituently different from the soil on Earth, inhalation of regolith dust could cause similar
management problems to the immune system. However, the immune system will be triggered
the most by the radiation on the Martian surface. The harmful levels of radiation would cause
destruction of the lymphocytes and phagocytes; which will stimulate the immune system to
produce more of them. Moreover, the immune system also has to deal with the other cells
destroyed by radiation. Thus, in every aspect, the immune system will be pushed to its limits.
To counter all these attacks, the immune system would respond actively by increasing the
production of lymphocytes and phagocytes in the body to fight the foreign particles. As a result,
the activity of lymphocytes and phagocytes in the body at any given time will probably be
increased on Mars, compared to that on Earth.

4.2.6 Modification of the Human Immune System
Enhancing humans for Martian life would be a technological and biological breakthrough never
seen before. Research in the fields of biorobotics and biotechnology look very promising
(Sections 4.3 and 5.1). Modifying humans is, in a way, the crucial step towards Mars
colonization. Although these new ideas are exciting, their practicality should be given due
consideration. It is certainly not feasible to implant a chip inside the body and leave to its own.
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As mentioned above, the immune system will try to destroy this new ‘intruder.’ Therefore, the
immune system has to be manipulated to decrease its attack on the implanted chip, thereby
allowing the body to slowly accept the implant. There are different methods by which this can
be achieved to give the enhanced human a better life on Mars.
The most promising methods of immune system modification, for preventing implant rejection
and helping in early adaptation to the Martian environment, are discussed below.

4.2.6.a Immunosuppressant Drugs
These are medicines that reduce the body's natural defense against foreign particles. They mainly
interfere with the response activities of the immune system. Currently, they are used effectively
to deal with rejection of transplanted organs (TransWeb.org 2005). To deal with implants, they
can be further modified according to the needs or may even be used without modifications.

4.2.6.b Laboratory-Manufactured Antibodies
These are manufactured antibodies, which when administered; combine with specific antigenic
parts of the mature T lymphocytes to cause their destruction. This, in turn, results in decreased
number of T lymphocytes, and thus decreased immunity (National Institutes of Health 2003).
As in the case of immunosuppressant drugs, these antibodies are used to deal with transplant
rejection. Hence, they can be easily used for implants, with slight modifications, if necessary.

4.2.6.c Monoclonal Antibodies
These are identical antibodies made by the many descendants (clones) of a single B lymphocyte.
Because of their unique specificity for different molecules, monoclonal antibodies are promising
immune regulators for a range of implants (National Institutes of Health 2003). ‘Humanized’
monoclonal antibodies are on the horizon, which would definitely be adaptable to deal with
implants. Because they recognize very specific molecules, monoclonal antibodies can be used in
diagnostic tests to identify changes in the body’s proteins caused by the implants. This would
help to better manage the immune regulation. They can also carry potent toxins into select cells,
killing the cell while leaving its neighbors untouched.

4.2.6.d Genetic Engineering Techniques
Genetic engineering could be used to integrate human genes into the DNA of relatively simple
organisms such as bacteria or yeast. These organisms are induced to make quantities of human
proteins, like lymphokines and monokines, which play very important roles in the immune
mechanisms (National Institutes of Health 2003). These proteins can be used for immune
system augmentation in enhanced humans on Mars.

4.2.6.e Gene Therapy Techniques
In gene therapy, altered or missing genes are replaced with normal ones or helpful genes are
added to the DNA (Section 4.1.3). The genetically engineered version of the gene is introduced
into cells taken from the bone marrow. After treated marrow cells begin to produce the required
protein, they can be injected back into the human (National Institutes of Health 2003). Thus,
the immune system can be strengthened to cope with implants and the new Martian
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environment.

4.2.7 Conclusion
When human colonists finally arrive on the surface of Mars, they will do so not with minimal aid
but rather with as much as they can possibly bring with them. The human body has a certain
amount of phenotypic plasticity to adapt to extreme conditions on Earth, such as high altitudes
with low oxygen and pressure levels, but not to adapt, unassisted, to the extremes that would
exist on a partially terraformed Mars. This section showed possible ways to cope with the
medical concerns in this extreme environment.
Regarding psychological issues, colonists are bound to face issues like monotony, lack of
privacy, and friction amongst group members. These issues could be reduced or avoided by
choosing compatible groups. The reduced gravity on Mars will cause loss of bone mass,
therefore, countermeasures would be to conduct regular resistance training, and possibly use
drugs that help slow down or stop bone loss and regular intake of essential amino acid
supplements. The lack of oxygen on Mars could be genetically engineered to carry more
hemoglobin in order to meet the human oxygen requirements.
A concern regarding human immune system manipulation would be whether the induced
changes are reversible if the enhanced human wishes to return to Earth. Will he be
psychologically competent to accept any irreversible changes? Does he require a long time to readapt to Earth life? This could be the source of a never-ending debate on the effects of immune
system manipulation for life on Mars. However, the modification of the human immune system
could play an integral role in helping humans to meet the environment on Mars. With the use of
antibodies and immunosuppressant drugs, the human body would be able to accept implants
which could be necessary and beneficial to sustaining life on the surface of Mars.
The main driver behind the development of those technologies is not the space industry, but
instead the medical areas like transplantation medicine, finding a cure for osteoporosis and
immunology. Space exploration can benefit from these initiatives on Earth as off-the-shelf
technologies once they have been developed for terrestrial purposes. Advance medical devices,
as described in the next section may also be available to address some of these issues, as well as
provide a method of administering the drugs described in the previous section.
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4.3 BIOROBOTICS
The new generation of astronauts who will leave the Earth orbit to explore, and in a later stage,
inhabit Mars must be safeguarded from the hazards of space exploration, and in particular from
cosmic radiation. There is a need to develop the appropriate therapeutics, medical procedures,
and equipment to address these health issues from a distance. This section introduces the
current research being done to solve these problems and proposes a new concept, the ‘visychip’,
as the solution for a safe health monitoring and management system for humans to live on
Mars. An important characteristic in the development of such a system would be its
interdisciplinary nature. In particular, the outcome of combining fluid physics with sensor
technology could be the solution to this problem (GBEC 2003).

4.3.1 Biochips
The current technology used in space, as well as on Earth, for monitoring astronaut health and
administering the countermeasure drugs consists of blood tests, drug injection or ingestion, and
obsolete monitoring systems (Figure 4-7). These procedures interfere with the astronaut’s work,
cause distraction from critical operations, and even disturb his psychological state (GBEC 2003).
The solutions being developed in the field of biorobotics propose a new approach using
implantable microsystems to perform the same operations.

Figure 4-7 Test of the Lower Body Negative Pressure (LBNP) device
(Courtesy of NASA 1998) Astronaut Dafydd R. Williams (bottom) serves as a test subject in the LBNP
device, while payload specialist Jay C. Buckey Jr. (left) monitors experiment.

The solution that would allow humans to live on Mars may come from these ‘biochips.’ A
biochip contains miniaturized test sites which can perform thousands of biological reactions at
the same time (MPI-MF 2005). These microarray technologies can provide onboard diagnostic
systems and treatment devices. Current technology is developing separate chips that can
perform these tasks. These systems could be adapted to address the specific problems associated
with human habitation on Mars, and in a later state, be combined to form one implantable chip.
Examples of the current technologies that are currently being developed are listed in Table 4-4.
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Table 4-4 Implant Technologies in development

Application for Space

Application on Earth

“Skin-patch”
polymer MEMS
device

Performs many biological
tests simultaneously to
achieve higher throughput
and speed (GBEC 2002c).
Continuous and accurate in
vivo monitoring of vital levels
of electrolytes and
metabolites in the interstitial
fluid between cells and
tissues in the body (GBEC
2002a).
Administration of drugs to
treat space diseases. Frees
astronauts from drug
delivery methods such as
injection or ingestion, and
eliminates the burst effect
allowing continuous,
controlled drug delivery
(GBEC 2002b).
Physiological sensing and
environmental monitoring
(Kipke 2005).

Local delivery of
parathyroid
hormone (PTH)

Local delivery regime for
Patients suffering from
PTH to counteract bone loss osteoporosis can benefit
(McCauley 2005).
from this technology.

Microminiature
Device to Monitor
Vital Electrolytes
and Metabolites
Microsystem for
Controlled,
Continuous Drug
Delivery

Status

Essential elements of the
field of "labs on a chip"
planned to be used for
medical diagnoses.
Free diabetics from taking
daily blood samples to test
sugar levels and provide
automatic monitor of
insulin concentration.

In development at the
John Glenn Biomedical
Engineering Consortium
(GBEC).
In development at the
GBEC.

Useful for patients who
need daily medication. A
gradual administration is
achieved. Diabetics could
use this for controlled,
continuous delivery of
insulin.

In development at the
GBEC.

Monitoring of body and
environmental parameters
(air quality, biological
weapons, etc.)

In development at the
University of MichiganNASA Bioscience and
Engineering Institute
(UMNBEI).
In development at the
UMNBEI.

4.3.2 Visychip: Combining Technologies
The solution for a human exploration mission to Mars would be to use a multifunctional
system, which could combine all these technologies in a single package, the visychip, which
would be implanted under the skin of the humans working and living on Mars. By combining
the functionalities of several implantable devices into the visychip, it would be possible to
monitor the internal human body parameters (GBEC 2002a), as well as exterior environmental
figures (Kipke 2005), localize problems, and detect sickness. When abnormal values are
detected, the visychip drug delivery subsystem (Figure 4-8) would be programmed to identify
the countermeasure medication to apply (Section 4.1.3) and the quantities to administer in
response to the assessed problem (GBEC 2002b).
The drug delivery system would consist of several reservoirs which would contain different
types of drugs (Section 4.1.3) for treating specific diseases. The visychip would be programmed
to release the correct drug according to the information received from the monitoring
subsystem, the output of which is equivalent to a continuous blood sample examination (GBEC
2002a). The drug diffusion would be done through a silicon nanomembrane which would
gradually release the medication (Figure 4-8). Furthermore, the pore size would also be
controlled and used as a way to achieve the desired rate and amount of the released product
(GBEC 2002b).
One of the issues to consider is the problem of radiation. The visychip would constantly
monitor the environmental levels of radiation as well as assess damage done to the human body
(analogue to cancer detection through blood sample analysis). Once the visychip detects a
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problem, it releases the countermeasure medicine (Section 4.1.3) from the corresponding
reservoir.
When the drug starts to operate, the
visychip registers those changes through
the monitoring subsystem, and the release
microsystem reacts by decreasing the rate
and amount of medicine sent to the body
by adapting the nanoporous membrane
(Figure 4-8).
The visychip could be connected to a
watch-like device that allows the
astronauts to verify their personal health
system and ongoing processes (GBEC
Figure 4-8 Microsystem for drug delivery (GBEC
2002a). This data could be sent to a nearby
2002b)
The controlled-release microsystem relies on diffusion computer, installed on a spacecraft or a
through silicon nanomembranes fabricated using
medical base on Mars, allowing for
MEMS technology, which will gradually release the doctors to control and directly identify the
encapsulated medicine.
individual’s health and safety conditions (Figure 4-9). The data could also be shown in the
astronaut’s head-mounted display (Section 5.5.2).

Figure 4-9 Watchlike detector transmitting information to the medical center

Furthermore, the visychip could also be used for signalization of the astronaut’s location. With
this information, a database could be created showing the location of all the Mars inhabitants,
enabling a fast response in case of serious conditions, for example, loss of consciousness or
heart attack. The parameters measured by the chip would be transmitted to the medical base to
activate an alert signal in emergency cases. The medical team aboard the spacecraft or in the
medical base would know the detailed health status of the patient, the exterior environment
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situation and the physical location where to send a rescue team. The astronaut himself would be
warned before by his own watch system or head-mounted display, allowing him time to call for
help.
This type of system would be painless and could be easily placed or removed. Depending on the
energy autonomy, it would last a definite amount of time, then being easily replaced by the user
itself (GBEC 2002a).

4.3.3 Neural Implants
Another field of research in implant technology is neural implants, which aims to achieve
thought communication and control of cybernetic systems (Warwick 2004). Table 4-5 gives
examples of current research projects involving neural implants.
Table 4-5 Neural Implant Technologies in development

Project

Cortical Vision
Prosthesis
Rat navigation
guided by remote
control
Brain
Communicator
Movement
Restoration
Thought
communication
and control

Goal

Provide functional visual perception to a blind person
(Raiti & Kimia 2004).
Develop a behavioral model to guide distant animals in a
way similar to that used to control 'intelligent' robots
(Talwar 2002).
Allows severely paralyzed or locked-in individuals to
control their personal computers via thought-control
(Neural Signals Inc. 2005a).
To restore limited voluntary movement in severely
paralyzed or locked-in patients (Neural Signals Inc.
2005b).
Connection between the nervous system of an ablebodied individual and a robotic prosthesis, and between
the nervous systems of two able-bodied human subjects
(Warwick 2004).

Status

Successful implants
achieved.
Successful in
experiments involving
mice.
Several successful
implants achieved.
Systems available
under research
protocols.
Successful implant and
connection achieved.

In this project, a new concept is being introduced; that is the application of this technology to
space exploration, in particular to be used by the inhabitants of Mars. These types of neural
systems could be used to enable thought communication (Warwick 2004) between inhabitants
who would not have to use any communication system apart from a brain implant which would
send and receive neural signals through a connection link.
This neural implant technology could also be used to allow humans to control robots and get
their data inputs from distance. The humans could send out robotic missions and control the
whole operation from their base using only neural signals. The robot would be an extension of
the person’s brain and perform the tasks the subject is thinking of.
This would improve the safety of the missions as the astronauts would have a better
understanding of the terrain situation before planning human missions to the location.
Much of this technology is already being developed. A successful implant has been done, where
an internet link was established between an implanted array in the human body (Figure 4-10)
and an articulated robotic hand. In this experiment, success was achieved in perceiving the
stimulation and controlling the articulated hand (Warwick 2004).
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Figure 4-10 Kevin Warwick implant (iCube Solutions 2002)
Courtesy of Kevin Warwick

4.3.4 Conclusion
The existence of an efficient and safe health monitoring and management system adapted for
humans to live on Mars is fundamental to the terraforming process. The development of the
appropriate equipment to address health issues from a distance is a crucial step, both for space
exploration and to inhabit Mars.
The visychip represents a possible solution for an efficient and reliable health monitoring and
management system for humans on Mars. Furthermore, the overall concept would be to
combine the neural implant technology with the visychip in order to monitor not only the
physical health of the subject, but also the psychological state. For example, the medical base on
Mars could assess if an inhabitant is ill, know what the problem is, what drugs are being used for
treatment and the level of pain the human is undergoing.
At the same time, the benefits for Earth are also substantial. The visychip would enable a
worldwide use of telemedicine. The patient could monitor himself and the doctor could also
monitor his patients from distance. The daily administration of drugs would cause no
interference with the patient’s life. The patients would also take less medication because the
drugs would be administered more efficiently. Furthermore, the assessment of patient health
could also be done in real time, providing a way for immediate assistance when needed.
As for the neural implant technology, it would bring a new hope for disabled people. It could
help people with nerve lesions to restore control over affected body functions or to interact and
control technological devices (Warwick 2003b). As a consequence of these improvements, the
hospitals would be less loaded, solving one of the major problems on Earth.
Thus, the advantages of such a system are enormous and the feasibility level is realistic. The
technology for the separate systems is already being developed and undergoing testing (GBEC
2003). With the exponential growth of nanotechnology and advances in biotechnology, these
types of devices could easily be achieved in the coming 50-100 years.
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4.4 SUMMARY
The biosphere and the life it contains form the foundation of a future Martian colonization. In
this chapter, it was shown that microorganisms have adapted in various ways to unique
conditions on Earth, and that they could help in both the terraforming of Mars as well as in the
increasing survivability of human inhabitants on the modified planet. Moreover, genetic
engineering techniques, such as somatic cell therapy, will play an important role in the increase
in human habitability and in, for example, the exposure to high radiation levels.
Psychological issues would certainly arise in the first Martian colonies and should be considered
in colonist selection and training. A technological mitigation of psychological issues also
discussed in the next chapter.
The human body has adapted to extreme conditions on Earth, but these conditions are quite
different from the ones humans would experience on the surface of a partially terraformed
Mars. The lack of oxygen and the reduced gravity that the first settlers would encounter are just
a couple of examples proving that new technologies would definitely be needed for humans to
live and work on Mars.
A possible solution to one particular problem, health monitoring, was also described in this
chapter: the visychip. This device would not only monitor the internal human body parameters
of an astronaut on Mars, but would also monitor the external environment, localize sources of
problems, and detect sicknesses. Neural implants are also suggested to provide telepathic
communication between people and between people and robots, which could improve safety via
teleoperation for exploration and construction. With the advances in biotechnology and
nanotechnology, it is realistic to forecast this type of device to be available within 50–100 years.
The biosphere represents the aspects of the visysphere system that are alive. All of the living
creatures to be introduced to Mars have some common characteristics: they are energy
consuming, have some gas exchanges with the atmosphere, go through a period of growth,
change form or behavior during their lifetime, reproduce, and die. These characteristics have a
minimum set of requirements which must be met which correspond with the conditions on
Earth in which they have evolved. These organisms could be assisted in adapting to Mars,
directly via genetic engineering, or with medical treatments and implants, or other technologies
described in the next chapter. In fact, as the previous chapter has shown, living organisms
would be inextricably linked with the technologies that support or create them. Increasingly
living organisms are also being used as sensors or machines. On a future Mars, the distinction
between the biosphere and technosphere could become blurred.
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5 TECHNOSPHERE: ENABLING TECHNOLOGY
The term ‘technosphere’, used colloquially, describes the reach and dominance of technology in
our society. The word has however been defined by authors in explaining concepts involving
technology and industrialization, for example José Argüelles (2002) defines that our adoption of
artificial time, i.e. a 12:60 time frequency, governs the entire global industrialized civilization (his
technosphere).
This chapter offers technical solutions to living and working on Mars. Perhaps the most obvious
form of technology is silica based electronics and although the enhancement of our lives by
such technology is clear, there are less obvious constituents to the technosphere which play an
equally important role, including metallurgy, construction machinery, and advanced materials or
textiles, which are discussed here in terms of space suits, in situ resource utilization, and
robotics.
The silicon based technology would likely take longer to become independent of Earth (McKay
2004b). Uses of this type of technology are also described in the form of neural implants similar
to those discussed in the last chapter, but with different applications, and artificial intelligence.
The technosphere is, and always has been, a crucial part of space exploration; it is not just for
life enhancement, but ultimately permits humans to exist and colonize where it would otherwise
not be possible.

5.1 A WEARABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
This section explores how artificial and biological technology can be used to overcome some
intricacies of supporting human life on Mars, for example, allowing humans to breathe on the
surface. The authors offer solutions to these problems by further developing the symbiotic
relationships between humans and machines to the furthest realistic extent possible. This will be
presented in the form of a case study of a Wearable Life Support System (WLSS) that takes
advantage of biological and technological processes.

5.1.1 Case Study: A Wearable Life Support System
This concept involves the conception of a new generation of a wearable and partially open life
support system that extracts CO2 from the Martian atmosphere and through multiple processes
converts it into breathable O2. This partially artificial partially organic system would consist of
several different interconnected layers that exchange mass and energy in a controlled manner.
The outer layer that is in direct contact with the Martian atmosphere would be a second bioartificial skin actively responding to the changes in the user’s metabolism and the external
environment. Each layer would have a specific set of functions as described below:
An exterior photosynthetic or photovoltaic skin that would capture solar energy to be
used in the chemical reactions needed to convert CO2 into O2.
An inner liquid layer that would provide water for the photosynthetic layer as well as
allow CO2 and O2 flux and also shields from incoming radiation. CO2 and O2 flux
could probably be assured through bio-nanomachines.
A pressure layer that applies pressure directly to the body through mechanical counter
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pressure instead of pressurizing the entire suit volume. This could be done by inflating
small channels between the layer and the astronaut.
“Smart Membranes” that control the porosity to provide the flux of mass and energy
depending on the needs.
A perfluorocarbon layer directly in contact with the lungs to allow the exchange of CO2
and O2.
To convert the outside atmosphere into breathable atmosphere, several chemical processes
commonly used in life support systems for CO2 reduction and O2 production on space have
been studied. These included photosynthesis, water electrolysis, Bosch reaction, and Sabatier
reaction. However, since Bosch and Sabatier reactions occur at high temperatures (over 100º C)
they are incompatible to be used for a WLSS. In this case, the focus was on photosynthesis and
water electrolysis. Gaseous and energy requirements of the human body are shown in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1 Human daily requirements for air and food

Component

O2 (g)
CO2 (g)
Nutrients (calories)

Requirement per day

636-1,000 (Eckart 1996)
726-1,226 (Eckart 1996)
2,500 (Jones & Shainberg 1975)

5.1.1.a Photosynthesis Based System
This configuration would form the basis of a Bio-regenerative Wearable Life Support System
(BWLSS) where a layer of water and nutrients would provide resources for a layer where a
photosynthetic organism would exist. This layer would absorb CO2 from outside or from
human respiration and convert it into O2 and nutrients. Micro or nano robots and membranes
would be responsible for harvesting O2 and nutrients from the photosynthetic organism and
transfer them into the inner layer. This would provide enough breathable O2 and maybe food
closure for the life support system.

Figure 5-1 Schematics showing the photosynthesis
based system

Typical O2 production rates for
vegetation are between 30-220 g/m2 per
day, therefore an area between 5 and 30
m2 is required (Eckart 1996). This area is
unreasonable for a BWLSS since the
average human body area is only about 2
m2 (Mosteller 1987). Therefore the
authors focused on nature’s most
efficient photosynthetic produces. Algae
are responsible for 90% of the
photosynthetic production of O2 in the
world (Savage 1994). In this case, one
possible configuration for the layer could
be (see Figure 5-1):

An exterior membrane that would allow solar energy and CO2 to pass from the outside and
convert it into O2, which is passed on into the inner layers.
A liquid layer that would provide the environment for the algae to live. This layer would
then convert the CO2 and water to O2 and nutrients through photosynthesis. It would also
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help shielding incoming radiation.
An interior membrane that would allow unidirectional flux of CO2, O2, water, and nutrients
During photosynthesis CO2 and water are consumed to produce O2 and glucose. In the process
for each, 11 g of CO2 consumed for each 8 g of O2 produced. The chemical reaction is shown
in Equation 5-1:
12H 2 O

+

6CO 2

+

Equation 5-1

Light

⇒

C 6 H 12 O 6 (Glucose)

+

6O 2

+

6H 2 O

Microorganisms Algae
Photosynthetic Algae are good candidates for a bioregenerative life support system due to their
high growth rate, controllable metabolism, high harvest index, gas exchange characteristics,
enhanced cell proliferation, and growth in reduced gravity. Two categories of Algae were taken
into account:
Green: Chlorella (several species) is an efficient producer of O2 but cannot be used as
human food source due to its cell wall that cannot be digested by humans.
Blue Green: (Spirulina) is an efficient producer of food, highly compatible with human
digestion as it has no cell wall.
Algae production rates in reduced gravity are still not well documented, however it is
theoretically conceived that algae alone can provide a closed life support system for humans
(Savage 1994). Genetically engineered strains of algae have already achieved production rates of
100 g (dry weight) of algae per liter of water (Parkinson 1987). In this case, 6 L of water per
person are required to provide food and O2 on a daily basis (Savage 1994), while utilizing solar
energy, CO2 and waste products. 6 L of water would produce 600 g of "dietary food" (540 g
equaling 2,500 calories), an average daily calorie requirement (Jones & Shainberg 1975). This
also produces 600 L of O2 from 720 L of CO2 and an unspecified amount of nutrient salts
extracted from waste products (Chapman & Chapman 1980).
The 6 L of algae would have a mass of 6 kg which considering its volume, would translate into a
thickness of 3 mm across the whole average human, a feasible requirement of the BWLSS. Since
algae also require nitrogen it would be possible to utilize urea ([NH2]2CO), ammonia (NH3), or
nitrate (NO3) as nitrogen sources.
Additionally, Chlamydomonas reinhardti, a species of green algae, naturally produces H2 and O2
from water under certain conditions. If deprived from CO2 and O2, a normally dormant gene is
activated, leading to the synthesis of the enzyme hydrogenase. The algae uses this enzyme to
produce both H2 and O2 from water for sustained periods of time. Significant research in this
field is being conducted by the National Renewable Energy lab and by the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory - ORNL (Oak Ridge National Laboratory 2004).

Artificial Photosynthesis
Other possible solutions include creating a layer that would artificially simulate photosynthesis.
This currently emerging technology aims to surpass some of the difficulties encountered by
traditional photovoltaic cells, such as performance sensitivity in high incidence angles and
decreased light intensity. This technique also has the advantage of being more efficient than
traditional photovoltaic cells. This technology is being particularly researched in Australia where
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the Australian Artificial Photosynthesis Network was created in 2001 (AAPN 2002).

5.1.1.b Water Electrolysis Based System
In this system a water layer is electrolyzed by using solar energy, creating O and H . O would
be transported into inner layers through an inner membrane. The H could be stored for later as
an energy source in producing carbon and water through electrolysis. O would be transferred to
the lungs via a selective membrane. The concept for this type of WLSS is shown below (see
Figure 5-2):
2

2

2

2

2

Photovoltaic outer layer generates
electricity from sunlight and uses it to
electrolyze H O from the inner layer.
The O is captured and transported into
the inner layers; the H can be used to
provide power e.g. to charge batteries.
The O must be separated from the H
probably by a membrane that must be
permeable to both, electron transfer and
proton transfer (in the same) direction to
assure overall charge neutrality.
2

2

2

2

2

Figure 5-2 Schematics showing the electrolysis
based system

Artificial Electrolysis
In a Photo-Electrochemical (PEC) water splitting system, water is converted into H and O in
one single step. In the process, each 36 g of water are separated into 32 g of O and 4 g of H .
The process is shown in Equation 5-2:
2

2

2

Equation 5-2
Energy 2H 2O O 2

+

⇒ + 2H

2

2

The theoretical minimum voltage required to drive this water-splitting process, taking into
account thermodynamic considerations, is 1.23 V. However, due to losses, the voltage needed
for the process would be slightly higher, around 1.5 V. To be able to electrolyze the water, the
material should have a band gap e.g. near 1.4 and 1.5 eV (Bolton 1996).
The efficiency of the solar to hydrogen process can be given by Equation 5-3 (Bolton 1996):
Equation 5-3
ηC

=

ε Stored
ε Solar

=

∆GP RP
ES A
0

G = standard Gibbs free energy for the
energy-storage reaction generating product
R rate (mol/s) of generation of in its
standard state
E = incident solar irradiance (W/m )
A = irradiated area (m ).
P

0

P

P

=

P

2

S

2

Some initial calculations and estimations are shown in Table 5-2:
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Table 5-2 Initial estimations for the water mass and efficiency needed for life support

Parameter

average BSA (m2)
layer thickness (mm)
layer Volume (m )
water density (kg/m )
total water weight (kg)
H O to O conversion factor
insulation (W/m ) Es
effective insulation area - A (m )
energy per electrolyzed mole (J/mol)
estimated efficiency
H production rate (mol/s)
O production rate (mol/s)
O margin (mol/s)
O margin (%)
time for total O production (h)
time for total O consumption (h)
3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2
2
2

2
2

Value

1.92
2.00
3.86×10
9.98×10
3.85
8.89×10
5.89×10
2.00
2.37×10
17%
8.44×10
4.22×10
1.33×10
146%
70.4
1.03×10

-3
2

-1
2

5

-4
-4
-4

2

Through this initial energetic mass balance, it is possible to conclude that theoretically, a 2 mm
layer around the human body can contain enough water to provide O through electrolysis for
about 3 days it requires a conversion efficiency of only 17% from the PEC cell, including a
safety factor of 1.5.
2

Photo-Electrochemical (PEC) water splitting systems are still in their early development stages,
with maximum solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiencies of 12.4% achieved (National
Renewable Energy Laboratory 2005). These systems offer an excellent long-term solution to
decrease the high capital costs associated with photovoltaic-electrolyzer systems. As part of the
U.S. Hydrogen Fuel Initiative, the US Department of Energy awarded US$10M in research
grants to groups working on producing H from sunlight (U.S. Newswire 2004).
2

5.1.1.c Mass and Energy Flux
For the layered life support system to work, controlled flux of mass and energy between the
layers must be assured; this can be done by either of the two ways presented below:
Nano robot farmers,
Self Regulating “Smart” Membranes.
The new concept of using micro or even nano-robots to harvest and monitoring algae
population suggests two approaches:
Develop fully artificial robots,
Adaptation of biological components.
The advantage of the latter concept is that cells which forge new structures with minor
expenditure of energy already exist in nature. They exist in the form of several O binding
proteins e.g. hemoglobin, hemocyanin and hemerythrin. These proteins carry O using either
iron or copper prosthetic groups to bind O molecules. Proteins are one of nature’s most
versatile components used to create nanomembranes, nanostructures and nanosensors
(Goodsell 2004). It is also worth noting that in nanoscales, gravitational forces are much less
dominant compared to electrostatic forces so movement of these robots could be induced by
could by small electrostatic currents applied between membranes.
2

2

2
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Artificial or semi-artificial smart membranes could be developed to seal pores in order to
control the flux of elements and energy. Nature utilizes lipids as a structure for the membranes,
for example, the skin is a material capable of smart responses based on outside stimuli,
regulating internal temperatures based on external parameters. Biological membranes that can
change their porosity according to a specific signal are already being developed. As an example
ligand-gated ion channels are protein molecules embedded in the plasma membrane of cells,
responding to the presence of a biological molecule by allowing the selective passage of ions
through the hydrophobic membrane (Connolly & Wafford 2004).
“Smart membranes” are already used in commercial applications such as photo catalytic filters
that capture and remove poisonous metals, proteins and germs from water. This kind of
membranes could be engineered to allow the desired mass and energy fluxes within the WLSS.

5.1.1.d Breathing
The O dissolved in a liquid layer must be converted into a breathable form. Two options are
taken into consideration here:
Dissolved in a perfluorocarbon liquid and then converted into gas by a device similar to
a regulator used in scuba diving gear; this technique needs a buffer gas such as N or
Ar.
Dissolved in a perfluorocarbon liquid and fed directly into the lungs: “Liquid
Breathing”
2

2

In the 1960s, successful experiments were conducted in mice by Kylstra (1982) where mice
immersed in salt solutions saturated with O at high pressures, could survive for time periods up
to 18 hours (Kylstra 1982).
2

The principle behind this technique is to use an incompressible nontoxic fluid, a Fluorocarbon
(e.g. Freon) that can absorb high quantities of O and CO . This fluid must also be nonsoluble
in water or in fats to prevent it from penetrating tissues. Several products based on
fluorocarbons are already used in medicine namely “LiquiVent”, developed by Alliance
Pharmaceuticals Corporation (APC 2003) carrying up to 25 times more O than blood and is
instilled directly into the lungs of patients with acute respiratory failure (caused by infection,
severe burns, inhalation of toxic substances and premature birth).
2

2

2

5.1.2 Conclusion
Many emerging technologies have been explored in this section which are attractive for assisting
any potential terraforming effort. The main benefit of these systems is that they have the
potential to partially or even completely eliminate the need for a breathable atmosphere which is
estimated be a much later development in the terraforming process (thousands of years).
Regarding food supply, blue green algae could also assist the in-situ food production effort.
The development of these technologies is generally being financed not by space but by entirely
powerful economic sectors such as medicine and energy. Therefore, it is expected by the time
the terraforming effort starts in 2050, these sectors will have already matured considerably;
potentially with direct spin in to the space applications market. Once the wearable life support
system is developed, it could also significantly expand human capabilities on Earth by allowing
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operation in remote regions where food or oxygen is limited like the Antarctic, deserts or at high
altitudes.
5.2

PACESUIT DESIGN

S

The major limitation of existing Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) designs is the requirement
to pressurize the whole internal volume of the suit to counter the effects of the vacuum of
space. Current EMU’s therefore have hard torso and arm sections and soft joints for movable
parts. When pressurized, these soft joints become very rigid, limiting mobility, especially in key
areas like the hands. Complex designs of current space suits also incorporate several control
systems that contribute weight, impacting on resource consumption, cost, mobility, and
reliability.
The objective of this section of the project is therefore to address these problematic areas of
current space suit design while considering integration into the next generation of Martian space
suits. This section will explore alternative solutions to the pressurized EMU, namely the
Mechanical Counter-Pressure (MCP) suit in combination with a compartmentalizing neck dam
system employing direct material to skin counter-pressure. Due to the long term projections of
this project, and the rapid advancement of material technologies, the first generation MCP Suit
explored here was approached as a concept development without numerical analysis.

5.2.1 Extravehicular Mobility Unit Concepts
5.2.1.a Lines of Non Extension (LONE)
When considering a tight fitting physiological restraint suit, a
single elastic garment is only sufficient when assuming the body
to be an inextensible structure. This is only true on regions of
the body which do not extend or contort during movement.
The Lines of Non extension (LONE) concept may serve as a
template for an inextensible mesh garment that allows full
mobility and is capable of restraining the bodies internal
inflation however it is important to note that there are a few
regions that have no lines of non-extension, such as the knee
cap and elbow (Iberall 1964). In these areas an active MCP suit
would be the only option to facilitate the entire range of
motion for the human body (Figure 5-3).

Figure 5-3 LONE concept of
mapping the lines over the
entire body (Iberall 1964)

5.2.2 Active MCP Suit
A prototype MCP (non-active) elastic garment developed in 1972, shown in Figure 5-4, directly
exposed areas of skin no larger than 1 mm to vacuum of 0.7 kPa, without incident (Annis &
Webb 1972). There were no signs of excessive fluid accumulation, or freezing of the skin in
testing, and more importantly that at such a scale the skin withstood the tensile loads.
2

Without the need for active thermal control, the life support system can be reduced to the
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oxygen tank and regulators, and a carbon dioxide filter system. The most difficult areas to
pressurize occured where the limbs join the torso (Annis & Webb 1972), and pressure across
the region needed to remain constant to prevent blood pooling. Research concluded that despite
some of the physiological problems, the energy cost of activity, mobility and dexterity of
subjects was superior to gas pressurized suits (Annis & Webb 1972).
The Active Suit is therefore an advancement of the elastic
garment, based on tangible scientific and engineering
principles, of a robust, form-fitting suit that addresses these
dynamic goals of Martian EVA. The suit addresses fatiguerelated complaints of astronauts stemming from the rigidity
of current suits and, most notably, the lack of dexterity and
tactility in their gloves, and those associated with the
prototype MCP suits (Hess 1980). The designs, the ability to
shrink the suit around the wearer is the preferred way to
achieve an MCP suit that would conform to operational
requirements being easily donable and doffable, providing
operational comfort, via a full range of motion and true fit
technology afforded by advanced materials.
Current MCP suits experience local variant distributions in
intra-cavity pressure when joints are bent. For example,
Figure 5-4 The Space Activity Suit bending the knee in the EMU creates a decrease in cavity
(SAS) (Bradley 2001)
volume behind the knee with a concomitant increase in
volume at the knee cap.
Since the EMU is a constant volume container these shifts in volume lead to increased
pressurization behind the knee and a decreased pressurization in front of the knee (Ross 1994).
These local increases in torque accumulate to cause muscle fatigue. The active suit will utilize
motion feedback to continually adjust its own mechanical counter-pressure thereby creating a
true constant pressure suit.
Key advanced material technologies are of interest for their high strain increases are:
Shape Memory Alloys
Smart Gels
Variable resistance conductive polymers and polypyrole actuators

5.2.2.a Shape Memory Alloys
Shape Memory Alloys (SMA) are a group of metal alloys that exhibit different physical
properties depending on their temperature. In the austenite (soft) phase, the material becomes
soft ductile and can be easily deformed. If it is cooled, it will transform to the martensite (hard)
phase, where it cannot revert to its original shape. SMAs are good candidates for the MCP suit
as they are capable of producing large reaction forces against resistance in the austenite
transformation, and can be electrically heated (resistance heating), allowing large repeatable
stroke actions.
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Figure 5-5 SMA based EAMS (Bradley 2001)

The Electric Alloy Mesh Suit (EAMS) uses a seamless SMA mesh to generate a potential
difference controlled MCP suit. The pressure is distributed by a viscous thermal regulating gel
layer necessary to moderate the high temperature of the SMA, protecting against contact with
the skin while wicking away perspiration, and absorbs body heat. Small SMA braces or clasps
can line along the seams of the organic or synthetic second skin material, and to seal the body
and provide a uniform distribution of pressure, the bands can be constricted to draw the
material together (Figure 5-5).

5.2.2.b Polyelectrolyte gels
Polyelectrolyte gels are molecular networks within a solvent, usually water which have the ability
to contract or expand, by a factor of 100 or more, stimulated by temperature, electrical potential
difference or pH. Smart Gels have the advantage of the phase change occurring more rapidly
and with high sensitivity Polyvinylalcohol (PVA) and Dielectric elastomer gels, also known as
electrostrictive polymers, are one class of intelligent gels and exhibit reversible expansion when
subjected to an electric field (Matsuo 1988).

5.2.2.c Variable Resistance Conductive Polymers (VRCP)
The VCRP Suit would incorporate novel polymeric fibers that allow for conformational
feedback. These polymers exhibit increased conductance in compression and less in strain and
would be orthogonally interlaced with conductive polymers exhibiting shape memory effects
under the influence of electric potential. An increase in potential causes the polymer to contract,
whereas depolarization causes the polymer to relax. Polypyrrole actuators (Madden 2000) may
be possible sources for these conductive polymers while variable resistance polymers provide
the conduits for charge migration. The VRCP polymer would function as a lightweight,
malleable conductor that can detect, measure, and respond changes in pressures and tensions
within the MCP suit.
Prototype VRCP’s currently utilize a polymeric binder and metallic filler fabricated in a
conducting form. Because the polymer coatings are extremely thin, the material is very sensitive
to deformation. The conduction mechanism is predominately field-induced quantum tunneling
(Fistul 2003), which affects the exponential decrease of resistance with increasing compression.
Such behavior lends itself to the requirement for proportional control of the mechanical
pressure suit and the response could be tuned appropriately to the spectrum of forces applied
resulting from the compression, twisting or stretching of the suit. The transition from insulator
to conductor follows a smooth and repeatable curve, with the resistance dropping exponentially.
This capability gives a new class of component for switching and sensing in the MCP.
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5.2.3 Power Supply
Because VRCPs conduct down to metallic levels, it can be used directly as a resistive control in
the suit for up to 40 V. A feasible development for a rechargeable power source, is an ultra thin
lithium-ion polymer battery, (3M 2005) comprising the third layer of the active suit. Such
polymeric batteries can be fashioned into any shape or shape such as fabric like material, and
current research shows that such battery sources could provide over 200 Watts×hour/kg
without exceeding 100 microns in width. Lithium-ion batteries possess the highest energy
density of all rechargeable battery chemistries and promising options include the solvent-free,
mechanically stable polymer electrolytes and dense metal oxide cathodes (Figure 5-6).

Figure 5-6 Lithium-ion Thin Film Cells (Mui 2002)

The layer, between the pressure garment and the lithium ion polymer battery, would be a
heating element to provide thermal protection from the Martian environment. Resistive
polymers or stainless steel mesh would convert the charge into resistive heat. Since the lithium
ion battery’s performance improves with increasing temperature, the heat from the resistive
heating polymer will function to improve the battery output while creating a thermally suitable
environment. Furthermore, it would be possible to utilize variable resistance polymers, similar to
those in the active fabric layer, so that the wearer can regulate his own skin temperature.

5.2.4 Neck Dam System
Under normal operating conditions the use of O to pressurize the whole body of existing suits
causes current EMU’s lose up to 50 L of O per eight-hour EVA through the many joints and
seams of the suit. This loss limits current EMU endurance making it inadequate for long
duration Martian exploration. Furthermore a single pressurization system also puts the suit at
risk of puncture or tare resulting in rapid or explosive decompression. Studies have shown that
an astronaut has between 9 and 11 s of consciousness in which to save his or her life in current
EMU’s (Parker & West 1973). Compartmentalization of a Martian MCP suit would therefore be
a significant operational advantage.
2

2

This could be achieved by a neck dam system serving as an interface between the head cavity
and the torso of the MCP (Figure 5-7). A second mechanical counter pressure system of sensors
and actuators would be required to keep the neck dam airtight without restricting blood flow or
neck-head mobility including a system of integrated micro-sensors to monitor environmental
parameters. A two-system suit that separates the respiration and pressure system of the helmet
from that of the upper and lower torso will limit the amount of oxygen lost by eliminating its
use from the neck down.
Utilizing a compartmentalized suit, in combination with a mechanical counter-pressure skin,
survivability in the Martian environment is likely to see significant improvements.
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Permeable polymers could also be used in breathing apparatus
due to the high pressure placed on the torso (Parker & West
1973), providing direct mechanical counter pressure to the torso
and the restraint layer. This acts as a buffer volume to
accommodate the change in chest size during breathing. The
polymer will also serve as an interface within the neck dam,
maintaining gas pressure in the head region, while allowing
exhaled moisture to diffuse to the upper torso for collection.

The requirement for a neck pressure bladder separated from the
permeable membrane is dependent on the membrane’s elastic
properties, this would be determined from the properties of the
Figure 5-7 Conceptualization of
Variable Resistance Conductive Polymer (VRCP). With an
the MCP suit (Courtesy of
appropriate membrane, the bladder and membrane could be one
NASA)
unit. In this case, pressure and moisture removal would be one
system.

5.2.5 Conclusion
The objective of this section was to identify major limitations of existing EMU designs by
offering novel solutions to identified problematic areas. It is clear that current requirement to
pressurize the whole internal volume of the suit remains a large obstacle to expanding EVA
capabilities.
The MCP concept is able to combat the physical constraints of current EVA suits by increasing
ergonomics and mobility while reducing control system requirements with direct material to skin
counter-pressure. These increases in operational flexibility can be brought closer to fruition by
the development of enabling technologies such as active fabrics, allowing for conformal
feedback, with associated power supplies such as thin-film lithium polymeric batteries.
Compartmentalization of the suit by means of a neck dam system also offers substantial
improvements in survivability, against micrometeoroid punctures and tares, by limiting the
amount of atmospheric pressurization within the suit. Furthermore decreases in O loss can also
be brought about by limiting its use to the volume above the neck significantly improving
endurance capabilities of Marian EVAs and addressing long-term terrestrial locomotion issues
while implications for Earth technologies include rapid advances in materials and control system
technologies.
2

Whilst the general mobility may be augmented through smaller design changes, it is important to
realize that design drivers for the Mars exploration differ significantly. Existing suits are not
designed for locomotion and more importantly they are too heavy for Martian exploration.
Furthermore future Mars missions cost, mass and stowage efficiency will be a main driver.
Other longer-term drivers include the rate of change in atmospheric mass on Mars as it will
affect atmospheric gas pressure and therefore counter pressure parameters. When considering
current subsystems, it is clear that current next generation Mars suits will require large leaps in
concepts and technologies to produce a suit capable of fulfilling the dynamic demands of
working on and terraforming Mars and will serve as a crucial element for continual expansion of
Martian space endeavors.
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OLONIZATION AND IN SITU RESOURCE UTILIZATION (ISRU)

C

The Mars environment is characterized by partial gravity, a low pressure and low oxygen
atmosphere, radiation, and dust which are major drivers in Martian habitats design (Criswell
1998)(see chapter 1).
The human population on Mars is anticipated to grow significantly during the first fifty years of
the terraforming project, therefore industrial materials may have to be produced using in situ
resource utilization (ISRU) of the atmosphere, soil, minerals, and sunlight intensity. ISRU is
important because Mars’ resources are necessary to create and maintain a Martian infrastructure.
In the initial phase of the colonization of Mars, resources would be imported from Earth, but
only on a limited scale. ISRU will be used for different purposes: construction, shielding
materials, habitat atmosphere, tools, energy, and other support systems. This section describes
how Mars can be colonized using in situ resource utilization to produce useful materials from
raw materials on Mars.
The scope of this project is from the present day, to the end of the century. The first habitats on
Mars will have very different requirements and constraints than habitats on a partially
terraformed Mars. Therefore three different phases should be considered: an outpost phase, an
expansion phase, and a colony phase (Zubrin 1999).

5.3.1 Construction Phases
5.3.1.a Outpost Phase
The duration of the outpost phase is from 2045 to 2050. In the beginning of the outpost phase,
an initial small crew would land on Mars and conduct agricultural, industrial, chemical, and civil
engineering research. They would experiment with different ISRU techniques to turn raw
materials into useful resources. Prototype ecological life support systems, greenhouses, and
agricultural facilities would be built based on research conducted by Roscosmos, NASA, ESA,
CSA, and JAXA among others (Eckart 1996).
The location of the first colony may be dictated by the first permanent outpost, as this outpost
would be expanded over time. Therefore, it would need to be in an area of scientific interest,
safe for landing, with a relatively high pressure and moderate temperature and night-day regimes
whilst holding a supply of water. The recently discovered pack ice sea, 5° North and 150° East,
on Elysium Planitia would be an area which would meet the above requirements (Murray 2005).
Even in this early phase, it should be considered that the base will expand over time and the
settlement will require a system for expandability and flexibility. The first structures are
anticipated to be inflatable and light-weight structures that can be imported directly from Earth
for initial deployment.

5.3.1.b Expansion Phase
The duration of the expansion phase is expected to stretch from 2050 to 2100 with an increase
in colony engineers and scientists. During the expansion phase, the outpost is anticipated to
become semi-self-sufficient utilizing local ISRU with outpost phase infrastructure. Large
manufacturing buildings will be required to produce the resources needed for the expansion,
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survival and maintenance of the habitats with areas defined for habitation, power plants, launch
facilities, agriculture, industry, storage, and resource extraction with smaller prototype facilities
supplemented by larger ones.

Figure 5-8 Illustration of habitat dome construction

Pressurized domes are a likely choice for habitat structures as they exhibit maximum volume for
minimal material resources while being relatively easy to construct. Cement would also be an
available early in this phase, while later on it will be possible to extract metals and make plastics
from local resources. It will be possible to utilize thin sheets of plastic, such as Kevlar, for
inflatable domes (Cadogan 1999). Mounted above an inflated Kevlar dome, Plexiglas would
serve as a non-pressurized shield against dust abrasion and material degradation caused by UV
radiation as shown in Figure 5-8.

Figure 5-9 Kevlar pressurized dome ground diameter vs. pressure difference
A one millimeter thick layer of Kevlar is used. Dome mass vs. ground diameter

Due to the lower gravity and atmospheric pressure, the internal pressure of the dome will
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dominate the structural loading (Figure 5-9). Plants can survive adequately in one fifth of the
pressure that humans require, so greenhouse and agricultural domes could be built much larger
than habitation domes as internal-external pressure differences would be much smaller (Halyard
1996). As the atmospheric pressure rises on Mars, due to the terraforming process, bigger
domes can be built, since the structural loading decreases due to a decreasing pressure difference
between the internal dome pressure and the atmospheric pressure (Figure 5-9).
Habitats will have to work independently at this stage with back-up solar power plants deployed
with the intention to replace the nuclear power plants used during initial terraforming efforts
requiring further ISRU. New settlements would form in this stage, close enough for interaction
with initial settlements, but far enough away (and large enough) to serve as habitat redundancy.

5.3.1.c Colony Phase
The colony phase is estimated to begin in the early 21 century. In this phase, permanent, selfsufficient settlements would be established exist at various locations, on the partially
terraformed Mars. The increased atmospheric pressure would make it possible to build citysized inflatable structures. However, the external Martian atmosphere would remain unbreathable to humans for thousands of years (Hiscox 1995).
st

In situ resource utilization would be completely operational by this point and all the necessary
materials could be produced using Martian manufacturing buildings. The population would
continue to increase, requiring more living and working space, so expansion activities would
increase. The colony would create its own agricultural, industrial, chemical, and civil methods
and technologies completely independent from Earth (De Rose 2003).

5.3.2 ISRU: In Situ Resource Utilization
Mars contains many raw materials that can be transformed into useful construction materials
with the use of various techniques (Table 5-3). The availability of these resources will depend on
how much energy and other resources are needed to operate the production process. Chemicals,
ceramics, O H O, CO N2, Ar, Ne, NaCl, and energy production would all be available soon
after the initial outpost was established as these materials do not need complex manufacturing
techniques. Glass, fiberglass and plastic, on the other hand, would require the heavier
infrastructure of the Colony phase (Table 5-3).
2,

2

2,
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Table 5-3 Construction Materials Built by ISRU

Required
Resources

Method

N Ar and Ne Extracted from the atmosphere
2,

O

2

HO
2

Propellant
CO

2

Extract from atmosphere, water
Extract from subsurface; polar ice (Powell 2001), hydrated
minerals
Carbon and oxygen from the Martian atmosphere and
hydrogen from water ice excavated beneath the Martian
surface
Extract from atmosphere, mine CO ice at poles
2

Ceramics
Biological
material
Regolith

Use of Mars regolith (Allen 1998)
Use regolith as substrate, CO H O (Eckart 1996)

Metals

Extract local ores from regolith
Cl, S, P and perhaps Br, which occur likely as salts in the
regolith (Kargel 1998)
From sunlight
Silicon and silicon oxides can be extract from the regolith,
which contain silica-rich rock such as Icelandite or
Andesite (Newsom & Hagerty 1998), impact-produced
glasses, volcanic glass from cinder cones(Moskowitz
1998)
Chemical bond of carbon from the atmospheric CO and H
from H O

Salts
Energy
Source
Glass and
fiberglass
Plastics

2,

2

Extract from surface

2

2

Technology
Chemical and physical
separation process
Sabatier systems,
electrolyze
Sabatier system
Sabatier and electrolysis
systems, the reverse
water gas shift, zirconia
cells
Roughing pumps,
sorption pumps, robotic
miners
Sintering
Living organisms,
chemical processing
Digging, banking,
bagging, piling
Reduction and
electrolysis
Mining
Photovoltaic process
Heating, pulling, casting,
blowing
Chemical, heating,
pulling, casting blowing

5.3.3 Building Constraints and Requirements
Many constraints have to be taken into account while building a habitat such as: emergency
escape, pre-testing, level of autonomy, health and safety of inhabitants, maintenance, lifetime,
level of interaction, use of ISRU, partial gravity, low pressure and low oxygen atmosphere,
radiation, dust and human considerations such as psychology and physiology. During solar
storms shelters and early warning systems must be provided as Mars lacks a sufficiently
protective magnetic field.

5.3.4 Conclusion
This chapter describes how Mars can be colonized using ISRU to produce useful materials from
raw materials that can be found on Mars. Three different phases have to be considered due to a
changing Martian environment and growing population with ISRU is necessary to create and
maintenance a Mars civilization.
In the outpost phase experimental ISRU technologies will be examined with the major part of
the habitat infrastructure coming from Earth. While in the expansion phase, manufacturing
buildings for ISRU will be used to expand the outpost to a self-sufficient settlement with further
researches in ISRU technologies improve the existing manufacturing techniques. Domes made
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out of plastic and glass, such as Kevlar and Plexiglas, look especially promising for quick
expansion. In the colony phase, a whole self-sufficient society could exist having its own
agricultural, industrial, and chemical, capacities independent from Earth.
To construct the entire necessary infrastructure for these phases of colonization on Mars the use
of robots is imperative. The next section will describe how robots can help in the terraforming
effort.
5.4

OBOTICS AND ROBOTIC VEHICLES

R

Terraforming Mars will require a wide variety of activities as described in the previous chapter.
Because of mass and volume constraints of initial deployments a robotic infrastructure rather
than singular individual robots would provide significant operational savings. This robotic
infrastructure would also be capable of transporting cargo or crew, surface explorations, drilling
and mining, biological seeding and other scientific applications (Farritor 2001, Dubowsky 1999).
This chapter will present a robotic infrastructure model based on modular design that could
support humans or perform individual building, science and exploration tasks on a terraforming
mission to Mars. New challenges require designs to be more flexible, more adaptable and more
autonomous than before with very similar mass and volume constraints imposed to this mission
(Farritor 2001, Dubowsky 1999).

5.4.1 The Design
The modular robotic infrastructure
described in this section represents
the building blocks of many
different configurations that can be
developed for a variety of tasks
(Figure 5-10). All modules are fully
described in the inventory of which
there are two types: one that
describes the basic modules needed
to construct a basic vehicle and the
other describes the modules that
are added to the main
configuration. Modules that could
be used in a terraforming mission
Figure 5-10 Reconfigurable modular robots on Mars
will be described in this section.
Before every design, there are some general design requirements that have to be taken into
consideration:
Long range and long duration
Minimized mass and volume
surface operation capability
Durability
Capability of transporting humans
Reliability
and cargo
Autonomy
High power supply (e.g. for
Adaptability
building tasks)
Easy servicing and maintenance
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In a modular approach interfaces are one of the most vulnerable and most sensitive parts of the
vehicle defining the structural and functional stability. How these interfaces are designed and
what mechanisms are used represent major factors in increasing reliability. Having some
modules rigid and some inflatable gives an advantage in flexibility of the design and utilization.
Interfaces must be strong enough to sustain the structural integrity as well as being responsible
for power and data distribution.

5.4.1.a Node Modules
Node modules are modules that make the central node of the vehicle classified by the type of
usage. There are several models proposed for the modules (Table 5-4):
Module

Cargo class

Table 5-4 Types of node modules

Description

SL (science laboratory)
class
Building class
Crew transportation class
Exploration class
Medical module

transport and store various types of cargo
two types: inflatable structure or open cargo area
for in situ science analysis
two sections: storage and laboratory
open flat platform with interfaces
interconnected with a crane, manipulators, grippers, or a NIM module
transportation of a human crew for up to 9 people
pressurized inflatable module with an on-board LSS
two sections: crew compartment and equipment storage
modified version of the cargo module
payload bay for small exploration robots and probes + toolbox
Rescue unit with capability of in situ medical treatment

5.4.1.b Power Modules
The proposed vehicle design will require large amounts of power for its applications, especially
for building, service and maintenance on long range exploration or transportation missions. A
long duration human exploration mission would require in situ resource utilization (Section 5.3)
or the use of nuclear sources. Therefore, two types of power modules are proposed (Table 5-5):
Module

Nuclear power sources
Combustion power generators

Table 5-5 Types of power modules

Description

used for precursor missions
a small nuclear power plant (2-10 MW) is integrated in the
module
high reliability, output power and durability
burn fuel e.g. hydrogen and oxygen
easy manufacturing

5.4.1.c Forward Modules
The forward module is positioned in the front of the vehicle specially designed to allow
integration of different tool platforms such as drilling, mining, lifting, and digging equipment.
These modules would mostly be used for building habitats and surface infrastructure, terrain
altering and processing, and scientific analysis. A pressurized human pilot unit would also be
developed as a front module (Table 5-6):
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Table 5-6 Types of forward modules

Module

Description

Piloting human module

pressurized module capable of transporting 3 crew members
for piloted or autonomous mode
for heavy duty tools (e.g. drilling)
tool can be changed depending on the task

Tool module

5.4.1.d Mobility Modules
The mobility component ensures reliable mobility dependant on the type of mission to be
accomplished. Mobility modules are interfaced on the bottom part of the vehicle and are
connected via electro-mechanical interfaces. There are three types of driving system proposed
(Table 5-7):
Module

Extendable threads

Controllable wheels
drive system with
suspension

Inflatable driving
module

Table 5-7 Types of mobility modules

Description

high efficiency and reliability in various types of the Martian environment
very stable
small threads positioned at the beginning and at the end of the main thread
drive system
capable of driving over slopes with a maximum of 25 deg
to extend the area of the main thread to cross obstacles
6 independent wheels
zero-turning ability – 360 deg rotation
high level of maneuverability and obstacle avoidance
Low range stable platform with controllable wheels
Building platform for heavy duty building and cargo processing
lowered platform for better agility of the payload tool
can be extended and anchored to increase stability
inflatable wheels
light-weight
higher performance than normal wheels
large wheels allow to go over large obstacles at higher speeds (more than 10
km/hr)

5.4.1.e Node Interface Modules (NIM)
Node interface module provides a small unit for interface between modules. It can be attached
to the configuration as an end module or it can be integrated between two modules (i.e. between
body module and a power module). Three proposed NIM systems are shown below (Table 5-8).
Module

Extendable NIM
Subsystem NIM
Customizable NIM

Table 5-8 Types of interface modules

Description

extendable
high stability
universal joint that allows the vehicle to bend and adapt to certain terrain
features
highly flexible subsystems depending on the mission task
allows a high level of electronic adaptability
modules can be changed according to the mission task

5.4.2 Configurations
For better understanding the concept and the design behind the terraforming robot, three
possible configurations of the vehicle will be described using the modules mentioned above:
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5.4.2.a Configuration 1 (Crew transportation vehicle)
This vehicle is best used in applications where human crew larger than three people has to be
transported to a remote mining, building or exploration site on the surface or for surface rescue
operations (Table 5-9, Figure 5-11).
Table 5-9 Crew transport vehicle

Module

Description

Piloting module

autonomous or piloted mode
space for 3 humans
support subsystems
external storage
space for 6 humans
pressurized or unpressurized
integrated LSS
internal equipment storage
external storage bay
provides power for long duration missions
excellent terrain adaptability
deflation of the wheels to anchor to the ground
speeds over 20 km/h possible

Extendable subsystem NIM
CT module
Customizable Storage NIM
Nuclear power module
Inflatable driving module

Figure 5-11 Crew transportation vehicle (side & top views)

5.4.2.b Configuration 2 (Autonomous cargo transportation vehicle)
This configuration shows an automated cargo unit where a cargo module is the node module.
This configuration would support in mining and building missions by transporting the cargo
around the field of operation (Table 5-10, Figure 5-12).
Module

Cargo module
Extendable Autonomous
NIM
Nuclear power module
Inflatable driving module
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Table 5-10 Autonomous cargo transportation vehicle

Description

can hold 500 kg of cargo
drawers with small compartments
unpressurized cargo area that can be closed
removable top to transport big components
support subsystems
communication system
external storage
integrated intelligent autonomous system
provides power for long duration missions
excellent terrain adaptability
deflation of the wheels to anchor to the ground
speeds over 20 km/h possible
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Figure 5-12 Autonomous cargo transportation vehicle (side & top views)

5.4.2.c Configuration 3 (Soil and atmospheric processing vehicle)
This robotic configuration is suitable for soil analysis, biological seeding, and long range
exploration. Extendable threads allow it to move in difficult terrain (Figure 5-13, Table 5-11).

Figure 5-13 Soil processing vehicle (left & top views)

Module

Modified cargo module

Extendable
Autonomous NIM
Nuclear power module
Extendable threads

Table 5-11 Soil processing vehicle

Description

cargo unit modified for soil processing with deployment units at the
bottom
atmospheric sensors on the top of the module
450 kg of seeding material can be deployed at once
processing pads can be lowered and the tools can be deployed
support subsystems
communication system
external storage
integrated intelligent autonomous system
provides power for long duration missions
possibility of changing the shape of the thread and adaptability to the
surface gives a great advantage on harsh and unfriendly terrain
two extendable threads can be stowed if not used
climbing of very steep slopes
controllable position and attitude

5.4.3 Conclusion
Terraforming is a long and complex process. During this process, robots can help humans to
accomplish tasks like constructing habitats, drilling and mining, biological seeding,
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transportation, and surface exploration. In the first part of this section, a robotic infrastructure
model based on modular design was presented. Furthermore, three individual configurations of
modular robots were described with their capabilities in addressing these tasks. The modular
approach decreases the amount of equipment that has to be imported from Earth in the early
stages of the terraforming effort. But even later on the resources needed to construct the
modular robots is far less than without the modular design.
The financial drivers for the development of these robots will come not only from the space
sector. Also the mining, construction, and manufacturing sectors would be very interested in
this technology since it has a similar application on Mars and Earth, is flexible in design, and can
be rapidly reconfigured.
5.5

YBERNETICS

C

Psychological instability is one of the dominant problems for long duration missions, as
discussed in Section 4.2.1. Uncertainty, isolation, fear, and other emotional factors present large
psychological challenges. In addition, other challenges would include communication among the
humans on the surface of the planet due to a lack of infrastructure and the use of space suites.
These conditions may increase the necessity of having more effective communication methods
both with Earth and other humans on Mars.
In this section cybernetics is proposed to solve both the psychological and communication
issues. These include monitoring of the human brain processes and countermeasures for
psychological problems, brain-to-brain communication and use of simulations to reduce cost.
The section also proposes advanced simulation as a method for risk mitigation. Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and Virtual Reality (VR) can be used to make shortterm and long-term changes in human psychological and physical properties by manipulating the
normal functioning of the senses and the signals of the human brain. These techniques are
already in use today (completely or partially) for space exploration and military purposes (Silby
2000).

5.5.1 Neural Manipulation
Neurons are the basic working unit of the brain. Specialized cells designed to transmit
information to other nerve cells, muscle or gland cells. The brain is formed because of the
structural and functional properties of neurons and contains between one billion and one trillion
neurons (The Society for Neuroscience 2002). An artificial neural network with the same
structure as a real neurons network would make it is possible to transfer the knowledge from the
machine’s neurons to the similar neurons in the human brain by transmitting electrical impulses.
Brain waves are frequencies of electrical energy that the brain produces. This total frequency is
broken down into specific frequency ranges (Table 5-12). To understand the concept, one must
understand how brain waves relate to psychological mode.
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Wave
Name

Delta
Theta
Alpha
SMR
Beta1
Beta2
Beta 3
Beta 4
EMG

Frequency
(Hz)

0–4
4–8
8 - 12
12 - 14
14 - 16
16 - 20
20 - 24
24 - 28
28 - 32

5 – Technosphere
Table 5-12 Brain frequencies (Your Family Clinic 2004)

Indicative Mode

Sleep, dissociation (disconnection from body - i.e. out of body experience)
Diffuse focus (fuzzy, foggy), creativity, strong sense of being alive
Peaceful, calm, relaxed, under-activated, slushy
Narrow focus (mild)
Narrow focus (moderate)
Narrow focus (intense)
Hyper vigilant, extreme anxiety, panic
Robotic, compulsive, little or no sense of self or others
No reported feelings associated with this one. Often used as a control for
muscle movement

These signals can be monitored, replicated, and manipulated using artificial means using
receivers which are sensitive to electrochemical signals and corresponding transmitters. This
makes it possible to predict the movement, sense or feeling even before a person shows any
physical signs. Brain frequencies can be manipulated by directing laser beams, neural-particle
beams, electro-magnetic radiation, sonar waves, radiofrequency radiation (RFR), soliton waves
or torsion fields (Smith 2004).
Manipulating the brain frequencies can solve many psychological and physical problems
ecountered during the long-term inhabitation of the Mars (Section 4.2.1). Almost all physical
and psychological properties of the humans can be manipulated by increasing or decreasing the
power of frequencies in the relative part(s) of the brain.
For psychological manipulation, changing the brain frequencies in the frontal lobe is essential
which is responsible for higher order functions. As an example, decreasing the power of Beta 3
frequencies in this part of the brain it is possible to minimize panic, worrying and emotional
sensitivity. Advanced application could see application in the direct communication between the
humans using the signals from the temporal lobe.

5.5.2 Machine Learning
Machine learning is concerned with computer programs which learn from experience in order to
improve performance in their problem domains (Mitchell 1997). The application being that after
learning has been done by neural networks, which will operate at much higher speeds that the
human brain, the learned information can then be transferred to a human brain for rapid
knowledge growth in humans.
Techniques which are already in use in Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be applied to ML. A
Neural Network is an interconnected assembly of simple processing elements, units or nodes,
whose functionality is loosely based on the human neuron. The processing ability of the
network is stored in the inter-unit connection strengths, or weights, obtained by a process of
adaptation to, or learning from, a set of training patterns.
Virtual environments are the results of simulation of Mars using VR. Primarily the use of VR on
Mars may take the form of augmented reality (AR). On the spectrum between VR and the real
world environment, AR seeks to combine both by adding graphics, to the world as it is
perceived by the human eye. The goal of AR is not to directly solve the problems associated
with survivability on Mars, but rather to maintain human safety during the course of their stay
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and also to provide a means to better link the user with their technological counterpart that is
providing the direct solution to the survivability issues. AR can be integrated in the space suit
(Sections 5.1 and 5.2) and can be a powerful tool when combined with sensors like the visychip
(Section 5.3), a positioning system or a robotic system.
The machines that are used to assist the human brain would be adapted to creating virtual
environments used in the methods of machine learning (Figure 5-14). This type of simulation
has the following advantages:
Possibility to put a human in an environment which is physically inaccessible.
Visualizing complex relationships between factors on Mars with unknown dynamic
processes
Supporting interactive and constructive machine and human learning

Figure 5-14 Augmented reality system

The achievement of learning in machines may help the human learning process increase in
speed and whilst giving accurate representation and simulation of surface operations. Using
powerful processors in a neural network similar to the humans’ will significant increase learning
capacity with faster processing of information (Nilson 1996).

5.5.3 Conclusion
Simulation of Mars enables humans to visualize complex relationships between factors in places
with unknown dynamic process and to support interactive and constructive machine and human
learning. The achievement of learning in machines helps us to make the learning process faster
by utilizing powerful processors in a neural network similar to humans, increases the learning
capacity. Processors used in this manner are much more effective in processing information
than human neurons.
Human intellect is spread among brain neurons. By modeling the human neural network and
making the similar artificial network using machines with higher capacity than the human
neurons it is possible to speed up the learning process. This is done by direct transfer of
electrochemical signals from the machines to the human brain by manipulation of signals.
Electrochemical signals of the neurons can be tracked, monitored, recorded and modified so as
to change the human behavior even before it is physically recognized. This should be done to
control psychological and physical properties in a way which is required for the mission.
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In this chapter one possible scenario using AI to solve psychological problems, resulting from
the stresses associated with living on Mars, were described. Research which is done in this field
has already resulted in medical and military usages and with direct manipulation of signals it also
possible to develop high efficiency brain-to-brain communication among astronauts.

5.6 SUMMARY
In this project, the technosphere describes the technologies directed at artificially enhancing and
evolving the biosphere, in order to ultimately permit humans to exist on Mars, and to colonize
the planet.
The technosphere firstly presents a wearable life support system, which has the potential to
partially or even completely eliminate the need for a breathable atmosphere on Mars, using
mainly photosynthesis and electrolysis based systems. For the first years of the Martian
colonization, such systems would be a necessity, since the complete terraforming of the planet
would take thousands of years. This wearable life support system could further be linked to
pressurized extravehicular mobility units, more precisely to mechanical-counter pressure suits
that would be used on the surface of Mars. Indeed, novel solutions to problematic areas of
existing suits were offered by the authors: the increased ergonomics and mobility, and the
reduced control system requirements were presented in order to combat the physical constraints
of current EVA suits. Furthermore, a neck dam system would offer improvements in
survivability against micrometeoroid punctures and tares, by limiting the amount of atmospheric
pressurization within the suit.
But these technologies would not suffice for the colonization of Mars; this is why in situ
resource utilization techniques are described later on, as well as possible habitats for the first
colonies. Indeed, different uses of ISRU to produce useful materials from raw materials that can
be found on Mars are presented, and a short analysis of domes as first habitats is performed.
The Martian colonization effort of this project would certainly not be possible without the help
of robotic vehicles. Such robotic infrastructures, capable of crew and autonomous cargo
transportation, surface explorations, biological seeding, and other scientific applications, are
developed, described, and detailed. These models are based on modular designs that could
support humans in performing science and exploration tasks, as well as erecting buildings on the
surface of Mars.
Finally, the technosphere proposes cybernetics to solve both psychological problems, and
communication issues humans would encounter in the terraforming process of Mars. The
monitoring of the human brain, by neural manipulation and artificial neural networks is
described, and the manipulation of specific brain frequencies is presented as a way to solve most
psychological problems related to humans’ long-term presence in an unknown and hostile
environment. Machine learning, lastly, is described as a possible way to help humans to increase
the learning process, while giving accurate representations and simulations of surface operations
on Mars.
Every human endeavor does not only involve technology, but also involves dealing with a
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number of ethical, moral, and social issues. If the aerosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere,
biosphere, and technosphere are ways to increase life adaptation to Martian conditions, a last
sphere, which embraces the precedent ones, has to be described. Indeed, the noosphere, an
intellectual envelope sustaining the social dimension of the terraforming effort, shall be
understood as the way to put the human as the major and central actor of the terraforming of
Mars, by giving the undertaking not only a technological dimension but also a social perspective.
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6 NOOSPHERE: A MARTIAN FRAME OF MIND
The word ‘noosphere’ derives from the Greek ‘nous’ meaning mind, and ‘sphaira’ meaning
sphere. It was first popularized by Vladimir Vernadsky (1863-1945), a Russian mineralogist and
geochemist. In his theory, the noosphere is the third in a succession of phases of development
of the Earth, after the geosphere (inanimate matter), and the biosphere (living matter).
Defined as a figurative envelope of conceptual thought, or reflective impulses produced by the
human intellect, the noosphere is not scientifically measurable, but its presence is strongly felt
and its influence is all pervading.
Vernadsky's noosphere is not something that is just now coming into being, or will emerge in
the future; it arrived with the birth of the first cognitive human being, and is manifested
throughout the biosphere in the form of human intervention, which principally takes the form
of outputs like the legal norms to regulate human activities, ethics, religion and economic
development of the planet.
The noosphere concept is thus very relevant to the terraforming of Mars considering that it
represents a collective and planetary consciousness, and that it produces some rules to govern
human behavior in society.
Beyond and superimposed on the aerosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere and the
technosphere lies the noosphere, which describes all the social aspects of the terraforming and
bioforming of Mars. As with all human endeavors, terraforming also depends on finance and
economics, both of which are indeed integral parts of the noosphere.
Along with an analysis of the current political trend and its impact on the international
cooperation for the terraforming effort, this chapter will focus on the legal implications of
terraforming and genetic engineering, and the ethical and religious issues raised when discussing
the transformations of the human being and the planet Mars for the establishment of humanity
on the planet.

6.1 FUNDING TERRAFORMING
The projects and technologies described in this project will need, among other things, the
economic resources to accomplish and develop them, respectively. Many space related projects
that are technically feasible have not been started simply because of lack of funding or political
support. Terraforming is a project that would, no doubt, surpass the greatest endeavors of our
past in scale. However, until the accomplishment of space endeavors that provide much higher
benchmark figures, such as creating a Moon base, or a manned mission to Mars); determining a
sound way of financing it, and accurately estimating its cost cannot be done. This section
discusses some concrete ways of funding this kind of (mega) project.
However, in order for a terraforming project to be started some day in the future, there is an
early need to identify the possible sources of funding that might get involved in a project like
this one. Hence this section aims to:
Discuss some of the financial requirements for terraforming to be feasible.
Classify and characterize the possible sources of funding for the project.
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Describe and use some of the decision tools to select the most likely source.
Identify some of the possible development drivers and spin-offs for technologies
studied in this project.

6.1.1 Terraforming Funding Requirements
If a project like terraforming is ever to be undertaken, then three objectives will have to be met
first:
To persuade space-faring powers with economic resources (US, EU, China) to absorb
as much as possible of the initial costs of the project by joining a development
“Authority”, and to sign and ratify the Mars Convention (Section 6.4.4).
To create the development “Authority”, where contributing States are financially
motivated by the system of geographic return (Section 6.4.4).
To identify commercial opportunities in order to increase the interest of private
investors.

6.1.1.a Covering the Initial Costs of the Project
Undertakings like terraforming represent unattractive investments to private investors. These
kinds of projects are indeed best understood as massive public works, such that governments
are assumed to play a larger role in capitalizing such projects.
If one considers traditional space business financing scenarios, in the case where the project
responds to a global need, and where benefits correspond to a social utility function, public
financing is expected. Only when the initial investment is made would private investors take
over. Indeed, private firms would probably not do the heavy lifting necessary to finance a
terraforming project, but they could still profit from providing goods and services once the
project is underway (Hickman 1999).

6.1.1.b Creating a Development Authority
A nation alone may not have the capacity to support the necessary initial and continued
investment by itself. Consequently, some solutions have been proposed:
To reform the United Nations in such a way that it would be under its responsibility to
make humankind a space species (Robinson 1993).
The creation of a world space agency (Hickman 1999).
The undertaking of the project under bilateral agreements of cooperation (Robinson 1993)
with allied countries going to Mars as partners.
To create a development “Authority”, where contributing States are financially motivated by
the system of geographic return following the logic of the European Space Agency (Section
6.4.4).
However, no matter how attractive these possibilities appear, one cannot forget the difficulties
still present in international cooperation today. The operation and completion of the
International Space Station is suffering from enormous financial problems. Moreover,
cooperation is also limited as soon as issues of national security or national core interests are
encroached upon.
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6.1.1.c Maximizing the Project’s Cashflow
Several ideas have been proposed on how to pay back the massive capital invested in
terraforming of Mars, as show in the following table:
Table 6-1 Possible Sources of Commercial Revenues (Adapted from Zubrin 1995)
Proposal
Advantages
Disadvantages
Interplanetary
Mars is a strategic point of commerce
Still hypothetical
Commerce
between Earth and the asteroid belt
High transportation cost
Exploration of
Still hypothetical
Unexploited mineral reserves
Concentrated Mineral
High transportation cost
Ores
The inherent difficulties are going to be a
Transporting Ideas Back pressure cooker invention benefiting both
Difficult to quantify economically
Earth and the terraformed body
Hard to estimate the valorization
Making capital prior to the terraforming
Selling Real Estate
Current legal framework does no
process
allow this
Making
capital
prior
to
the
terraforming
Ethics conflict. E.g. Changing
Naming Landmarks
process
“Olympus Mons” to “Gates Mons”
Far fetched in time
Selling the Emigration
Making capital prior to the terraforming
Current legal framework does no
Rights
process
allow this
fetched in time
Attractive for private financing. One way trip Far
Interplanetary tourism
Depends
largely on the geological
for retirement in low gravity conditions
features of the terraformed body
More attractive for private financing
Not self sustained environment
Paraterraforming
More practical
Maybe dangerous
Prizes good for precursor activities
Prizes and Entertainment Attractive for private financing
but not for the actual terraforming
process

In many of the ideas presented in the table above (Table 6-1), even if the state plays the major
role, private actors may also contribute to the terraforming project.

6.1.2 Possible Sources of Funding
In order to obtain the necessary resources, one first needs to understand how a project appeals
to different sources of capital. Private investors are attracted to finance projects that will give an
economical return on the capital invested, whereas public investments are made in projects that
are perceived as good for society as a whole, and will, therefore, provide a social return.

6.1.2.a Private Financing
Private investors base their funding decisions on the private return expected. Private return is
evaluated by the use of Internal Rate of Return (IRR) and Net Present Value (NPV) studies.
Private investors usually select a project with a higher IRR compared to other projects (ISU
Masters ‘05 2004).
Private investors tend to minimize risk, only taking great risk when a large return in a short time
can be achieved. Large space projects, like terraforming, do not attract investors because the
initial capital necessary tends to be large and takes a long time before profits are generated. The
total capital available for investments is limited and investors prefer to have multiple
investments rather than devoting all their funds to just one project. They are also reluctant to
lock their money on long term investments because of increases in the opportunity costs. No
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enterprise would be able to justify such an investment, with such a technical risk, and over such
a long period, to its stockholders.

6.1.2.b Public Financing
Public financing is available depending on the social return of the project. The Social Return is
the ratio of benefits gained to costs incurred by the whole society deriving from an activity or
project. Social benefits include: labor rents, consumer surplus, social external benefits (Peeters &
Gurtuna 2004).
The Social Rate of Return is analogous to the IRR, but estimates the social benefits and costs of
a project instead of purely money. Estimating social benefits and costs is the main challenge
since this can be a very subjective matter.
Social return is usually the driver for space missions funded by public entities. Possible examples
of social return are an increase in knowledge, an improvement of living standards, an increase in
social security, etc. In the case of terraforming, large social returns are expected over a long
period of time. Examples of this are the increased probability of humanity’s survival, the
doubling of the livable surface for humankind, and the ability to learn how to improve the
health of Earth by applying techniques learned from experimenting on other celestial bodies.

6.1.2.c Public-Private Partnership
One of the existing forms of cooperation between governments and companies is the PublicPrivate Partnership (PPP). This solution can be chosen when the private sector can detect space
business opportunities that represent investments and risk that are too high for the companies,
i.e. funding for which is difficult to raise on the open market. In this case, if the technological
know-how exists in the public sector and if the project represents a social interest for them, then
these public actors may provide the initial funding, and let the private sector operate the project
or the systems developed. There are also economic opportunities outside the scope of the main
terraforming project; e.g. in services to settlers, development of the launchers, etc.

6.1.2.d Dual-Use (Defense Sector)
The involvement of the Defense Sector on the funding of a project is based on the dual-use
potential of the project or technology being developed. A dual-use technology is a technology
that has both military and civilian potential applications. The driving force behind many space
related, technological advancements are military objectives. Dual-use technologies are often
transferred between governmental bodies and private companies. From an economic point of
view, the transfer of dual-use technologies is perceived as an opportunity, enabling the wider
exploitation of research and manufacturing efforts beyond their initial (military or civilian) goals
(Jolly 2005).

6.1.3 Source of Funding Decision Tools
Terraforming will require a significant resource investment. To determine its eventual value, it
must be evaluated in terms of economic and public good. By evaluating terraforming in the
frame of Private Return vs. Social Return, it will be possible to identify the most likely sources
of funding for the program.
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6.1.3.a The Social Return vs. Private Return Matrix
By evaluating the project’s social and private return, and by knowing the hurdle rates of both
aspects (the rates below which investors will not be interested), it can be determined if the
project will be financed privately, publicly, or in a public-private partnership (PPP) (Figure 6-1).

Figure 6-1 Social vs. private return matrix (Adapted from Peeters & Gurtuna 2004)
This diagram shows the most likely sources of financing for projects, according to the private and social
returns expected. Terraforming falls in the category of High Social Return, Low Private Return.

6.1.3.b The Project Financing Decision Tree
The participation of the military in the financing of the project can also be evaluated by the
dual-use potential of the project. This can be seen in the Project Financing Decision Tree
(Figure 6-2).

Figure 6-2 Project financing decision tree (Adapted from Peeters & Gurtuna 2004)
This decision diagram shows the most likely sources of funding for a given project according to its
Social Return, Private Return and Dual use Potential.
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Terraforming would seem a priori to be a publicly financed project, but the following section
will look deeper into the phases of the project in order to find other possible funding sources.

6.1.4 Sources of Funding for each Phase of the Terraforming Project
A terraforming program will consist of many individual projects or phases. An analysis of the
most important phases can give an idea of who the major players in the financing of the
program are.

6.1.4.a Super-Greenhouse Gas Production
Even though, on Earth, we have the opposite problem to that of Mars, in that we need to
reduce global warming on Earth, not increase it; research on one such problem can contribute
to research on another, for example:
Research on the effect of greenhouse gases on Earth’s atmosphere helps identify the
most effective gases to produce for the Martian atmosphere.
The Aluminum manufacturing industry is investing considerable amounts of money in
reducing the amount of Perflourocarbon gases (PFC) that are produced as a byproduct.
These same companies will also know how to handle these gases, and will probably also
know how their production rate is increased.
With a dramatic decrease in the cost of space travel (e.g. by the arrival of the space
elevator), some companies might even be interested in sending its byproduct gases to
Mars. This is not likely to help much with the terraforming effort, but it could help
solve the global warming problem on Earth.
PFC gases are also used as refrigerant blends, fire suppressants, and in the semiconductor industry; each of which can no doubt pass on some relevant experience that
is likely to be of benefit to the research in question.
The investments shown above will come from the private industry, given that governments
introduce the laws necessary to make industry reduce its greenhouse gases emissions further.
Nonetheless, the actual in situ production of super-greenhouse gases on Mars is an industrial
endeavor that will consume approximately 1020 J of energy, and produce 0.1 Pa of gas pressure
(Section 3.2.4). This will have a mainly social return in the form of improved living conditions
and reduced habitat requirements, but it will take a couple of decades for the results to be
tangible. This project does not seem to have a dual-use potential. According to this analysis, this
project could be a fully public project (Figure 6-3).

Figure 6-3 Project financing decision tree - super-greenhouse gases manufacturing

6.1.4.b Asteroid or Comet Deflection and Impact
This subproject is particularly interesting, since it not only has a high expected social return, but
also commercial opportunities and one of the highest dual-use potentials. Technologies
developed for this subproject could easily be adapted for use in defense against the collision
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with Near-Earth Objects (NEOs), or in enabling an asteroid to be used as a weapon, by the
deflection of an asteroid in order to impact a chosen place on Earth (Section 3.2.6).
Some proposals for asteroid or comet deflection include technologies that mine the propellant
from the asteroid itself. Some of this technology will probably be used also for mining the
asteroid belt and for in situ propellant production for the first manned missions to Mars. The
first manned mission project itself will invest in this technology. There are companies (e.g. Air
Liquide) that are already evaluating business plans for in situ resource utilization technologies.
By analyzing this project using the Project Financing Decision Tree, it shows that it will
probably be a subproject with involvement from all sectors (public, private, defense) (Figure
6-4).
High Social Return /
Cost ratio?

High

High Private Return /
Cost Ratio?

High

High Dual Use Potential?

High

Private – Public
Military Involvement

Figure 6-4 Project financing decision tree – asteroid or comet impact

6.1.5 Spins-off and Development Drivers
A study by the magazine Technology Review on market capitalization shows the following
figures (Technology Review 2005) (Figure 6-5):
Aerospace & Defense
216,236
4%

Health Care
211,972 Consumer
4%
210,416
4%

Semiconductors & Equipment
358,553
6%

Biotech & Pharmaceuticals
1,136,760
19%

Media
487,481
8%
Software & Services
534,486
9%
Computers
755,491
13%

Energy
1,119,829
19%
Telecom Services
818,776
14%

Figure 6-5 Industry breakdown by market capitalization (US$ Millions) (Tech Review 2005)

This data shows that the most likely investors in some of the technologies depicted in this
project will not come from the space sector, but from other, more capitalized sectors; provided
that the spin-off possibilities and drivers can be identified.

6.1.5.a Biotech & Pharmaceutical
The biotech and pharmaceutical sector for instance, has a market capitalization that is more than
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five times bigger than that of aerospace and defense; which means investments for the related
technologies are much more likely to come from this sector.
The methods described in section 4.2 could be used in the management of post-transplantation
conditions and diseases in patients on Earth. Such a spin-off would promote research in these
fields and also help finance the project.
The visychip proposed in section 4.3 would also have medicine as a major driver for its
development. Its benefits to telemedicine, drug delivery and patient monitoring are evident, and
should be considered as an investment opportunity.
The United States allocated US$29,108M of its 2005 Research and Development (R&D) budget
to Health and Human Services, which is 2.6 times the NASA R&D budget for the same year
(Technology Review 2005). If a part of this budget were to be used for R&D of these methods,
then substantial progress could be made.
Another analysis shows the following (Figure 6-5): The Biotech & Pharmaceutical sector has a
market capitalization of US$1,136,760M from which R&D is approximately 13% (Peeters 2000),
that gives US$147,779M; if 10% of this amount could be employed for research on the
technologies detailed in this project, there would be a potential yearly budget of US$ 14,778M.

6.1.5.b Genetic Engineering
Genetic Engineering technologies are advancing at fast pace; mainly driven by medical research
and the pharmaceutical industry, but also by agriculture needs.
Biological weapons are also of great concern in the defense sector, and massive amounts of
capital are being placed in their research and development. The expected private return and
dual-use potential are so high that is almost sure that the technologies needed for bioseeding will
be available in the near future. Even though financing for the actual mission will come from
public funding, the enabling technologies for developing the needed bacteria will surely come
from the private or defense sectors.

6.1.5.c Information Technology
The computer and software industries together have a market capitalization more than five
times bigger than the aerospace industry; with also 10% of its R&D budget available, this sector
would able to provide for a considerable budget for the terraforming related projects. The
aerospace industry was once the leader in development of information technology, but it has
now been surpassed by other commercial applications.
The technologies reviewed in section 5.5, like those in Artificial Intelligence and Augmented
Reality, are already being developed by companies not related to the space sector. More
investment is expected in the development of these technologies.

6.1.5.d Robotics
Private industry would most likely invest significant amounts in the development and
commercialization of robots based on the modular approach shown in section 5.4. Particularly
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the mining, construction, and manufacturing sectors would be very interested in this technology
since it has a similar application on Mars and Earth, is flexible in design, and can be rapidly
reconfigured.

6.1.6 Conclusion
The goal of this section was to identify possible sources of funding for the development of the
subprojects and technologies addressed in this project.
Terraforming, at a first glance seems to be a massive public project, with almost no private
return until late in the project. A deeper look into the individual phases teaches us that there is
potential for funding from military and private sector, owing to their involvement. Enabling
technologies that need to be developed have been identified in this project, and we have
determined that most of them will probably be financed from sources outside the space sector.
Future research and the development of a detailed roadmap for the precursor missions and
enabling technologies, could increase our understanding of the financing of the project, and
identify more commercial and dual-use opportunities; both of which would help in increasing
the funds available for the terraforming project, hopefully to the point where the (mega) project
becomes financially feasible.

6.2 AN ETHICAL PERSPECTIVE
As discussed in ‘Terraforming and Precursor Activities’ (ISU Masters ‘05 2004), making a planet
habitable has raised many ethical concerns over the years. For MacNiven (1995), progress in
technology and natural science will ultimately decide whether terraforming can be done, whereas
ethics will determine whether it should be done. The question of engineering a planet to make it
habitable for human beings raises challenging questions relating to the interaction of the human
being with its environment, especially regarding possible human contamination to indigenous
life forms.
Additional ethical issues also have to be considered, though as not only a planet, in this case
Mars, will be modified to a certain extend to support earth-like life, but bacteria and humans will
also go through significant alterations to live on that modified Mars. In debating the
permissibility of modifying humans as we suggest in this project with, for example, somatic cell
therapy, it is essential to develop an appropriate ethical framework for the responsible
technology, namely genetic engineering.

6.2.1 Existing Ethical Approaches to Terraforming
According to Fogg (2000), ethics is a branch part of philosophy which deals with issues of good
vs. evil behavior and hence defines acts which are morally permissible or obliged and can be
defined as a code of behavior considered correct, especially that of a particular group,
profession, or individual. It has progressively expanded its concern to the relation between
humans and nature. If at the beginning, space was beyond moral concern, the situation has now
changed with the long-term possibility of terraforming planet. For Logsdon & Lupisella (1997),
understanding human relationship with nature is essential to answer “the question of whether human
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space exploration and/or settlement of Mars should take priority over preserving possible indigenous
extraterrestrial life”.

Environmental ethics give some keys to determine human behavior towards nature: as
underlined by Robert D. Pinson (2002) “A distinction between life and nature becomes necessary when
considering the environmental ethics of terraforming Mars”. In the meantime it should not be forgotten
that humankind has already severely changed the space environment with, for example, space
debris.
Therefore, before developing a space program for terraforming, fundamental philosophical and
ethical questions must be addressed and answered by the space community to justify such an
endeavor and to make sure that the issue regarding the protection of the space environment will
be taken into consideration.

6.2.1.a Fundamental Axioms of Environmental Ethics
Any system of environmental ethics is based on three fundamental axioms: anti-humanism, wise
stewardship, and intrinsic worth.

Anti-Humanism
Anti-humanism holds that humans should not use their technologies to alter the environment, a
view that can be expanded to the cosmos. This approach, defended by McKay (1990), is based
on the belief that humans are merely an equal part of nature and should not change the ecology
of the planet. According to the anti-humanism theory, the world ecological system is too
complex for us to understand. Since we cannot understand our own planet’s systems, we cannot
understand those of another planet (Pinson 2002). Therefore, anti-humanism would argue
against terraforming.

Wise Stewardship
Wise stewardship, also known as utilitarianism, sustains that humans can use and alter natural
systems but must do so wisely and to the long-term benefit of humanity. Bentham (1789)
formulated the principle of utility in the Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation. An
action conforms to the principle of utility if and only if its performance will be more productive
of pleasure or happiness, or more preventive of pain or unhappiness, than any alternative.
Wise stewardship would argue that a terraformed Mars, seen as restoration to a biological state,
would be acceptable and proper because it would help us “develop a scientific understanding of how
biospheres work” (McKay & Marinova 2001).

Intrinsic Worth
Intrinsic worth means that sets of objects have intrinsic worth (McKay 1990). Intrinsic worth
seeks to establish that non-human life has equal value to humans. If no indigenous life exists on
Mars, then this aspect of intrinsic worth does not exclude the possibility of terraforming. If life
exists, however, intrinsic worth would oppose to terraforming.
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6.2.1.b Moral Relationship of Humans with Nature: the Main Theories of
Environmental Ethics
Three approaches are usually used to analyze rights and obligations of humans with their
environment. Many authors, specialized in the ethical aspect of terraforming, have applied them
to morally justify this operation of planetary engineering.

Homocentrism (Human-Centered) Theories
According to the homocentric theory, the basis of intrinsic value is the ability to think rationally
and to act morally. Therefore, only human beings have rights. Animals, plants, and rocks, or
nature as a whole, do not possess the capacity to act morally. They are not moral agents and
hence are not part of the moral Universe. The rest of nature should only be preserved to
provide resources to humanity. The homocentric theory defends a dangerous and colonialist
viewpoint, giving human beings the right to damage nature if it is necessary for their own
preservation.
Therefore, for the homocentric theory, terraforming would certainly be morally permissible and
would be morally required if producing great benefits for humankind. There is consequently no
moral objection to terraform a planet if it can be proved to be to good for the human race.
However, if for some reasons it appears that an untouched planet would be of greater value,
then it should be preserved.

Zoocentrism (Animal-Centered) Theories
Zoocentrism lies on the principle of utility that involves maximizing happiness and minimizing
suffering. It implies that non-human animals, because they suffer and have interests like
humans, possess intrinsic value.
Zoocentrism expands the moral Universe to include all sentient creatures but still excludes nonsentient life and inanimate existence, like plants and rocks. Since animals are not present on
Mars for instance, zoocentrists do not object to the planet terraforming.

Biocentrism (Nature-Centered) Theories
Biocentrism asserts that life is sacred and that humans, as plain biotic citizens, are part of a
greater whole, the biotic community. The major principle is the respect for life and in this theory
humans should defer to what Fogg (2000) calls a ‘holistic abstraction’. Extraterrestrial life, of
whatever kind, would also be assigned intrinsic value.
However there is still no moral value attributed to inanimate objects. Since all life is sacred,
humans have direct obligations to protect and enhance the quality of the environment, perhaps
even to grant rights to trees. Should there be an absence of life on another planet; terraforming
would not be a problem.
For Fogg (2000), the central ethical question is the following: “Would terraforming lead to the
betterment of Mars itself?”

If we look at the previous environmental theories, the more we stray from homocentrism, the
greater our duties toward Mars; misanthropy seems to drive these ideas. This ranges from the
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description of men as unnecessarily cruel, to the image of “a wicked and cancerous specie whose
expansion in the Universe would be nothing less than an abomination” (Fogg 2000). The notion of nature
in a harmonic unmoving state is nevertheless a naïve illusion. For Fogg (2000), evolution is the
true nature of life and if “The unconscious diversification of life is no moral issue why should intentional
diversification be subject to moral scrutiny? Human’s creativity and consciousness is not unnatural we, as a
species, are also part of the Universe and there should be no fundamental objection to bring life to Mars. Life
might change Mars but it will not detract from the planet’s uniqueness”.

Limits of the Three Traditional Approaches: The Need for a Cosmocentric
Ethic
MacNiven (1995) underlines the limits of the three traditional (homocentrism, zoocentrism and
biocentrism) approaches to environmental ethics, arguing that they are geocentric, based on
humans relationships with nature as manifest in the Earth’s biosphere. Geocentric theories
exclude from the moral Universe, Mars, the Solar System and indeed, the Universe as a whole.
According to MacNiven (1995) a subject such as terraforming “expands the arena of inquiry beyond
the Earth into the Solar Systems”. Terraforming can be easily permissible from an Earth-based
perspective, but perhaps not from a cosmocentric point of view.
Therefore, it is relevant to establish a cosmocentric ethic, as suggested by Logsdon & Lupisella
(1997), to govern the interactions of humans with an environment where life exists or not. A
cosmocentric ethic establishes the Universe as the priority in a value system. For cosmic
preservationism, the cosmos has its own value and deserves to exist without any human
modification. It defends the principle of the sanctity of existence. Mars should not be violated,
but preserved in its existing state and terrestrial life should remain on Earth. If Mars, for
example, perhaps of its geological history, could be classified as a space wilderness, which ought
to be preserved, the terraforming would be morally impermissible, since it is not possible to do
these projects and preserve the uniqueness of Mars.

6.2.1.c Current Trends in Literature
To move forward in the ethical aspect of terraforming, we must now consider some questions,
pointed out by Miller (2000): “How is this idea of planetary engineering to settle into our consciousness?
What values will we embrace? How will we govern our behavior toward this planet that we will engineer?”

To address these fundamental questions, let us examine the current discussion related to ethical
aspects of terraforming.

Fogg and the Homocentric Approach
Fogg is an internationally recognized research worker in the subject of terraforming, being the
Editor of the Journal of the British Interplanetary Society‘s special series on terraforming.
Fogg (1995) has declared himself a homocentrist, pointing out that people have greater intrinsic
value than other life forms. He is totally in favor of terraforming, stating that “one of the most
unique and worthy human artifacts that can be imagined is a terraformed planet, with not just its own biosphere,
but its civilizations as well”.
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Robert Haynes and the Cosmocentric Ethic
Robert Haynes (1931-1998) was a Canadian geneticist and biophysicist, renown for being a pillar
of the terraforming community.
In his essay, Haynes (1990) adopts a cosmocentric ethic. Haynes considers the Universe itself
having moral value, however, is not opposed to terraforming:
“A cosmocentric ethic would allow the scope for human creativity in science and engineering throughout
the Solar System, but also recognize that at present we depend utterly on the vitality of the Earth’s
biosphere for our very existence. It would recognize also, that the physical artifacts of humanity are as
much a part of the Universe as are stars, planets, plants and animals.” (Haynes 1990).

McKay and the ‘Gardening Instinct’
McKay is currently a planetary scientist with the Space Science Division of NASA Ames
Research Center. He is also involved in many studies, conferences and publications on the
multidisciplinary aspects of terraforming.
Using Feynman’s words, “what I cannot create I do not understand”, McKay defends the utility of
terraforming (McKay 2004), because recreating a biosphere would help human beings to
understand how the Earth works.
McKay examines the question from the perspective of anti-humanism, utilitarianism, and
intrinsic worth. He concludes that anti-humanism permits terraforming: “the ultimate good and good
of humankind is in the passive contemplation of nature” (McKay 1990). Wise stewardship is a utilitarian
perspective, which supports terraforming if it is useful to humans.
A point of contention then becomes whether we should leave the Martian biota unchanged,
assist it, or introduce Earth life forms. If only life is considered to have intrinsic worth then we
would be duty bound to assist the Martian biota; if there is no life on Mars, we must introduce
it.
The approach that McKay suggest is that humans should terraform Mars, if and only if, there is
no indigenous Martian life (Haynes & McKay 1990). The primary motivation would be that life
takes precedence over non-life. McKay has appealed to an intrinsic value of life principle and
hence suggests that Martian microbes have a right to life “to continue their existence even if their
extinction would benefit the biota of Earth” (McKay 1990).
However, as McKay mentioned during the telecom conference, human life is fundamentally
different from other forms of life, because being moral agents, humans define ‘the rule of the
game’.
For McKay, terraforming is linked to the human ‘gardening aspect’: taking care of, cultivating,
and developing other forms of life is a moral duty to every human being. Antoine de SaintExupery (2000), in The Little Prince, underlined this feature of human behavior: “I have a flower

which I water every day. I have three volcanoes, which I clean out every week. I also clean out the one that is
extinct. One never knows. It is of some use to my volcanoes and it is also of some use to my flower, that I have
them.” Given this gardening instinct, McKay suggests that if life is found on Mars, we should
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first decontaminate the planet and then create a biosphere, making Mars for the Martians.
McKay also defends terraforming considering that humans should create a “biological back up”,
a sort of “human reservoir of biological information” on Mars.
To conclude, McKay (2004) examines the possibilities for past life on Mars. If it was a second
genesis, unrelated to Earth life, we should preserve it regarding “the utilitarian benefit that comes from
direct study of a second genesis” and terraform Mars in order to “restore life and a biosphere to a dead
world”.

Zubrin and the Egocentric Ethic
Robert Zubrin is the president of the Mars Society, an organization that has conducted many
works on Mars settlements and terraforming.
Zubrin (1995) defends an egocentric perspective, based on the resource value of terraforming.
Zubrin is strongly opposed to any ethic, which would allow moral standing for Martian biota
and for him, “Bacteria don’t have rights. No human who is sick would hesitate for a second from killing
millions of them by taking an antibiotic pill” (Zubrin 1993). Zubrin further maintains that the
significance of the Martian frontier is such that it may be one of the only hopes for the survival
of democratic civilization (Zubrin 1994).
McKay (2004) disagrees with Zubrin’s vision, which he considers as not well formed because it
is built on a utilitarian perspective that aims to maximize selfish benefit to human being.
According to McKay (2004), we should preserve a second genesis on Mars if only for three
reasons:
“The fundamental ethical principles related to the value of life and the value of diversity of life.
The utilitarian benefit that comes from direct studies of a second genesis.
Restoring life and biosphere to a dead world is a worthy goal for space-fairing people.”

A Summary of Ethical Approaches to Terraforming
Table 6-2 Ethical approaches to terraforming (Miller 2000)

Author

Ethical Approach

Fogg, M.J. Homocentric
Haynes,
Cosmocentric
R.
Homocentric
MacNiven, Zoocentric
D.
Biocentric
Cosmocentric
Anti-humanism
stewardship
McKay, C. Wise
Intrinsic
worth
P.
(life only)
Intrinsic worth
(all objects)
Zubrin, R. Egocentric

Position
(allowed)
Terraforming

Reference

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not required
No
No
Yes
Not required

Fogg 1995
Haynes
1990

No
Necessary

Zubrin 1995

MacNiven
1995
McKay
1990
-

The table above was adapted from Miller (2000) and summarizes what has been discussed up to
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this point. The table is designed to underline authors’ positions (on ecopoiesis and
terraforming), regarding the ethical theories they are discussing. The purpose of this table is to
show that, regarding different ethical theories, terraforming would be morally permissible, on
the majority, among the terraforming community. Some additional authors have been quoted in
order to broaden the lector’s horizon on existing ethical perspectives to terraforming (Table
6-2).

6.2.1.d Martian Rights
The apparent discovery of past microbial life on Mars has raised ethical concerns about what to
do to avoid harmful contamination in the perspective of manned mission to the red planet.
Sagan stated in 1980 that “if there is life on Mars, I believe we should do nothing with Mars. Mars then
belongs to the Martians, even if there are only microbes”. Even if new information has come along since
1980 about Mars, Sagan’s opinion should still be taken into account as part of a cosmocentric
ethic.
Lupisella (1997), following Sagan’s view, suggests that we shall develop a cosmocentric ethical
attitude to determine the real value of Martian life depending on what kind of life we discover.
If we share the same phylogenetic tree with those organisms, there would be no new ethical
challenge. However, if this is not so and if this form of existence “occupies its own separate tree”
(Lupisella 1997), we should then consider the possibility to grant it the freedom to evolve by
itself without any human interaction.
Lupisella does not accept Zubrin’s vision and states, that even if life was found on Mars, there is
no chance of interference because of the lack of a necessary pathogen-host relation. We should
not be too confident in front of a form of life that may completely differ from our present
understanding. A different kind of life would be a “treasure beyond measure” (Lupisella 1997), and
its destruction a crime of cosmic importance. Our mere desire for adventure is not worth the
destruction of an extraterrestrial species. We should change our ways of colonizing new
territories, for we do not wish Martians to meet the same fate as the American indigenous
peoples did when the Europeans arrived.

6.2.2 Genetic Engineering and the Acceptance of Somatic Cell
Therapy
Genetic engineering is a by-product of genetics, a relatively young science, which first appeared
in the pioneering work of the Austrian Augustinian priest, Gregory Mendel (McDonagh 2000).
In 1865, Mendel published a paper explaining his theory of organic inheritance, from his
previous work on the hybridization of green peas. Unrecognized until the early 1900s, his work
was later used to help plant breeders improve their crops. By the 1920s, genetics was officially
used in different applications.
The first clinical trial for human somatic cell gene therapy was carried out in 1990 in the United
States by a group of scientists and clinicians for a disease called Severe Combined ImmunoDeficiency syndrome (SCID) (Mulherkar 1997). Today, there are a large number of ongoing
clinical trials in the United States and Western Europe for genetic diseases, as well as cancer.
Because it is exclusively used to diagnose and to treat life-threatening diseases, gene transfer by
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somatic cells is at present permitted in many countries, including the United States and England,
after obtaining clearance from regulatory bodies, such as The White House Council on
Bioethics. Ethical movements including bioethics and medical ethics are in favor of somatic cell
therapy if this technique is used in these terms.

6.2.3 Utilitarism vs. Humanism: Humans as a Means?
In today’s world, the rules of democracy come from a delicate balance between human rights
and the interest of the population. Oppositions between humanism (widespread in Europe) and
utilitarism (mostly present in the United States and in England) reflect the differences of these
two movements. At present, utilitarism is much more popular in certain areas, such as
biotechnology, because it follows the basic laws of the market, and vice-versa. On the contrary,
according to humanism, a single human life is priceless.
Since the genetic revolution makes human nature quantifiable in terms of costs and benefits, it
will probably always be possible to find an utilitarist ethicist in favor (in the name of global wellbeing, public health, and advancement of science and social justice) of technical procedures
involving the human body as an instrument. On the contrary, humanists are categorically against
any form of utilization of humans “simply as a means” (Ringuet 2000).

6.2.4 Our Case: Uplifting, or Genetic Enhancement
In David Brin’s science fiction novels called The Uplift Saga (The Uplift Saga 2005), the reader is
presented with a world in which humans have not only become a space fairing species, and
made contact with extraterrestrials, but have also made an amazing achievement: dolphins and
chimpanzees are capable of thinking through a process called uplifting (Kaczmarek 2002). With
what we suggest doing to humans in this project, are we trying to ‘uplift’ human beings, like
Brin’s dolphins and chimpanzees? To a certain extent, yes, although we use the term genetic
enhancement to describe the changes we would wish to pursue.
Genetic enhancement refers to the modification or transfer of genetic material in order to
modify non-pathological human traits. Such alterations could be done to optimize attributes or
capabilities that may improve an individual’s performance. When the goal is the enhancement of
a human being, modified genes may increase the functioning of normal genes, or the normal
genes may be superseded with new genes that have been engineered to produce the desired
enhancement. In the cases described in this project, gene insertion is intended to affect a single
individual through somatic cell therapy.
Like genetic engineering, the concept of genetic enhancement is not new, engineered drug
products have been used for many years to alter physical traits. The human growth hormone
(HGH) is a case in point:“HGH, which before 1985 could be obtained only in limited quantities from

cadaveric pituitary glands, now can be produced using recombinant DNA technology. With the advent of
recombinant DNA manufacturing, some physicians have begun recommending use of HGH for nonhormonedeficient children who are below normal height” (Hannah 2005).

As we can see, genetic enhancement raises a huge number of questions: What is meant by
normal? When is a genetic intervention ‘enhancing’ or ‘therapeutic’? Will genetic enhancement
be available to all, or only to the few who can afford to purchase it? These are ethical concerns
that need to be addressed before thinking of modifying humans, even if it is for
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“extraterrestrial” purposes.

6.2.5 Resistance to Genetic Engineering
More now than ever before, genetic engineering is present in our lives, mentioned in famous
cases like the Human Genome Project, cloning, as well as in everyday life where people
encounter infertility problems. Presented here are the principle arguments that do not favor
genetic engineering.

6.2.5.a “Playing God”
This argument is used whenever a new technology is invented or proposed. It was used against
Benjamin Franklin's lightning rod, against smallpox vaccination as well as it was mentioned a
number of times in the case of terraforming (ISU Masters ‘05 2004). ‘We should not play God’ is
the utmost emotional argument that says humans should not interfere with nature, something
that genetic engineering does directly.

6.2.5.b It is unsafe
Medical aberrations, and consequences of medical experiments are of great importance, since
there have been several deaths due to genetic engineering in recent years. “The viral vectors that are

used to bring the DNA into the cell may cause lethal immune responses or even tumors. Another safety argument
is that when modified genes become inserted into the genome, they may disrupt functional genes and cause
mutations. This has certainly been seen in mice” (Schichor 2003).

6.2.5.c Possible uses of Genetic Enhancing Technologies
After modifying humans in the ways this project intends to do it, what would these technologies
be used for? Curing lethal diseases is a good idea, and certainly there are very few people who
would be against curing lethal genetic diseases such as Huntington's chorea. However, these are
illnesses that can be screened for by genetics. One possible use for this technology would be to
enhance human beings, as discussed previously. But how does one know what to enhance, and
who or what would be in control of these technologies? Is baldness or being short a disease, or
a trait that absolutely needs improving? Probably not by most standards, although insurance
companies differ on that issue (Schichor 2003). But what about increasing height, or muscle
mass, or making people thin, and what about intelligence? If genes involving intelligence were
found, and some research is actually being done on connecting the human brain to a computer
in order to become a Cyborg (Warwick 2003), those who could afford this procedure might
acquire them, when others could not. Genetic engineering would thus convert economic
differences into biological differences.
Do we know which traits to enhance or get rid of? Genetic engineering assumes that we know
which traits are good and which are bad. However, what is good in one environment might be
deleterious in another (Section 6.3). Furthermore, genes do not exist for a particular function, as
we thought, but are the majority of the time used in a particular function. We alter a gene
thinking it will only affect one function, but we may find that it also disrupts another one.
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6.2.5.d The Greatest Fear: Eugenics
Many ethical movements fear that genetic engineering may lead to eugenics. Eugenic, meaning
‘well born’, and a eugenic program to breed better humans was a major part of genetic science
until World War II. Eugenic pursuits attempt to make the human race more uniform and
healthy. While it was based on unacceptable biological principles during the last century, it might
now be accomplished scientifically through biotechnology and genetic engineering (Schichor
2003). But such engineering of the human DNA might have consequences in, for example,
reducing biological diversity.
Others have also speculated that genetic enhancement might affect human evolution.
Philosophical and religious objections have also been raised, and are further discussed; they are
based on the belief that to intervene in such fundamental biological processes is “playing God”
or attempting to place humans above God. As for the process of terraforming, “Interference with
the random offerings of nature is inherently wrong for some people and we, as human beings, do not have the right
to toy with the product of years of natural selection.” (ISU Masters ‘05 2004). The same argument is valid

for genetic engineering and somatic cell therapy.

The main concern here is not so much on the enhancement of physical traits for dealing with
deficiencies, or for the eradication of lethal diseases, but much more on the perfection of the
human body. As mentioned previously, the distinctions between cure and enhancement might
differ from one individual to another.

6.2.6 A Favorable Movement: Transhumanism
6.2.6.a Definition
Transhumanism is the intellectual and cultural movement that affirms the possibility and
desirability of fundamentally improving the human condition through applied reason, especially
by developing and making widely available technologies to eliminate aging and to greatly
enhance human intellectual, physical, and psychological capacities. It includes studies of
ramifications, promises, and potential dangers of technologies that will enable us to overcome
fundamental human limitations, and the related study of the ethical matters involved in
developing and using such technologies. Transhumanism is the philosophy that we can and
should develop to higher levels, both physically, mentally and socially using rational methods
(WTA 2004, Sandberg 2005).

6.2.6.b Against Transhumanism
The main criticisms of transhumanism can be divided into two main categories (Bostrom 2004):
Those objecting to the ethical and moral principles of transhumanism
Those objecting to likelihood of transhumanist goals being achieved
Francis Fukuyama, professor of International political economy at the Johns Hopkins School of
Advanced International Studies, considers transhumanism to be one of the world’s most
dangerous ideas. He is against transhumanism and considers it a “strange liberation movement…that

wants nothing less than to liberate the human race from its biological constraints,” and transhumanists “are just
about the last group that I’d like to see live forever” (Fukuyama 2004). The argument is based on the

human essence and that it is wrong to change and modifying this essence as the modifications
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would destroy the human essence, morality and equality.
Further criticisms recommend the abandoning of further progress in potentially dangerous
fields of technology such as, Bill Joy, co-founder Sun Microsystems. Joy believes that scientists
should swear to abide by an ethical code of conduct (Specht 2001). The same technologies that
will let us cure diseases, expand the economy and overcome everyday inconveniences can
theoretically bring about catastrophes. The three main areas of concern according to Joy are
very similar to the research areas described in this project. They are genetic engineering (Section
4.1.2), nanotechnology (Section 4.3) and robotics (Section 5.4) (Joy 2004).
“Nothing could be more dangerous than technology without morality, unlimited means ungoverned by ethical
ends” (Jahn 1999). Karl Jahn, a science fiction author. The problem of transhumans being more

than human, is that is creates a race of post-humans. These post-humans would be a more elite
than traditional humans, creating a separation in class. This is a major concern raised by antitranshumanists (Jahn 1999).
Transhumanists aim for a richer diversity of experiences and emotions, with exhilarating peaks
everyday. This would only lead to of course demoralizing lows and the side effect that these
exhilarating peaks would become boring and normal, and not so exhilarating anymore (Noates
2004). A BBC sitcom, The Young Ones, illustrates this point through the King of excitement.
Nothing boring ever happens to him or in his kingdom, yet his only comment is of how ‘mindnumbingly boring’ this situation is (Elton 1982).

6.2.6.c Moving Forward
The anti-transhumanists arguments are based on technology and morality. The first argues that
society does not, has not, and will not have the technology to transform humans into a post
human race. Additionally, there are those who believe that it is not physically possible to
enhance humans by any means, and any attempt to do so is futile. The second argument,
morality, is based on the fact that society should not want to produce a post human race as this
would break down equality and therefore destroy humanity. This could be quite dangerous as
the post humans could well destroy humanity or turn humanity into a slave race. This stems
more into the realm of what right does society have to change the human race.
Another problem with transhumanism is that it is clouded by a great deal of misunderstanding.
Indeed, transhumanism is often confused with utopianism or science fiction, but this is not the
case here. It would be worth worrying about it if the project was heading down the road of
Aldous Huxley’s “Brave New World” and his version of utopia, or if this study proposed
creating world wars due to the world civil wars of different races of humans described in
numerous science fiction novels. The fact is that transhumanism is very different to these
described catastrophes (Huxley 1932).

6.2.6.d The Transhuman Case for Space
Transhumanism and interest in technologies can in many ways be seen as two subjects that
could very easily fit together. So it is no surprise when the argument for space exploration is
raised that transhumanists push for it to happen with all due haste. It is not only the quest for
exploration that the transhumanists dream for; but the colonization as well. Although
transhumanism, space exploration and colonization are different things, space is often referred
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to as part of the transhumanists project.
The transhumanist argument for space exploration and colonization can be divided into four
separate and arguable areas, being psychology, resources, risk and first principles. These
combined arguments provide a compelling reason to start doing all of this now, and doing it
seriously (Sowers 2002).
Psychologically, transhumanists increase the length of our life span; why not increase the value
we get from the gift of longer life? The question is would these longer living post humans (Jahn
1999) demand a better way of life and more life options, for example, greater variety of planets
to live on.
It is a fact that we are running out of resources; we can reduce the amount of resources used for
certain things by the advance of technologies but even transhumanists, perhaps the greatest
advocators of new technologies, agree that this will not replenish or stop the depletion of these
resources. The resources argument is more about the abundance of resources elsewhere rather
than the lack of resources on Earth. Transhumanists also mention land as a valuable and
diminishing resource on Earth, a resource that Mars has no shortage of.
We are at risk of hurting Earth and ourselves, by bad luck, war, stupidity, natural disaster, and
(funnily enough) extinction by a superior race, and humankind need to prepare for this. To
spread ourselves across the Universe, giving us more chance to survive if something does
happen to us here on Earth, takes the argument from the realms of exploration and well into the
idea of colonization of space.
The last argument is based on the fact that space initiatives and goals are very similar to some of
the basic ideas in the transhumanist movement. The exploration for the good of humanity and
furthering our knowledge by extending our reach on the Universe for example, are all echoed on
the transhumanist suitcase.

6.2.7 Jacques Arnould’s Vision on Terraforming and Genetic
Engineering
Jacques Arnould is the advisor on the ethical, social, and cultural aspects of space activities for
the Centre National d’Études Spatiales (CNES), and has PhDs in history of sciences history and
theology. He has written extensively on the relations between sciences, cultures, religions; and
also on space and its conquest. He kindly shared his views and opinions about terraforming and
genetic engineering during an interview conducted at ISU (Arnould 2005).

6.2.7.a The Main Driver for Terraforming: Exploration
One of the many questions asked to Dr. Arnould concerned the arguments in favor of
terraforming that he would use to convince, for example, the UN General Assembly in 60 years
time. First of all, Dr. Arnould suggested that one should avoid using negative arguments for the
justification of terraforming, including the “escape” argument in the case of an emergency
situation on Earth. On the contrary, he underlines that the promotion of terraforming should be
presented under the scope of space exploration. For Arnould, exploration is an ideological
choice, and terraforming should generate a new era of exploration, because it is through
exploration that the nature of humanity is revealed.
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Answering the question of what the human attitude would be should life be found of Mars,
Arnould stressed the fact that, like any human choice, terraforming will involve taking some
risks, which could have both positive and negative consequences. Arnould does not agree with
the egocentric perspective defended by Zubrin, and maintains that a society with no
imagination, and thus with no ambitions of discovery and exploration, is a dead society.
The promotion of terraforming should thus be envisaged under the scope of human exploration
of the Universe, in order to be acceptable on a moral and philosophical point of view.
Regarding genetic engineering, Arnould states that one should be modest and prudent when
contributing in this area, but also “prudently audacious: The questions debated in this project
are real and already exist, but one should realize that cyborgs may already be among us.”

6.2.8 Conclusion
As discussed throughout this section, the modification of Mars and humans is essential for this
project to succeed. But should humans be allowed to directly alter a planet or life as humans
know it?
As a code of behavior for what should be considered as correct, ethics did not find significant
place in the youth of the space arena. This situation has now changed with the development of
environmental ethics on Earth and its extension to outer space. The right balance between
human interests and the preservation of the cosmic environment, has now become a major issue
in which the possible discovery of other life forms exerts a major influence. For that purpose, a
code of conduct should be established. To establish a code of ethics addressing moral concerns
on terraforming, we should consider Aldo Leopold’s words on Land Ethic: “A thing is right when
it tends to preserve the integrity, stability and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong if it tends to do
otherwise” (Leopold 1949).

Genetic engineering, although a relatively young science, has rapidly grown, and developed into
commercial products and clinical therapies, most of which are used in the Western world.
Somatic cell therapy, a technique described and implemented in this project, is generally
accepted and permitted in many countries, as long as it is used for the diagnosis or treatment of
life-threatening diseases. However, it will probably always be possible to find an utilitarist
ethicist in favor of technical procedures involving the human body which are similar to the ones
proposed in this project. But when talking about genetic enhancement and the modification of
genetic material in order to modify non-pathological human traits; the fact that these procedures
might fall into the wrong hands means that eugenics could once again be under study in the
future. Is this what this project is aiming at - transforming humans to produce a “better race”?
No, this is definitely not the purpose of this study. The alterations proposed fall into the
transhumanist movement, a very powerful and applicable theory, or at least point of view. The
need to be careful about getting carried away with transhumanism should not be ignored.
Indeed, we need to consider the two main criticisms at every step of the way: are humans
technologically and morally ready?
It is dangerous to create a “new human race”, and in this light, it might be better to not create a
post-human or super-human race, but perhaps a race or being (granted, extremely similar to
humans, and in some ways indistinguishable from us) that is suited for living on an
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extraterrestrial planet like Mars. This may eliminate some of the “Human essence” problems by
creating perhaps a “Martian essence”. This would also eliminate some of the equality issues, as
this new people would not be better than humans, but more suitable to live on Mars by
definition.

6.3 A RELIGIOUS PERSPECTIVE
This project of terraforming Mars and of colonizing it by the end of the 21 century is
considered a global undertaking. It is therefore essential to dedicate a section of this project to
different religious perspectives regarding the major issues discussed previously, and to develop a
religious framework for it. Hence, the study of different religious points of view on terraforming
and genetic engineering must not only focus on more traditional religions like Christianity,
Judaism and Islam, but must also include religions originated from Asia, such as Hinduism and
Buddhism. The choice of these last two religions might seem arbitrary; however, one should not
oversee the fact that these religions, under their different courants and sects, are widely spread
over the continent and represent the vast majority of believers with Christianity, Judaism and
Islam.
st

6.3.1 Terraforming and Religion
In the Judeo-Christian tradition, human is set apart from nature and called to dominate, though
this attitude has been revised to become one of stewardship. Oriental religions, on the other
hand, have a more holistic view and consider humans as an integral part of nature.
Understanding human rights and obligations toward nature, from a religious point of view, can
reveal the moral permissibility of terraforming operations, which can be interpreted as the recreation of God’s work.

6.3.1.a A Brief Review of Religious Attitudes Towards Nature
The human–nature relationship has a number of different attitudes; from the Judeo-Christian
tradition, to oriental religions and beliefs.
The table below presents relevant quotes regarding religious approaches to the human-nature
relationship (Table 6-3).
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Table 6-3 Summary of religious attitudes toward nature

Christianity
White
(1967)
Pope John-Paul II
(1990)
Islam
Jewism

Koran
(verse 33:72)

Talmud
(Bourdeau 2004)
Buddhism
(Bourdeau 2004)
Hinduism, Taoism and Shinto
(Bourdeau 2004)

Perspective about human–nature relationship

“Christianity is the most anthropocentric of the religions, thus allowing
uncontrolled exploitation of natural resources and widespread
pollution of the environment”
“A moral duty for Christians to take care of the Earth in order that it
produced fruit and became the worthy home of the universal human
family”
“This responsibility was first offered to the heaven, to the Earth and
the mountains but these refused this charge and man had to shoulder
it”
“God created the world starting from chaos, he lets some parts
incomplete and entrusted them to man, who has a co-creator role and
is the guardian of the capacity of the Earth to renew itself”
“Affirms the interdependency of all beings and advocates moderation
and respect of all forms of life”
“Do not consider that mankind, nature and the divine are distinct, but
take an intermediate position between monism and dualism and are
more concerned with harmony, union and interconnections”

6.3.2 Genetic Engineering from the Hindu Perspective
There is no easily obtained scripture that directly addresses the practice of genetic engineering,
but to illustrate the broad concept of genetic engineering in Hindu tradition, one could use
cloning. For instance, there was an apparition about 6,000 years ago in India of Raktabija
("blood drop"), a mythological demon. Another copy of him sprung from every drop of his
blood spilled on the battlefield, and only with great effort were he and his clones finally
destroyed.

6.3.2.a General Attitude Towards Genetic Engineering
Hindus analyze cloning in Hindu terms of karma, reincarnation and soul's evolving nature along
with the benefit or danger to society as a whole. Apparently, among the different religious and
spiritual leaders of the Hindu community, defiance, or distrust, are the common stance toward
genetic engineering. If the technique is not utterly condemned, most of them are clearly
doubtful about the rationale behind the decision. They fear that decisions are taken for
considerations other than the betterment of society. “Today the whole focus is on artha, money, and
Kama, pleasure, and we are not paying any attention to dharma and moksha, liberation from rebirth"
(Ramananda 2004). If genetic engineering also follows this path, it would not be accepted by
Hindus.
However, if one has an essence of love, one would not do anything that is harmful to others.
Nothing is wrong; the only issue is how it is being used.
In this terraforming project, the objective is to help humans, as a species, to establish itself on
the planet Mars. The intent is not to genetically engineer bacteria or vegetation for the benefit of
a few, and it is not commercially oriented. Ultimately, this project is meant to work for
humankind’s future. It should be recalled that if science can develop human beings who only
talk of peace, friendship and compassion, maybe there would not be any objection (Saraswati
2004).
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6.3.2.b Disturbing the Balance of Nature
Humans are neither superior nor inferior, but simply a part of nature as are the trees, animals,
and so on. By manipulating nature, humans may be upsetting natural and spiritual balances.
Genetic engineering raises other questions, scriptures can be quoted that warn against
introducing animal or vegetal qualities in humans or vice versa. Hindu leaders are divided on
whether the possible benefits outweigh the risks. Some urge an outright ban, while others call
for close supervision. Historically, it is impossible and unwise to interfere with the advance of
science (Mahaprabhuji 1997). Many dignitaries call for a forum of spiritually aware and
responsible people to advise industry and governments on genetic engineering.
Finally, this attitude of strong and deep respect towards Nature, Prakrit, and the vision that
humans, as part of the picture should not try to modify the frame; is still present. This could be
summarized by the following sentence: “Do not go against the nature, or else it will take revenge, and you

will have to suffer the consequences. Manipulating nature is greatly damaging our Holy Mother Earth”

(Mahaprabhuji 1997).

Actually, what is important is how far the proposed activities will go, i.e. how far they will affect
the equilibrium in Nature. The authors of this project may think they are doing something good,
but if it turns out bad, then they might have no control over it. However, a few Hindu thinkers
recognize that the extension of knowledge should not be stopped. Genetic engineering can go
on if it is controlled by strict conditions of global regulation, with input from the different
nations, races and genders. Following the ethical principle of beneficence, Hindu bioethics
supports somatic cell gene therapy to prevent diseases caused by a defect in a single gene
(Coward 2004).

6.3.3 Genetic Engineering from the Buddhist Perspective
6.3.3.a Genetic Engineering and Enlightenment
According to Buddhist teachings, nature as humans experience it is a frame for the shared
karma of sentient beings on the planet. Since karma will still be in a world, Mars, with genetically
engineered organisms, it has been suggested that genetic engineering is not a problem for
Buddhists. This is clearly a hasty statement.
What, for instance, is the relation of genetic engineering to the project’s potential for
enlightenment and its realization? The Buddhist view is that the condition of human’s bodies
and nervous systems affect the mind and vice versa. Moreover, Buddhists have recognized that
certain geographical locations have special natural energies that enhance progress in meditation.
Genetic engineering has the potential for altering both bodies and environments in ways that
may affect human’s ability to progress on their way to personal transformation (Epstein 2001).
Another key concept, which Buddhism cherishes, is the principle of non-harming and respect
for all sentient life and for its potential for enlightenment. Sentient beings are animals that can
feel pain (Gira 1989). Consequently, Buddhism condemns any instrumental use of human or
non-human sentient life. That means Buddhists should not treat sentient beings as objects or
tools to be used without regard for their own aspirations. According to this, sentient beings
could not be used for this project. This is not, strictly speaking, a problem for the terraforming
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phase of the project, since non-sentient organisms (mainly bacteria) are used. However, this
might be greatly problematic later on because of the way therapeutic experiments are conducted.

6.3.3.b Buddhism and Alteration of Nature
Buddhism understands the cosmos as an open system. In contradistinction, the scientific
method usually operates within hypothesized artificial and closed systems that are assumed to
have correspondence with the “real” world. These aspects of Buddhism also concern the
terraforming of Mars. We assume that the genetic manipulations will only be done on the one
hand for the objective of transformation of the planet, and on the other hand for the corollary
adaptation of Earth life to Mars. This being admitted, how can we be sure that there will not be
any contamination of the Earth by organisms modified on Mars or for Mars on Earth? Without
regard to the issue of genetic engineering, the transformation of Mars should be analyzed from
this perspective. We are not only modifying a single planet, actually, we are modifying the
complete cosmos. What Buddhists need to pay attention to here are the degrees of negative
karma that could result from it. To say it differently, once we acknowledge this state of facts, we
have to take into account principally what good and evil can arise as a result of such
manipulation (H.H. The 14th Dalaï Lama 2000).

6.3.3.c The Case for the Colonization of Mars Using Genetic Engineering
Genetic engineering poses serious risks to human health and to the environment. It raises
serious ethical questions about the right for human beings to alter life on the planet, both
sentient and non-sentient, for the benefit of a few. However, there would apparently be no life
on the planet targeted for this case. How valid are the arguments developed above against
changing Mars’ environment by genetic engineering, or by any other technique? The intent is
not to modify the Earth where a real, symbiotic, complex and harmonious environment exists.
If there are some areas of genetic engineering that could safely benefit humanity while
respecting other forms of life, it should not be condemned.
Central to Buddhist teaching are the Four Noble Truths and the Noble Eight-fold Path (Gira
1989), all relating to suffering, desire and attachment. This project can be observed through the
prism of the Noble Eight-fold Path to see if it corresponds to what the Buddhist may call “the
right way”. At the core of the religion is the Shila or morality; there lies the notion of right of
conduct. It involves abstaining from hurtful behavior. This project, as long as it is conducted in
the objective of the sake of all humankind, is correct. The “right effort” is also important. Good
qualities should be nurtured. People involved in the colonization process will work for the
benefit of humankind. Participating will imply the enacting of high moral qualities like selfsacrifice and compassion.
Finally, it is possible to say that from a Buddhist perspective, the problems with genetic
engineering are no different in principle from most other problems humans face in their daily
life. They are all the result of afflictions: desire, anger, ignorance, and so forth. Consequently, to
provide arguments in favor of this project, one needs to go back to the fundamentals of this
religion. Alone among the world's religions, Buddhism locates suffering at the heart of the
world; existence is suffering (dukkha).
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6.3.4 Genetic Engineering from the Christian Perspective
6.3.4.a What is a Human Being?
In a biblical view, the human being is a complex unity, a whole entity more than the sum of
such subdivision as “body, mind and spirit” (Bruce 1995).
In Genesis, humans are described in three ways: ‘dust’, as humans are made of the same thing as
the rest of creation, but they are more than dust as they have the ‘breath of life’, and in God’s
view, human beings are the only ones in the whole creation to posses it. Finally, humans can be
described in terms of relationship to God, to themselves, to other human beings and to the rest
of creation. Each of these relationships leads to moral precepts, which sets limits to what we
may do within such a relationship, which may be applied to genetic engineering and gene
therapy (Bruce 1995).

6.3.4.b Manipulating Human Genes
Christians have long viewed scientific research as a proper response to God’s commands to “fill
the Earth and subdue it” and to “work and take care of the garden” (Bruce 1995). Humans are invited
to explore what God has created, in order to glorify him, to become better stewards of what he
has made, to care better for our fellow humans and the other creatures we share the Earth with.
In their ‘Society, Religion and Technology Project’ regarding gene therapy, the Church of
Scotland states the following: “It could be argued that as a matter of very principle, technology can and must
never be limited, as an expression of “the human spirit”, or in more Christian terminology, as the expression of
the openness of God’s gift of human creativity” (Bruce 1995). In this perspective, genetic manipulations

like the ones we suggest in this study would be well perceived and accepted.

6.3.4.c Would Genetic Engineering Imply Losing our Humanity?
It can be argued in Christianity that human beings would not lose their humanity “by manipulating

genes as such, so much as in seeking to live outside a relationship with God, and perverting for purely selfish ends
the relationships we share with fellow human beings and the rest of the created order” (Bruce 1995). In this

relationship, a project like the human genome project or even the project suggested in this
report could be seen as a continuation under the Creator of our understanding of his creation,
to glorify God.

6.3.4.d Risks, Humility and Prudence in Genetic Developments
A Christian understanding of human nature should recognize human beings’ limits and failings.
Scientific inquiry should bring a proper humility, recognizing both the wonder and the smallness
of the human condition in the created order (Bruce 1995). The more complex and powerful the
technology, (like genetic engineering), the more important this is.
Clive Staples Lewis, one of the intellectual giants of the twentieth century and arguably the most
influential Christian writer of his day, stated: “Men’s power over Nature turns out to be a power exercised
by some men over other men with Nature as its instrument” (LeBar 2005). The proposed project and its
regulatory bodies should definitely take this into consideration, and act prudently before and
throughout this endeavor that is the terraforming and colonizing of Mars.
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6.3.4.e Is Somatic Gene Therapy Ethically Acceptable?
The Clothier Committee, which is part of the UK’s Department of Health Committee on the
Ethics of Gene Therapy, reported that although somatic gene therapy did not differ much from
established medical practice, issues such as safety and unpredictable consequences would be of
greater importance because of the nature of genetic disorders (Reiss 2001). Christians strongly
encourage efforts for the alleviation of the suffering of those with such diseases, and there
would seem no more reason to object on ethical grounds to gene therapy than any existing
therapy for a serious disease.

6.3.4.f Positive Eugenics?
It is important to make clear that the vast majority of diseases and normal human characteristics,
like height, physical endurance and intelligence, are highly complex phenomena, since they
involve the interactions of many different genes and a number of environmental influences and
individual choices, as briefly mentioned in section 6.2.
Improving the human race by means of genetic engineering would seem to be as fantastic as
most science fiction, apart from any ethical objections. Indeed, eugenic experimentation under
the Nazi regime in Germany has not only cast a shadow over the whole field of genetics, but “it
has demonstrated what Christians would suspect from human sinfulness and perversity: that we could never
discount the political possibility of genetic abuse if ever the technology were feasible” (Bruce 1995).

Finally, the Church of Scotland states: “The biblical testimony is that we are not evolving better and better,
and the evidence of history would seem to agree. As Jesus declared, it is what is in our hearts which defines us,
and thus the dream of improvement is and illusion. Moreover, even the best repair is temporary” (Bruce 1995).

6.3.5 Genetic Engineering from the Islamic Perspective
6.3.5.a How does Islam View Genetic Engineering?
In Islam, all such new discoveries that help reduce the suffering of humanity are welcome.
Unlike other religions, there is no conflict between science and religion in Islam, and it is
believed that when humankind’s knowledge advances, it becomes compulsory to deepen his
faith and moral virtues. “One must not go alone, doing whatever one wants, ignoring religious morals or the
welfare of people in general” (Al-Qaradawi 2004). Islam welcomes the idea of genetic engineering,
hoping it is used for the benefit of humanity and that its guidelines will be according to the
views of qualified jurists.
From a Muslim perspective, somatic gene therapy is approved, but human gene therapy in
general should be restricted to therapeutic indications only, although the instructions which
regulates everyday life and to be adhered to by good Muslims, called The Shari’ah, are flexible
enough to adapt to emerging situations in different times and places. It can accommodate
different honest opinions so long as they do not conflict with the spirit of its primary sources
and directed to the benefit of humanity (Serour 2005).
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6.3.5.b What is the Islamic Ruling Concerning Gene Therapy?
As mentioned previously, gene therapy is one of the modern issues approved by Muslim jurists
as long as it is done in accordance with the objectives of the Shari’ah. “There should be no harm
inflicted in the course of conducting such therapy, and it should be used solely for treatment purposes” (Daaghi
2004). Furthermore, these modifications should be performed to the person only, in the sense
that they should not be done in order to treat the person and have a certain effect on his or her
offspring at the same time.
There are a series of general legal rules and agreed-upon principles that govern therapy in
general and gene therapy in particular. Those general rules that can be applied to genetic
engineering are the following (Daaghi 2004):
Both means and necessities are to be considered.
In Islam, the end does not justify the means. It is therefore not permissible to use
any unlawful means in gene therapy or any other therapy except for extreme
necessities.
Results of the treatment should be accurately weighed.
“Weighing the future results of a certain thing is an objective of the Shari’ah irrespective of whether
the acts are Islamically permitted or not” (Daaghi 2004).

Different kinds of gene therapy involve different rulings.
In order to issue a precise ruling regarding gene therapy, the nature of the gene
therapy should be taken into consideration, as it is illogic to issue a certain ruling
without properly understanding it.
With the information available concerning the different kinds of gene therapy, the
following dimensions should be considered:
There is nothing wrong with gene therapy as long as there is no harm
incurred as a result of carrying it.
Gene therapy that is meant to completely alter the creation of the
whole body or even a single body organ is categorically prohibited.

6.3.5.c Enhancement and the Alteration of Allah’s Creation
According to Islamic views, rules and long history, any change or alteration in genes is not
permissible if it includes the modification of the outer appearance, including complexion and
color. The only way gene enhancement would become permissible in Islam would be if it were
done with the intention to rectify or prevent a disease within the boundaries of treatment laid by
Islamic rules (Al-Qaradawi 2004).

6.3.6 Genetic Engineering from the Judaic Perspective
6.3.6.a Genetics in Jewish History
Genetics is not a new science in Judaism. Indeed, ancient Jewish writings, including the Bible
and Talmud, do not lack material relating to this science. In fact, detailed description of how the
laws of the genetics of Mendel were applied by Jacob in the biblical narrative of the speckled
and spotted sheep can be found in Genesis 30:25-43. Also, hemophilia and its precise genetics
transmission are described in the Talmud 64b (Jacobi 2005).
The technological issues that are considered in this project are particular to this century, and
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they could not have possibly been envisaged by the Rabbis or the compilers of the codes of
Jewish law. But according to Dr. Margaret Jacobi, “Human beings are not only permitted but obligated
to heal, so that any activity which may result in the curing of diseases is to be encouraged” (Jacobi 2005). It is
important to avoid ‘Playing God’, but at the same time, Judaism recognizes that humans are
partners with God in perfecting creation.

6.3.6.b What is Permitted in Jewish Law?
According to Jewish law, the main purposes of genetic therapy are to cure diseases, to restore
health and to prolong life. All of these goals perfectly lay within “the physician’s Divine license to
heal” (Rosner 1998). For example, the production of hormones, like insulin and erythropoietin,
and other therapeutic substances by genetic engineering is certainly permissible in Jewish law,
because nature is being properly used by man for his benefit for the treatment and cure of
illness (Rosner 1998).
To reinforce the acceptance of such a therapy, the following example is given: “If a surgical cure
for hemophilia or Huntington’s disease were possible, it would surely be permissible. Hence, it should certainly be
permissible to cure or prevent these diseases by gene therapy and genetic engineering” (Rosner 1998).

If gene therapy and other applications of genetic engineering are permissible in Judaism when
used for the treatment, cure or prevention of diseases, such genetic manipulations are not
considered to be a violation of God’s natural law, but a legitimate implementation of the biblical
mandate to heal (Rosner 1998).
Another technique approved by the Jewish community is somatic gene therapy, which is limited
to the individual concerned. It should therefore be subject to the same constraints as any other
experimental therapy.
According to what has been presented, the Jewish community welcomes any research that has
the potential to save life and improve the world for all its inhabitants, but insists on the fact that
caution and proper evaluation should be carried out in developing new techniques, including
genetic engineering and gene therapy.

6.3.6.c What is Prohibited in Gene Therapy?
Rabbi Moshe Hershler, who is extremely active in Jewish concerns and genetic engineering, is of
the opinion that gene therapy and genetic engineering may be prohibited because “he who changes
the arrangement of creation is lacking faith, and he cites as support for his view the prohibition against mating
diverse kinds of animals, sowing together diverse kinds of seeds, and wearing garments made of wool and linen”

(Rosner 1998).

Others believe that gene therapy, consisting of the replacement of missing enzymes or
hormones and the repair of defective genes, should be sanctioned in Jewish law because it is
meant to restore health and preserve and prolong life. Furthermore, to attempt to clone a
human being is categorically prohibited in Judaism.
Furthermore, to unleash super-bacteria into the world for non-therapeutic and perhaps even evil
purposes is totally contrary to Jewish ethics.
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6.3.6.d The Case of Enhancement
According to Jewish law, it is clear that genetic engineering and gene therapy can and should be
used to treat, cure or prevent diseases. But should these techniques be allowed to enhance
human traits such as eye color, height, personality, intelligence and facial features? Probably not,
although some rabbis allow elective surgery to improve one’s beauty or physical features to help
in spouse selection (Rosner 1998). In fact, to improve physical traits like the ones mentioned
above is disapproved in Judaism if it serves no useful medical or psychological purpose.

6.3.7 Conclusion
Religious dogmas have different approaches to environmental ethics. In the Judeo-Christian
belief, humans are above other living creatures, in the Muslim tradition every object was made
for human use, and we also see that in oriental religions, humans are an integrated part of
nature.
Considering Christianity, Judaism and Islam, it is clear that genetic engineering and gene therapy
can be permissible and accepted if its intent is to diagnose, treat or cure life-threatening diseases,
as long as the techniques used are properly researched, and consequences of their application is
taken into consideration. Generally, those three religions welcome somatic cell therapy for the
same reasons. The use of genetics is, in all three, prohibited if it would be used inappropriately.
Nevertheless, it is possible to distinguish these moralities concerning the concept of
enhancement of the human being. Judaism has permitted the alteration of physical traits in
order to facilitate marriage, while Islam’s Shari’ah is flexible and can accommodate different
honest opinions, as long as they do not conflict with the spirit of its primary sources and
directed to the benefit of humanity.
From the viewpoint of basic Hindu and Buddhist morality, specific developments in genetic
engineering are troubling and point to a future riddled with ethical uncertainty and complexity.
Both religions strongly recall the need for respect to Nature and its harmonious balance and the
risk that lies with tempering with natural order of things. However, at the core of these two
religions stays the notion of the intent, of the right intent.
If what the team wants to achieve on Mars, genetic engineering and terraforming, is done
because we bear in mind the wellbeing of all sentient beings, it can be accepted from the view
point of Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, and Hinduism.
6.4

ERRAFORMING AND BIOENGINEERING: LEGAL CONCERNS

T

Since the scope of this project is to define a self-sustaining system for a permanent human
presence on Mars by using terraforming techniques in conjunction with assisted humanity
adaptation, two categories of legal issues have to be taken into consideration. Based on a list of
techniques to be used for terraforming and bioengineering, the current legal limitations existing
at international, regional and national levels will be analyzed.
As it was already mentioned in the literature review (ISU Masters ‘05 2004), terraforming, seen
as a very futuristic concept, is not defined and regulated by any existing legal basis. However,
terraforming implies many legal concerns since there are international legal instruments that
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protect celestial bodies from certain activities conducted by nations that are party to the treaties.
Regarding bioengineering, considered to enhance the human body adaptability to Martian
conditions, the international community has expressed deep concern over the prospect of
human inheritable genetic modifications, a technique that may be considered to allow humans
live on Mars.
If the present legal instruments do not approach terraforming, a legal framework was developed,
the Mars Convention, aimed to address some of the legal limitations to it and the necessary human
adaptations to live on Mars. This instrument should be considered as a list of guidelines for a
permanent human presence on terraformed Mars, as it underlines the exigency of terraforming
and space exploration in general as an international endeavor, conducted by peaceful nations
and driven by the benefits to the whole humanity.

6.4.1 The Sources of International Law
A short explanation of the sources of international law is necessary in order to identify the legal
force of the different instruments used in this section. A fundamental distinction is the one
made between binding sources (legal sources) and non-binding sources (political sources and
soft law).

6.4.1.a International Binding Sources
The article 38 § 1 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice (Statute of the International Court
of Justice 1945) identifies four sources of international law: “international conventions”, “international
customs, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law”, “general principles of law” and “the judicial decisions
and teachings”.
To that list must be added the decisions of international organizations. There is no hierarchy
between these principal sources of international law but on the contrary, an interaction between
norms.
In fact, international law knows three primary sources: international treaties, customs, and
general principles of law that are briefly defined below.
International treaty law is comprised of obligations States expressly and voluntarily accept
between themselves in treaties. For instance, the 1967 Outer Space Treaty (OST 1967) provides
the basic framework on international space law, with obligatory rules for its States parties such
the freedom of outer space or the principle of non-appropriation of celestial bodies.
Customary international law is derived from the consistent practice of States accompanied by
opinio juris, i.e. the conviction of States that the consistent practice is required by a legal
obligation. Judgments of international tribunals as well as scholarly works have traditionally
been looked to as persuasive sources for custom in addition to direct evidence of state behavior.
The rules contained in the 1967 OST have a customary value since this treaty has been
universally accepted, even by the non-space nations.
General principles of law are those commonly recognized by the major legal systems of the
world.
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6.4.1.b Political Sources of International Law
The political sources of international law, or soft-law, are considered as non-binding rules. They
include recommendations of international organizations, unilateral acts of states and gentlemen,
agreements.

6.4.2 Genetic Engineering and its Legal Implications
Genetic manipulations of the human DNA is one of the techniques envisaged in the scope of
the adaptation of the human body to the conditions of Mars, in order to enhance the human
resistance to radiation on Mars for instance (Section 4.1.3).
To understand the legal limitations to genetic manipulations, a clear distinction has to be made.
There are two distinct types of genetic manipulations: somatic manipulations and germ-line
manipulations. Somatic manipulations are targeted to somatic cells and not intended to affect
reproductive cells (also known as germ cells), such as sperm and eggs (Section 4.1.1). Germ-line
manipulations, in contrast, would affect future individuals by introducing genetic changes in
sperm and eggs at early stages of embryonic development. Germ-line manipulations create
inheritable genetic modifications.
To increase the effectiveness of the human body protection against radiation, this project is
mostly focusing on somatic cells, the ones that are differentiated and “lack to transmit genetic
material to the children” (UNESCO 1994).
The distinction is essential because the legal regime applicable to somatic and germ-line
modifications is not the same, somatic modifications being allowed under very restricted
conditions and genetic inheritable alterations being banned on an international, regional and
national level.
Along with legal concerns, genetic engineering holds ethical issues (Section 6.2.2). As it has been
underlined by Lewis (1943), “the final stage in the abolition of Man is to come when Man by eugenics, by
pre-natal conditioning, and by an education and propaganda based on a perfect applied psychology, has obtained
full control over himself. Human nature will be the last part of Nature to surrender to Man”.

6.4.2.a The Universal Ban of Genetic Inheritable Alterations
Despite the fact that no children have been born as a result of some species-altering
interventions, policymakers around the world have expressed concerns about the use of these
technologies, enacting bans on these proposed experimental technologies.
“Internationally, the bans on inheritable or germ-line genetic interventions are general enough to reach a wide

range of technologies. These laws reflect a profound understanding of the need to avoid the pressures to engineer a
‘better’ race, as occurred in the Nazi era” (Annas & Andrews 2002).

Policies Adopted by International Bodies
Broad international support exists for banning human reproductive cloning and inheritable
genetic modification, and for regulating other genetic and reproductive technologies.
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International bodies, including UNESCO, the Group of Eight industrial nations and the World
Health Assembly, have taken strong stands against inheritable genetic modification.
UNESCO: in 1997 the UNESCO adopted a non-binding Universal Declaration on the
Human Genome and Human Rights, signed by 186 nations. Article 24 instructs UNESCO's
International Bioethics Committee to study “practices that could be contrary to human dignity,
such as germ-line interventions" (UNESCO 1997).
World Health Organization: the WHO and its governing body, the World Health
Assembly, occupy a key position concerning human genetic technology policy. These
bodies are global rather than regional and their mandates are operational, not merely
advisory. In 1997 the WHO called for a global ban on reproductive human cloning.
Moreover at its fifty-first World Health Assembly, the WHO reaffirmed “germ-cell
therapy, where there is an intention or a possibility of altering the genes passed on to the next generation,
should not permitted in the foreseeable future” (WHO 1998).

The Group of Eight: the G-8 is an informal structure representing the United States,
the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, Canada, Japan, and the Russian
Federation. At its June 1997 summit in Denver, the G-8 called for a worldwide ban on
reproductive human cloning. According to the Final Communique of the Denver Summit of
the Eight, the leaders of the G-8 nations agreed “on the need for appropriate domestic measures
and close international cooperation to prohibit the use of somatic cell nuclear transfer to create a child”

(G-8 1997).

The legal status of the three instruments just mentioned is a non-binding force. However such
instruments have an undeniable moral force and provide practical guidance to States in their
conduct regarding biolaw and bioethics.

Policies Adopted at Regional Level
The most authoritative regional agreement to date is the Council of Europe's Convention on
Human Rights and Biomedicine (1997). It bans both inheritable genetic modification and human
cloning, in its article 13 including research cloning, and regulates other human genetic
technologies. It is a biding document creating rights and obligations for the States who signed
this Convention.

National Legislations
As of April 2004, approximately forty-nine countries had banned inheritable genetic
modification. Similar legislation is pending in a number of other nations.
For instance the Italian Assisted Medical Procreation Law (Assisted Medical Procreation Law 2004)
in its article 13 prohibits the “selection, manipulation or any other procedure directed at altering the genetic
patrimony/heritage of the embryo or the gamete”.
In Germany, the Federal Embryo Protection Law (Federal Embryo Protection Law 2002) states in
its article 5 that “any person who artificially alters the genetic information of a human germ-line cell shall be
punished by up to five years' imprisonment or by a fine”.
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The trend to prohibit by law any germ-line intervention is global since legislations have been
passed also in Asia, South America, Africa, and North America. According to the article 39 of
the South Africa Law on Human Tissues (Law on Human Tissues 1983) “genetic manipulation of
gametes or zygotes is not permitted”.
The United States currently does not have any federal legislation to prohibit inheritable genetic
modifications in human beings. However, state legislation prohibiting or limiting embryo
research may be applicable to the technologies of inheritable genetic modifications.

6.4.2.b The Legal Status of Somatic Cell Interventions
If genetic inheritable interventions are internationally prohibited, somatic cell modifications, the
technique this project intends to use to enhance the human resistance to radiation on Mars by
changing human differentiated cells, is not explicitly forbidden by law and even possible under
certain conditions, especially in the field of therapeutic applications.

Regional Legislations
We can mention the Council of Europe's Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine (1997),
which disallows in its article 13 inheritable genetic modifications but permits the use of somatic
gene transfer for therapeutic applications. Article 13 states that “an intervention seeking to modify the

human genome may only be undertaken for preventive, diagnostic or therapeutic purposes and only if its aim is not
to introduce any modification in the genome of any descendants”.

National Regulations
Similar prescriptions can be found in the Georgian Law on the Rights of the Patients (2000) which
underlines in its chapter VI, section 33 that “interventions to modify the genome may only be carried out
for diagnostic, therapeutic, or preventive purposes; they may not be aimed at modifying the genome of the patient's
descendants”.

In Norway the chapter 7 of the Act relating to the Application of Biotechnology in Medicine (1994)
provides that “human genome may only be altered by means of somatic gene therapy for the purpose of treating
serious disease or preventing serious disease from occurring”.

By formulating an extensive interpretation of these different provisions, it is easily possible to
argue that somatic cell therapy for human Mars exploration could fall into the category of
preventive and therapeutic purposes and thus be legally permissible.

6.4.3 Terraforming and International Law: Existing Legal Limitations
Regarding the techniques considered to terraform Mars, including manufacturing of greenhouse
effect gases, covering the poles with dark matter and impacting the Red planet with a volatile
object, the terraforming operation would certainly encounter international conventions which
protect celestial bodies from certain activities conducted by nations that are party to.
Two principles of international space law have to be taken account into: planetary protection
and non-appropriation. In fact, terraforming Mars would totally and radically change the natural
environment of Mars. Moreover the surface of Mars would be damaged with further operations
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to install to install humans on the planet, like mining to build habitats or plant roads.
Among the legislation which would have a direct impact on the possibilities of terraforming a
planet, two of the most powerful treaties are the Outer Space Treaty (OST 1967) and the Moon
Agreement (1979): terraforming lobbyists will face major law challenges to modify these sources
of international law in order to permit legally terraforming activities. But terraforming, seen in a
long-term perspective, would necessarily impose the negotiation of a new treaty to the
international community.

6.4.3.a International Planetary Protection
The process of terraforming a planet, by introducing biological substances for instance, “could

cause such a harmful reaction to existing life forms, thereby jeopardizing the integrity of human operations relative
to indigenous from of life” (Sterns & Tennen 1987).

In examining existing laws relating to space activities and the environment, a number of space
treaties and international principles must be considered, since there is no general convention
codifying universal principles relating to environmental protection.

United Nations Space Law
Article IX of the OST (OST 1967) is the most important existing regulation directed against the
harmful contamination of celestial bodies and constitutes a legal obstacle to terraforming
activities: “States Parties to the Treaty shall pursue studies in Outer Space, including the Moon and other
celestial bodies, and conduct them so as to avoid harmful contamination and also adverse changes in the
environment of the Earth resulting from the introduction of extraterrestrial matter and, when necessary, adopt
appropriate measures for this purpose”. For the purpose of avoiding negative effects to the

environment, Article IX tends to limit the freedom of outer space principle, as stated in article I
of the OST.

The Outer Space Treaty applies to every activity of States in outer space, whether such activities
are carried out by governmental or non-governmental entities. The Outer Space Treaty shall
therefore be regarded as binding for the States parties to it. It may in addition be regarded as
containing many principles that are binding on a customary basis, even for States that are not
parties to the treaty.
The 1979 Moon Agreement (1979) contains a comparable regulation in its article 7.1: “in exploring

and using the Moon, States Parties shall take measures to prevent the disruption of the existing balance of its
environment, whether by introducing adverse changes in that environment, by its harmful contamination through
the introduction of extra-environmental matter or otherwise. In exploring and using the Moon, the States shall
take all measures to prevent harmful contamination through the introduction of extra-environmental matter”.

Since the space faring nations have not ratified the text, the planetary protection principles
established by the Moon Agreement have no customary value. Therefore, third parties to the Moon
Agreement are not obliged to respect the new principles but remain bound by the rules set down
by the OST incorporated in the Moon Agreement.
Given these assumptions, the environmental modification necessary for terraforming Mars are
not consistent with international planetary protection space law.
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COSPAR Planetary Protection Policy
The 2002 COSPAR Planetary Protection Policy represents a “statement on planetary protection for the

reference of space faring nations, both as an international standard on procedures to avoid organic-constituent and
biological contamination in space exploration, and providing accepted guidelines in this area to guide compliance
with the wording of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty and other relevant international agreements” (Achilleas

2003).

The COSPAR policy on planetary protection makes reference to Article IX of the OST. Taking
this provision into account, the COSPAR accepts that for certain space mission and target body
combinations, controls on contamination shall be imposed in accordance with a specified range
of requirements, based on the following policy statement: “although the existence of life elsewhere in the

Solar System may be unlikely, the conduct of scientific investigations of possible extraterrestrial life forms,
precursors, and remnants must not be jeopardized” (COSPAR 2002).

Concerning the legal force, being set up by a scientific (non-governmental) board, the principles
contained in the COSPAR Planetary Protection Policy do not constitute binding law. They may
however be applied by States on a political voluntary basis, and shall therefore be regarded as
so-called soft law, since COSPAR plays an important role as the standard-setting international
organization in the area of planetary protection.

Consequences of the Planetary Protection Principle on Space-Faring
Nations
In terms of mission design, planetary protection has a deep impact on mission targeting celestial
bodies of the Solar System.
For example in NASA, which usually follows the policy of the COSPAR, planetary protection
requirements are determined based on the Space Studies Board (an external consultative
committee to NASA) or on international policy guidelines. Each mission is categorized
according to the type of encounter it will have (e.g. flyby, orbiter or lander) and the nature of its
destination (e.g. a planet, moon, comet or asteroid). If the target body has the potential has the
potential to provide clues about life or prebiotic chemical evolution, a spacecraft going there
must meet a higher level of cleanliness and sterilization and some operating restrictions will be
imposed.
Planetary protection, regarding the terraforming effort, is essential since it seeks to preserve the
ability of humankind to study other worlds as they exist in their natural states and avoid
contamination that would obscure the ability to find life elsewhere.

6.4.3.b The Protection of Celestial Bodies from National Appropriation
One of the major challenging legal issues about terraforming is that the future permanent
humans on Mars will have to exploit the natural resources on the planet in order to become a
self-sustainable society.
The acceptability of the use of natural resources on the Moon or other celestial bodies depends
on the interpretation of the principle of non-appropriation, stated in the article II of the OST as:
“outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, is not subject to national appropriation by claim of
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sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or by any other means”.

The doctrine opines that article II of the OST not only prohibits the establishment of sovereign
rights over territories, but also forbids any kind of appropriation, as the wording “means of use”
and “any other means” suggests. The main purpose of this provision is to safeguard the nature of
outer space as belonging to no one. Any taking of land either by states or by individuals would
prohibit such undertaking since article I of the OST declares that celestial bodies “shall be the
province of mankind”, meaning that the celestial bodies belong to everyone and are not subject to
national appropriation.
An “appropriation” generally requires the taking of property for exclusive use with a sense of
permanence and with an intent to appropriate, which could be resolved if Mars is to become an
international managed zone, as it is envisaged in the Mars Convention, in which an Authority is
acting on behalf of all humankind.
Furthermore the Moon Agreement states in its article 11 that “the Moon and its natural resources are the

common heritage of mankind. The Moon is not subject to national appropriation by any claim of sovereignty, by
means of use or occupation, or by any other means”. This provision is different from the one contained
in article II of the OST: the Moon Agreement underlines that outer space has a res communis nature,

thus it belongs to everyone.

Two different regimes exist in the space law to define the principles of non-appropriation: one
is negative (OST), meaning that outer space and the celestial bodies do no belong to no one, the
other is positive (Moon Agreement) stating that outer space belongs to everyone.
According to the existing provisions regulating the activities of states in outer space, especially
the Moon Agreement, appropriate procedures and establishment of an international regime will be
required before resources can be exploited on Mars for any mission, to include terraforming.

6.4.4 The Mars Convention
6.4.4.a The Need for a Mars Convention
Terraforming Mars will be the grandest and most politically challenging project undertaken by
humankind in the foreseeable future. A good basis to implement this vision would be to give to
the project a legal binding frame, which would protect the interest of all the participants in the
venture while gaining the moral support of those that stayed out of the terraforming program.
The size, scope and duration of this project will require an evolution of organizations over a
period of less than one century as well as an evolution rather than a revolution in terms of space
law concepts. Justifying the necessity to transform Mars to funding governments and having a
stable organizational structure will prove just as important to success as technological maturity.
The terraforming of Mars and the compulsory adaptation of life to Martian environment cannot
fully comply with the set of existing legal conventions related to the issue, whether it is on the
transformation of the planet or on the transformation of life. Moreover, the world today lacks
the political cohesion and stability to work consistently on a project over decades. Any drastic
change in political direction could lead to an extreme waste of resources and delay in
completion. Adequate communication, international dependence and respect are necessary
between the participating terraforming nations otherwise efforts could be duplicated. A method
for improving communication and enforcing promises must consequently be instated to reduce
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the risk of failure. In that case, it was decided that the proposition of a new space treaty
dedicated to the Martian Case would was justified. This Convention would allow the starting of
the project with all the necessary legal protection and framework for a harmonized and
cooperative endeavor.

6.4.4.b The Logic behind the Convention
Since the purpose of the project is to facilitate permanent human presence on Mars through
modification of the planet environment by using terraforming techniques in conjunction with
engineered life adaptation, it contains elements that might be interpreted as contrary to existing
space treaties. Therefore a draft of a new Convention which object is to create a legal frame for
human activities on Mars is proposed.
Terraforming is a major problem considering the Moon Agreement that prevents any modification
of the environment. There are then two solutions:
The first hypothesis the article 7 of the 1979 Moon Agreement is interpreted in such a
way that the Convention does not enter into contradiction with it. There is a need to
understand the motives behind the 7th article. It must be assumed that it was included
to protect science and scientific research for its own sake and not to protect the planet
itself. Therefore, if no life is discovered on Mars, the planet is not scientifically vital and
we could proceed in our terraforming project. However, this interpretation is extremely
narrow and likely not to be accepted by the doctrine.
For this reason, in the second perspective, the convention is considered contrary to the
Moon Agreement in its article 7 and consequently only States non-parties to the Moon
Agreement can access the Mars Convention. Another problem here is represented by
the European Space Agency (ESA). Two member States, Austria and the Netherlands
have ratified the Moon Agreement (1979). However, since none of the space faring
nations ratified it, it can surely proceed.

6.4.4.c The Content of the Convention
Starting with the preamble, principles of international law and the importance to go on Mars for
humans must be recalled. The object and purpose of the Convention must also be provided.
Finally, it should be reminded that this endeavor represents an asset for peace, international
cooperation and international economic order.
Clauses to allow scientists to undertake the terraforming process and the engineering of life
need to be included. However, the issue of human genes modification should remain vague, in
so far as political issues are at bay. For other organisms, needs can be expressed openly because
genetically modified organisms already exist on Earth.
It is important to allow the use of the planet for everyone; otherwise, it could be problematic if
investors are to be attracted, and so the issue of who can go to Mars and exert activities must be
considered. Just States would not be sufficient, that is why all persons, both physical and moral,
should be accepted and should be allowed to pursue there activities in the Convention
framework.
In the same may, and for political and ethical reasons, it is a necessity to accept Mars as the
common heritage of humankind. It helps justify the goal of this project, which is to give
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humankind a future on the planet. However, with such a situation there is a risk that the project
might be blocked by Nations reluctant to invest in it. To prevent such a situation that might
jeopardize the terraforming of Mars, there is need for a supervising authority accordingly.
Therefore, the Authority must have the following type of structure:
An Assembly where all participating organizations and States can voice their concern
and modify the convention.
A Council with a composition to counter the possible political problem posed by the
notion of “common heritage”. To prevent frustration by the most investing nations, the
latter will have the majority in the Council.
The Authority should be organized in a way that would allow it to work with an administration
and a structure as light as possible so as to prevent the phenomenon of bureaucratization and
the subsequent sociological problems of development of self-interest strategies to the detriment
of the overall project. Private interests should also be represented.
Moreover, for the Authority to pursue its objective, its financing should be secured. The
following questions should then be answered: should States provide the same contribution? If
they are equal, why would some States have a stronger power in the Council? For this reason,
there is a need for differentiation. A choice based on the Gross Domestic Product may be the
fairest solution. In order to motivate States, a financial return should be implemented. Thus
logic comparable to the logic behind the organization of ESA is followed.
Finally, because the Authority’s ultimate role is to help States, but also all other persons to invest
in the project, it should be gifted with all the necessary tools. For example, it should be given an
a priori control on different parts of the project to prevent economic disaster since we need to
take into consideration the issue of security of the investments.
It is also primordial that all States can access the Convention. Nevertheless, the Convention’s
ratification by a minimum number of space faring nations should be a necessary prerequisite in
order for it to be useful and to carry a fate different from the Moon Agreement.
The Conclusion should foresee a possibility to amend the Convention to react to any major
change happening on the planet. In fact, while the structure of organization proposed here is a
realistic first step in the terraforming process, a deep evolution might be considered depending
on the political perspectives on Mars. In determining our treatment of future Martian
inhabitants, we must take into consideration probable socio-political evolution. Under
representation alongside with the attenuation of national identification might lead to a desire for
independence. The initial Martian settlers will be mostly scientists and engineers, but eventually
complete communities will exist on Mars. A critical intellectual mass may be reached before the
population is of any significant size thus legitimization of a separate Martian Government.
Therefore it may be probably necessary that the evolution of the Mars Convention should lead
to the representation of Mars colonists. It should be understood that the settlers would probably
be embarking on the creation of a new society whose wishes may eventually diverge from Earth
peoples. Humans sent to live on Mars will bring with them ideas on how to govern themselves,
rules of conduct for living in society, economic motivations, and personality conflicts (Zubrin
2004).
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6.4.5 Conclusion
Terraforming, being such a futuristic concept, is not mentioned by any international convention.
As it was suggested by some lawyers from ESA, terraforming can only be analyzed, on a legal
point of view, under the scope of two binding principles of space law. In fact, taking into
consideration two major principles applicable to celestial bodies (non-appropriation and
prohibition of harmful contamination), the concept terraforming is clearly violating international
space law.
The reflection on terraforming shows the implicit necessity to reform the five space treaties,
elaborated to frame the activities of the space fairing nations in outer space.
In a context where mid-term space initiatives include a first manned mission to Mars and some
plans to consider the Moon as a base to go to the Red Planet, the existing space law will
definitely have to be adapted to the new ambitions of the space nations in order to facilitate
space exploration and boost human settlements out of planet Earth.
The Mars Convention should be considered in that sense: a document containing legal guidelines
for the promotion of both space exploration as a peaceful and international endeavor and a
permanent human presence of Mars with some keys to address the regime and organization of
the Martian resources for example. If space is to be considered as the new frontier for
humankind, the legal regime regulating the activities of states in outer space and the future
Martian political situation should evidently be adapted to a renewed vision for the future space
conquest.
6.5

UMMARY

S

The noosphere is essential to frame the human effort to terraform Mars. In fact, if technologies
will decide up to which point Mars can be terraformed, the main components of the noosphere,
which are religion, ethics, politics and economics, will guide intellectually humanity trough the
terraforming of Mars.
The terraforming of Mars should be conducted within a frame respecting the universal legal,
political, ethical and religious trends, otherwise it would turn into a purely technological
operation lead by a close club of powerful nations.
Terraforming represents a unique chance for a massive universal convergence to cooperation. It
should be accomplished with a universal support and commitment.
In that sense, the noosphere concept underlines the main intellectual drivers to present
terraforming as morally, ethically and legally acceptable.
One of the major conclusions of this chapter is the following: if the possibility of genetically
modifying human beings is deeply part of the public debate, terraforming remains out the public
scene. Terraforming is still an obscure concept out of the space business and it appears as being
complete science fiction.
If the purpose of this project is to show that the total and complete terraforming of Mars is not
currently feasible leading to the necessity of somatic cell therapy to candidates to Mars
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settlement, the current political, legal, moral and ethical trends underline the need for a large
debate within the scientific community and inside the public opinion before starting any
operations to terraform Mars.
In the team’s opinion, terraforming needs to be the synthesis of cultural, moral, philosophical,
religious and political trends, in order for it not to become a purely technical and technological
endeavor. After a possible settlement, important issues should be taken into consideration, and
those relating to the culture and identity of the future inhabitants of Mars are a priority. In this
view, space exploration should be seen as the major driver for this project.
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CONCLUSION: BUILDING THE BRIDGE

Using the concept of a visysphere, with its technological, environmental, socioeconomic and
demographic factors, this report has laid the foundations for extensive development of
technologies and social norms, to bridge some of the critical issues in an envisioned
terraforming effort. By using a functional approach to the requirements of terraforming, the
report has allowed for in-depth analysis and original work in broad fields of research. Critical
fields highlighted include the domains of genetic engineering, human physiology and
psychology, bio-robotics, life support systems, space suits, robotics, infrastructure, cybernetics,
socioeconomics, ethics, religion, politics, and law, as well as the terraforming process itself. In
this respect, the report can be identified as an amalgamation of the critical efforts of all
humankind; resulting in not only a technological accomplishment but also a Martian synergy of
the cultural, social, ethical, legal, and moral values of Earth.
Robotic spacecraft exploration of Mars started in 1965 with Mariner 4, and our perception of the
planet has been changing dramatically ever since. As the study of Mars becomes more and more
detailed, with new discoveries by orbiters and rovers an almost daily occurrence, the borders
between the desolate world of Mars and our own Earth continue to diminish. With each new
discovery, such as evidence of a possible frozen sea near the equator by Mars Express or the
trace methane emissions from potentially life harboring caves, our intellectual armory for the
development of terraforming activities continues to be reinforced.
With a critical analysis of terraforming techniques and proposals whilst extrapolating current
space capabilities, the report has shown that when considered individually, existing terraforming
technique theories have advantages and corresponding drawbacks embedded in their
application. It is evident that with current knowledge, to completely cater to the ideal settlement
of humanity will be an extremely slow and gradual process, on the order of a hundreds of years
to develop a substantial atmosphere, and tens of thousands for it to be made breathable. The
terraforming approach consequently addressed how to initially improve the habitability of the
Martian environment within a given time frame of about half a century allowing the
introduction of engineered life. The objective of which was to improve the Martian parameters
of atmospheric pressure, composition, mean global temperature and radiation protection
substantially, to facilitate the introduction of artificially assisted life.
A synergic approach was selected as the preferred solution to terraforming Mars initially raising
atmospheric temperature and pressure levels. Utilizing PFC production to warm the planet,
while lowering polar albedo, is shown to increase the polar temperature to free adsorbed CO2.
This CO2 similarly contributes to the heating of the planet as a greenhouse gas. PFCs have been
identified not only as one of the most feasible methods from a social acceptability standpoint
but they have been highlighted as the most flexible and effective method with relatively
immediate results, where the rate of terraforming is identified as directly proportional to cost.
As the atmosphere thickens with time during the terraforming process, the planet would see
significant improvements in radiation protection assisting in early outposts and preceding
colonization of the surface. Furthermore, present CO2 has been shown to contribute to ozone
formation in the upper atmosphere and is anticipated to be capable of improving the thin ozone
layer, further increasing UV radiation protection. This process would accumulate over the initial
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stages further decreasing the hostility of the Martian environment to the settlement of
humankind.
One of the issues highlighted is the lack of volatiles on the surface of Mars necessary for the
effective functioning of the biological cycles, particularly the nitrogen cycle. One of the few
feasible ways to import such constituents, although less practical than seeding nitrifying bacteria,
would be through the premeditated impacting of the surface by nitrogen rich asteroids. The
report anticipates that moving an asteroid (or icy body) from Jupiter’s orbit onto a Mars impact
trajectory could be possible before the end of the century, drawing from current investigations
on NEOs, comets and asteroid rendezvous missions to accelerate development of the required
technology. An icy body imported and impacted on the Martian south pole at later stages will
supplement the existing volatiles inventory while lowering polar albedo. Efficient manipulation
of asteroid orbits will require missions to be planned well in advance of events to take advantage
of relative positions and possible swing-by maneuvers for optimal trajectory alignment.
Utilization of windows of opportunity will reduce flight duration of missions and could
potentially show significant mass and corresponding mission costs.
Subsequent introduction of living organisms to the surface of Mars by humans will contribute
towards improving atmospheric composition by utilizing photosynthesis to lower CO2
concentrations while increasing O2 levels, although this contribution is anticipated to be small
and much slower than other gas-adding processes. Other greenhouse gases utilized to warm
Mars have the potential to be incorporated into the Martian biological cycle through genetically
engineered microorganisms. Such organisms could be capable of synthesizing compounds such
as NH3 and CH4. Only after exhaustive investigation yielding conclusive results would biological
seeding be introduced, which would have to be initiated and administered in accordance with
the relevant articles of the Mars convention. Progression of biological seeding would ultimately
lead to the existence of plants and animals on Mars, with biological agents contributing to the
carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen cycles.
A well developed intellectual envelope to encompass all activities on Mars is also viewed as a
critical requirement to the success of the terraforming effort and creation of the visysphere. As
terraforming, as a concept, has not been recognized by international convention, it can only be
analyzed in present legal contexts under the two binding principles of space law. Within this
context, terraforming in its present form, such as techniques discussed in the project, can be
seen as a clear violation of the two major applicable principles, and in doing so violate
international space law. The project therefore highlights an impending need to reform the five
space treaties to expand their scope and elaborate on the legal activities of space fairing nations
before any act of terraforming can take place. These changes will most likely see initial
consideration in the coming decades as realms of human space activities expand to include
possible Moon bases or manned Mars missions. The project therefore suggests one possible
legal tool, the Mars Convention, to assist in the peaceful exploration of the planet while
addressing regulation issues.
Issues such as genetic modification of human beings and somatic cell therapy will remain an
essential item in public debate, important when considering that generating the political will to
support terraforming activities will be seeded in the public view of the subject. The settlement
of Mars in its current scenario underlines the need for significant conclusive debate within the
scientific and public community addressing moral and ethical issues, satisfying cultural, moral,
philosophical, religious and political differences. The issue has been assisted by the discussions
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of environmental ethics now extending to space. Utilitarianist ethical views in favor of the
human modifications discussed within the report will always be found. However, it should be
noted that these alterations also fall into some transhumanist opinions, questioning whether
humans are technologically and morally ready to enter these realms of activities, and should not
be ignored.
Martian conditions currently prevent the introduction of terrestrial pioneering microorganisms,
however with the necessary selection process and enhancements in the form of genetic
alteration, early introduction and acceleration of the terraforming process through
microorganisms is possible. Current research continues to progress at such a rate, that humanity
is anticipated to have a pioneer microorganism ready to introduce to Mars by the end of the
century. Genetic engineering and drug production techniques also hold vital roles in increasing
human suitability to the environment of a partially terraformed Mars. Modification of the
human immune system will play an integral role in enhancing humans to meet Martian
parameters. This is likely to include the use of antibodies and immunosuppressant drugs, via
implant technologies, however the report also highlights possible future concerns over
reversibility of human immune system manipulation in the event of Earth return missions. The
drive behind these technologies is likely to come from domains such as cancer research,
transplantation medicine, and immunology which do not lack the political motive or economic
commitment. As a result, space will continue to benefit from Earth-bound initiatives and
scientific developments utilizing these domains whenever necessary or applicable.
Adaptation, both natural and artificial, could possibly tailor the human body to increase
tolerance to Martian conditions within reason. However, several promising scientific and
technological fields are entering into early technological readiness, which assist human efforts to
adapt to Martian conditions. The development of an efficient and safe health monitoring and
management system adapted for humans to live on Mars is seen as an essential prerequisite for
the terraforming process and general expansion of space exploration activities. The concept of
the visychip represents one possible solution for combining microsystems and biotechnologies
in a single implantable package, combining multiple medical technologies including neural
implant technology in order to monitor not only the physical health of the subject, but also the
psychological state.
Further development of neural manipulation technology would enable the visychip to intervene
in psychological processes, giving humans the ability to maintain unprecedented psychological
control, serving as a countermeasure to instinctive reactions, at the same time performing
medical diagnosis immediately and, if necessary, administering the appropriate physiological or
psychological response. Benefits for the development of such implantable technology include
the enabling of worldwide real-time telemedicine with medical diagnosis and administration no
longer dependant upon external examination and doctor patient interaction, consequently
solving one of the major problems of our present society. Nervous system manipulation and
repair are also promising candidates for the multi-functional visychip, restoring bodily function
to those who lose, or never had, the ability. With the exponential growth of nanotechnology and
advances in biotechnology, the project estimates that these types of devices could be achieved
within 50–100 years.
The project has outlined major limitations to expanding current EVA capabilities by offering
novel solutions to problematic areas such as the requirement to pressurize the whole internal
volume of current suits. Further development of the Mechanical Counter Pressure (MCP) suit
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concept will result in a unit able to combat the physical constraints of current EVA activities by
offering substantial increases in mobility while reducing control system requirements.
Operational flexibility will be enhanced with the development of conformal feedback fabrics,
and ultra-thin power supplies. Compartmentalization of the suits by means of neck dam systems
also offers substantial improvements in survivability while significantly prolonging endurance
capabilities of EVAs and addressing long-term terrestrial locomotion issues. General mobility
improvements in current suits may be augmented through smaller design changes, it is
important to realize that existing suits are not designed for locomotion and it will require large
leaps in concepts and technologies to produce a suit capable of fulfilling the dynamic demands
of working on and terraforming Mars. These rapid advances in materials and control system
technologies will undoubtedly serve as a crucial element for continual expansion of Martian
space endeavors.
Applications such as the Wearable Life Support System (WLSS), which in addition to MCP
could partially or even completely eliminate the need for a breathable atmosphere within a suit,
whilst tackling issues such as in situ food production, are estimated to be a much later
development in the terraforming process. The development of WLSS technologies is generally
anticipated to be a development brought about by powerful economic sectors such as medicine
and energy rather than direct research from the space industry. Once the WLSS is developed, it
may also significantly enhance human capabilities on Earth by allowing operation in remote
inhospitable regions in areas like the Antarctic, deserts, at high altitudes or under water.
In situ resource utilization (ISRU) will form a skeletal component in producing the required
materials to build a colonial infrastructure. The project has identified three distinct phases when
considering the changing requirements of a population as environmental parameters evolve and
further expansion is required. An initial outpost phase would develop the experimental ISRU
technologies with the major components of habitat infrastructure being supplied directly from
Earth, while an expansion phase would begin the construction of manufacturing buildings for
ISRU. These plants would be used to expand the outpost to a self-sufficient settlement with
further research in ISRU technologies to improve manufacturing techniques. In the final colony
phase, a whole self-sufficient society would exist; having created its own agricultural, industrial,
chemical, and civil methods and technologies independent from Earth. These kinds of
construction and exploration initiatives will require substantial utilization or robotics; both in
assistance to humans and as an independent component of the Martian infrastructure.
Approached studied in the project include the development of modular designs capable of
supporting humans or performing individual tasks on the imperative requirements of a
terraforming mission.
Simulation has been identified as a means to enable humans to visualize complex relationships
between factors in places with unknown dynamic process and to support interactive and
constructive machine-human learning. Utilizing powerful processors in a neural network could
ultimately increase the learning capacity of humans. Processors used in a machine learning
manner with knowledge directly transmitted to the human brain will lead to more effective
mechanisms of information processing and learning. This type of technology would require the
development of AI and significant capability to manipulate the human brain, however modeling
and replicating neural networks will eventually lead to complete integration of human and
machine both in simulation and physically.
The project has outlined one proposed route to identify and develop critical areas for the
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successful implementation of Martian terraforming. By highlighting these discrete
developments, the project generated a proposed solution utilizing many forms of technology in
their respective disciplines, combining scientific theory and human intellect to produce one of
the first overall concepts for the interdisciplinary effort to terraforming Mars. In doing so the
project provides a guide to the impending needs of future space exploration initiatives whilst
identifying critical Earth-based initiatives and technologies to be incorporated, either currently
or in the near future, into the space fields. This project therefore stands as an integrated set of
solutions, from a multicultural and interdisciplinary team, to partially terraform Mars and
establish a colony within this century.
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9 APPENDIX - THE MARS CONVENTION
Preamble
The States Parties in this Convention,
Prompted by the desire to settle, in

a spirit of mutual understanding and cooperation, all issues
relating to the exploration and settlement by humans of the planet Mars and aware of the
historic significance of this Convention as an important contribution to the future of all the
people and of humankind as a whole,
Noting that the developments since the United Nations Outer Space Treaty of 1967 have
accentuated the need for a new and generally acceptable Convention on Space law,
Conscious of the problem of the depletion of natural resources, the overpopulation and pollution
on planet Earth,
Recognizing the desirability to establish trough this Convention a legal order which will facilitate
the peaceful human habitation of the planet Mars, and will promote the equitable and efficient
utilization of its resources, the study, the protection and the conservation of their possible living
resources,
Bearing in Mind that the achievement of these goals will contribute to the realization of a just and
equitable interplanetary economic order which take into account the interest and needs of
humankind as a whole,
Believing that the codification of a legal framework for Human activities on Mars achieved in this
Convention will contribute to the strengthening of peace, security, cooperation and friendly
relations among all nations in conformity with the principles of justice and equal rights.
Desiring by this Convention to facilitate the principle of a permanent human presence in the
Solar System and on Mars in particular, which implies the modification of Martian environment
and the adaptation of the Human Specie to the consequently engineered Martian environment,
Reaffirming that it is in the interest of all humankind that Mars shall continue to be used for
peaceful purposes and shall not become the scene or object of international discord,
Affirming that matters not regulated by this Convention continue to be governed by the rules and
principles of general international space law,
Have agreed as follows:

Part One Use of terms and scope
Article 1

Use of terms

For the purpose of this Convention:
a. “Area” means Mars ground for the purpose of this Convention
b. “Areosphere” means the solid (lithosphere) and liquid (hydrosphere) portions of Mars (Ares).
c. “Authority” means the international body put in place by this Convention
d. “Concession” means the right to use land or other property for a specified purpose or to
conduct specified operation in a particular area, granted by a controlling body.
e. “Genetic engineering” means modifying an organism by manipulating its genetic material
f. “Martian original form of life” is life resulting from and evolutionary process specific to Mars
and without any influence from organisms coming from Earth.
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g. “Resources” means all solid, liquid or gaseous mineral resources in situ on the planet.
h. “Terraforming” means a process of planetary engineering specifically directed at enhancing
the capacity of an extra-terrestrial planetary environment to support life. The ultimate in
terraforming would be to create an unconstrained planetary biosphere emulating all the
functions of the biosphere of the Earth.

Article 2

Scope

The provisions of this Convention apply to all the activities conducted on planet Mars and in
the Solar System in the perspective of the terraforming of Mars. This process shall be developed
in parallel with the adaptation of life to this newly engineered planet. It does not entail activities
conducted on the planet Earth.
All activities shall be carried out in accordance with International Law in particular the Charter
of the United Nations.

Part Two Status of Mars
Article 3

Freedom of Mars

The planet Mars is open to all States and other entities. All willing States or organization shall be
entitled the right to participate in this endeavor. Freedom of Mars is exercised under the
conditions laid down by this Convention and by other rules of international law. It comprises:
(a): Freedom of access
(b): Freedom of movement
(c): Freedom of over flight
(d): Freedom of scientific research
(e): Freedom of use
These freedoms shall be exercised by all Parties with due regard for the interest of other Parties
and with due regard for the overall project of Mars terraforming.

Article 4

Scientific Research

Freedom of scientific investigation on Mars and cooperation toward that end shall continue
subject to the provision of this present Convention.
In order to promote international cooperation in scientific investigation, the Parties agree that,
to the greatest extent possible and practicable:
1. Information regarding scientific plans for scientific programs on Mars shall be
exchanged to permit maximum economy of and efficiency of terraforming operations.
2. Scientific observations and results shall be exchanged between the parties under terms
to be specified by the Authority.

Article 5

Reservation of Mars for peaceful purposes

Mars shall be used for peaceful purposes only. There shall be prohibited, inter alia, any measure
of military nature.
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The present Convention shall not prevent the use of military personnel or equipment for
scientific research. However, any nuclear explosion on Mars shall be prohibited

Article 6

Legal status of the Area

The Area and its resources are the heritage of humankind and shall be used in the perspective of
a permanent Human establishment on Mars.
No acts or activities taking place while the present Convention is in force shall constitute a basis
for asserting or supporting appropriation.
No State shall claim or exercise sovereignty or sovereign rights over any part of the Area or its
resources, nor shall any State or natural or juridical person appropriate any part thereof.
The exploitation of the resources is possible against the payment of fees to the Authority. The
fees shall take the form of a percentage of the benefits whose amount shall be fixed by the
Council.
All rights on the Area or in the resources of the Area are vested in humankind on whose behalf
the Authority shall act.

Part Three
Article 7

Duties and obligations of States
Terraforming process

With respect to other provisions of this Convention, including the role and prerogatives of the
Authority, Parties shall conduct all policies and use all techniques necessary to the terraforming
of the planet Mars. The modification of the Martian environment shall be authorized and
recognized as a necessity.
The transformation of the Martian environment must be understood as a whole. It concerns the
areosphere, and the atmosphere of the planet. Introduction of Earth type life on the planet shall
not be considered as a harmful contamination.
The Parties shall accept a priori control of their long-term projects by the Authority.

Article 8

Adaptation of life

To establish a permanent human presence on Mars, Parties are free to conduct scientific
research in the domain of gene therapy and genetic engineering.
Research on how to enhance human adaptability to the living conditions on Mars shall be
authorized under the control of the Authority.
Genetic modification of living organisms shall be encouraged to accelerate the transformation
of Mars environment during the terraforming process.
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Measures for conservation of the living resources of Mars

Necessary measures shall be taken by all Parties in accordance with this Convention with respect
to activities in the Area to ensure effective protection of any Martian original form of life from
harmful effects, which may arise from such activities.
These measures shall be taken under the control of the overall Martian Authority and shall not
compromise the terraforming process.
If any form of original Martian life should be discovered, international environmental law shall
be applied.

Article 10

Jurisdiction

Every State shall effectively exercise its jurisdiction and control in administrative, technical or
legal matters over their nationals including personnel, materials or installations.

Article 11

Rights of the people on Mars

The people living on Mars shall benefit from all Human Rights recognized by international law.
Intellectual property rights of inventions made on Mars shall also be respected. Each discovery
shall be registered under the national law of the person discovering it.

Article 12

Rescue duty

Parties shall adopt all practicable measures to safeguard the life and health of persons on Mars.
For this purpose they shall offer shelter in their installations and other facilities to persons in
distress on the planet.

Article 13

Responsibility and liability

States parties shall bear responsibility to ensure that national activities conducted in the area
shall be carried out in conformity with this Convention.
International organizations shall bear responsibility to ensure that the activities conducted by
their representatives in the area shall be carried out in conformity with this Convention.
Damages caused by the failure of a State Party or of another entity to carry out its
responsibilities under this Convention shall entail liability. The Outer Space treaty of 1967 and
the Liability Convention of 1972 shall govern any other damages.

Part Four The Authority
Article 14

Establishment of the Authority

The Parties shall put in place an international body (called the Authority). The activities
conducted on Mars shall be organized and controlled by the Authority on behalf of humankind.
All States Parties are ipso-facto members of the Authority.
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The Authority is composed of two organs:
1. The Assembly meets every 2 years during the Conference. The Assembly has the power
to modify the present Convention and to give recommendations to the Council.
Extraordinary Conferences can take place according to the request of all members.
States are member of full right and other organizations participate to the Assembly with
the status of Observer.
2. The Council is the executive organ of the Authority and ensures the application of the
Convention. It is composed of fifteen members of full right of the Assembly. Ten
permanent seats are given to the most contributing States and the Assembly shall elect
five other members for a period of 6 years by way of majority secret ballot. The Council
also acts as the arbitrator in case of unsolvable conflict between two Parties and shall
propose to the Assembly to sanction Parties refusing to comply with the Convention
dispositions.
3. The Council shall consult the Advisory Board whose 5 members represent the interests
of private entities participating to the terraforming project.

Article 15

Role of the Authority

The sole purpose of the Authority is to support and help States and other organizations to
coordinate their efforts in the perspective of the colonization of the planet Mars.
The Authority shall exert its overall control over the different techniques and activities used for
the terraforming of the planet.
In order to ensure the observance of the Convention, all areas of Mars, including all stations,
installations and equipment within those areas, shall be open at all times to inspection by
observers designated by the Authority.
The Authority shall take measures in accordance with this convention to acquire technology and
scientific knowledge relating to terraforming activities or to bioengineering activities.
To encourage activity, the Authority shall have the power to attribute concessions to any State,
International Organization or Private Person to conduct any activities necessary to the
establishment of a permanent human colony using terraforming techniques and assisted life
adaptation.
The terms of the concession agreement shall be established on a case-by-case basis. The
agreement shall include a termination clause and shall respect the provisions of this Convention,
noting that a concession shall not last more than 50 years.

Article 16

Financial principles

The Authority shall be financed by the contributions of the State Parties to the Convention. The
amount of the contribution shall be determined between the parties on the basis of each State’s
growth domestic product.
Each Party contributing to the Budget requirements of the Authority shall receive capital
repayment and compensation for use of this capital.
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Part Five Final provisions
Article 17

Settlement of disputes

The States, concerned in any case of dispute with regard to activities conducted on Mars, have
the duty to consult together and under the coordination of the Authority with a view to reaching
a mutually acceptable solution. If negotiation shall fail, States shall solve their conflict by
arbitration with the Authority Council acting as arbitrator.

Article 18

Modification of the Convention

The present Convention may be modified or amended at any time by unanimous agreement of
the Contracting Parties.
Every 15 years from the entry into force of the Convention, the Parties shall undertake a general
and systematic overview of the manner in which the international regime of the Area established
in this convention has operated in practice. In the light of this review, the Parties shall meet in a
Conference and could decide to amend the Convention by a vote at the majority of two thirds.

Article 19

Opening to signature, ratification and accession to the Convention

The Convention shall be subject to ratification by the signatory States. It shall be open for
signature and accession by any State, which is a Member of the United Nations and is willing to
participate and invest into the colonization of Mars by the Human Specie.

Article 20

Entry into force

Instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the Secretary General of the United Nations,
hereby designated as the depository organization.
The Convention shall enter into force one month after deposition by the twentieth State, being
recognized that these twenty States shall include at least five States with autonomous access to
space.
The Convention is undividable and shall not include exclusion clauses or exemption clauses.

Article 21

Withdrawal

The right to withdraw shall be granted to all parties. In the process, the Authority shall promote
the transfer of technology and scientific knowledge amongst the Parties so that the Enterprise
may not suffer there from.
Notice of withdrawal from the Convention shall be given to the depository organization.
Withdrawal shall take effect one year form the date of receipt of the notification.

Article 22

Deposition

The original of the present Convention, of which Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian,
and Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited in the archives of the United Nations,
which shall transmit duly certified copies thereof to the Governments of the acceding States.
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